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ABSTRACT
The linear discontinuous finite element method (LDFEM) is the current work
horse of the radiation transport community. The popularity of LDFEM is a result of
LDFEM (and its Q1 multi-dimensional extensions) being both accurate and preserv-
ing the thick diffusion limit. In practice, the LDFEM equations must be “lumped” to
mitigate negative radiation transport solutions. Negative solutions are non-physical,
but are inherent to the mathematics of LDFEM and other spatial discretizations.
Ongoing changes in high performance computing (HPC) are dictating a pref-
erence for increased numbers of floating point operations (FLOPS) per unknown.
Higher order discontinuous finite element methods (DFEM), those with polynomial
trial spaces greater than linear, have been found to offer more accuracy per unknown
than LDFEM. However, DFEM with higher degree trial spaces have received only
limited attention due to their increased computational time per unknown, LDFEM’s
preservation of the thick diffusion limit, and the relative accuracy of LDFEM com-
pared to other historical spatial discretizations. As solution methods evolve to make
the most efficient use of HPC, it is possible that the increased computational work
of higher order DFEM may become a strength rather than a hindrance.
For higher order DFEM to be useful in practice, lumping techniques must be
developed to inhibit negative radiation transport solutions. We will show that
traditional mass matrix lumping does not guarantee positive solutions and limits
the overall accuracy of the DFEM scheme. To solve this problem, we propose a
new, quadrature based, self-lumping technique. Our self-lumping technique does not
limit solution order of convergence, improves solution positivity, and can be easily
adapted to account for the within cell variation of interaction cross section. To test
ii
and demonstrate the characteristics of our self-lumping methodology, we apply our
schemes to several test problems: a homogeneous, source-free pure absorber; a pure
absorber with spatially varying cross section; a model fuel depletion problem; and
finally, we solve the grey thermal radiative transfer equations.
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DFEM Discontinuous finite element method
DSA Diffusion synthetic acceleration
LDFEM Linear discontinous finite element method
S2SA S2 synthetic acceleration
SL Self-lumping
SN Discrete ordinates method
TL Traditional lumping
TRT Thermal radiative transfer
~Ω Particle direction
c Speed of light
I Photon radiation intensity
ψ Neutron transport angular flux
T Temperature
σt Total interaction opacity
σs Scattering interaction opacity
σa Absorption opacity
B Planck function




Σt Macroscopic neutron total interaction cross section
Σs Macroscopic neutron scattering interaction cross section
Σa Macroscopic neutron absorption interaction cross section
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1. INTRODUCTION
This dissertation is dedicated to the solution of the thermal radiative transfer


















σa (φ− 4piB) dE , (1.1b)
are a nonlinear system of equations that describe the exchange of energy between a
photon radiation field and a non-moving material. Radiation intensity, I, is a seven
dimensional field dependent upon spatial location, ~x; photon energy, E; photon di-
rection of travel, ~Ω; and time t. c is the speed of light. Material opacities for all
interactions, σt; absorption, σa; and scattering, σs are functions of photon energy
and material temperature, T . Material heat capacity, Cv, is also a function of mate-
rial temperature. The angle integrated radiation intensity, φ, is an integral over all
photon directions of the the photon intensity and is a function of space and photon
energy. Finally, the Planck function, B, is a function of photon energy and material
temperature. While materials at all temperatures emit photon radiation, the radia-
tion emission is proportional to T 4. Thus, solution of the radiative transfer equations
is most important in situations where materials are very hot. Solving the thermal
radiative transfer equations is an important component of the simulation of different
scientific and engineering problems including astrophysics supernova explosions and
high energy density physics laboratory experiments such as the ones conducted at
the National Ignition Facility.
1
1.1 Simplifications of the Thermal Radiative Transfer Equations
In this dissertation, we make a number of simplifying assumptions to make solu-
tion of Eqs. (1.1) more tractable. First, we limit our focus to 1-D Cartesian (slab)
geometry. The assumption of slab geometry is not required, but slab geometry ra-
diation transport simulations require significantly less computational time. Further,
any methods that have a possibility of being viable for radiation transport in multiple
spatial dimensions must also work well in slab geometry.
Second, we approximate the continuous angle dependence of the intensity using
the discrete ordinates (SN) method. The SN method approximates the true definition









wdI(~x, ~Ωd, E, t) . (1.2)
In Eq. (1.2), {wd, ~Ωd}d=1,...Ndir is the set of Ndir quadrature weights wd and discrete
directions, ~Ωd and corresponding intensities Id.
Finally, we treat the photon energy dependence assuming a grey, or photon energy





σ(E)I(E)dE = σgreyIgrey (1.3a)∫ ∞
0
σ(E)φ(E)dE = σgreyφgrey (1.3b)∫ ∞
0
σ(E)B(E, T )dE = σgreyBgrey(T ) , (1.3c)












B(E, T )dE . (1.6)
For the remainder of this work, we will forgo explicitly denoting quantities as grey,
and unless otherwise noted, all quantities should be assumed to be photon energy
integrated (grey). Though the assumption of Eqs. (1.3) does not hold unless all
opacities are constant in energy, methods developed for the grey case are readily
extensible to the multi-frequency treatment of photon energy dependence, and the
multi-frequency approximation is by far the most common treatment of thermal
radiative transfer photon energy dependence[1].
1.2 Spatial and Temporal Discretization
To complete a description of the approach we will take to solve Eqs. (1.1), we
now describe how we will discretize the spatial and temporal variables.
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1.2.1 Time Integration
The appearance of the speed of light in Eq. (1.1) results in the TRT equations
being very stiff. To solve the such a stiff system of equations would require either
an impractically small time step, or the use of implicit methods. We elect to use
Diagonally Implicit Runge-Kutta (DIRK) methods to advance our TRT solution in
time. The simplest of DIRK scheme is the first order implicit Euler scheme, but
S-stable DIRK schemes with higher order convergence exist [2].
1.2.2 Spatial Discretization with Discontinuous Finite Elements
The linear discontinuous finite element method (LDFEM) has long been used to
solve the discrete ordinates neutron transport equation [3]. Through manipulation,
the thermal radiative transfer equations can be transformed into a form that is equiv-
alent to the neutron transport equation with pseudo- scattering, fission, and fixed
sources. This makes it possible to use the same methods and techniques developed
for neutron transport to assist in solving the thermal radiative transfer equations.
LDFEM has achieved wide spread acceptance in the neutron transport community
because it is accurate [4] and highly damped. Because it possesses the thick diffusion
limit [5], LDFEM has also been applied to the SN TRT equations. Morel, Wareing,
and Smith first considered the application of LDFEM to the SN TRT equations in
[6]. Mass matrix lumped LDFEM was shown to preserve the thick equilibrium diffu-
sion limit [6]. This suggests that discontinuous finite element (DFEM) schemes can
be used to accurately solve the TRT equations in both diffusive and transport effects
dominated regions.
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1.3 Progression Towards Higher Order DFEM Thermal Radiative Transfer
For higher order (quadratic and higher polynomial degree trial spaces) DFEM to
be accurate and practical for solving Eqs. (1.1) we must demonstrate that higher
order DFEM:
1. are “robust”,
2. account for within cell spatial variation of opacity accurately, and
3. can be accelerated using appropriate iterative acceleration techniques.
By “robust”, we mean that that calculated radiation outflow from a spatial cell is
strictly positive for all cell widths and optical thicknesses.
In Section 2 we use a steady-state, mono-energetic, source-free pure absorber neu-
tron transport problem with a cross section that is constant in space to examine the
robustness of different radiation transport DFEM matrix lumping techniques. Next,
we extend the techniques developed by Adams [7, 8], for a spatial discretization
scheme related to LDFEM to address the within cell spatial variation of opacity, for
higher order DFEM in Section 3 . Then, we examine iterative acceleration techniques
compatible with higher order DFEM spatial discretizations in Section 4. In prepa-
ration for solving the coupled, non-linear TRT equations, in Section 5 we combine
all of the strategies we have developed in Sections 2-4 and apply them to a coupled
system of linear equations to solve a two-group fuel depletion problem that uses
explicit Euler time differencing. In Section 6 we develop the necessary theory and
simulation procedures to solve the grey thermal radiative transfer equations using
higher order DFEM, fully deriving the necessary equations, and acceleration tech-
niques. Finally we give numerical results in Section 7 that verify our newly developed
DFEM methods and demonstrate their capabilities on a series of test problems.
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2. DISCONTINUOUS FINITE ELEMENTS FOR RADIATION TRANSPORT 1
In Section 1, we briefly mentioned that through manipulation, the thermal radia-
tive transfer equations can be put into a form equivalent to the neutron transport
equation with pseudo- scattering, fission, and fixed sources. We will fully demon-
strate the linearization process in Section 6, but for now we take for granted that
solving for the neutron transport equation’s angular flux, ψ, is related to solving
Eq. (1.1) for I. Additionally, we will assume that a steady-state, source-free, pure
absorber neutron transport problem taxes DFEM schemes in a manner similar to
the way DFEM schemes are tested in time-dependent thermal radiative transfer
simulations, in particular Marshak wave type problems [9].
2.1 History of DFEM for Neutron Transport
The linear discontinuous finite element method (LDFEM) for discrete ordinates
neutron transport is widely used and has been extensively studied [10, 11, 12, 13].
However, the DFEM technique is not limited to linear trial spaces. Reed et al. [3]
used arbitrary order DFEM SN neutron transport in TRIPLET but, due to data
storage limitations at the time, only LDFEM was computationally practical. As a
result of these historical computing limitations, the accuracy of LDFEM [4], and
LDFEM possessing the thick diffusion limit [5], the majority of reported DFEM ra-
1Reprinted with permission from
1. “Characterization of High Order Spatial Discretizations and Lumping Techniques for Dis-
continuous Finite Element SN Transport” by P. G. Maginot, J. C. Ragusa, and J. E. Morel,
appearing in International Conference on Mathematics and Computational Methods Applied
to Nuclear Science and Engineering (M&C 2013) on CD-ROM, copyright 2013 by American
Nuclear Society; and
2. “Lumping Techniques for DFEM SN Transport in Slab Geometry” by P. G. Maginot, J. C.
Ragusa, and J. E. Morel, Nuclear Science and Engineering : 179, 1-16, copyright 2015 by
American Nuclear Society.
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diation transport literature has focused on the LDFEM approximation. Higher order
DFEM methods have received periodic attention; some older examples include the
work of Walters [14] and Hennart and del Valle [15, 16]. More recent investigations
of higher order DFEM trial spaces include those of Warsa and Prinja [17] and Wang
and Ragusa [18, 19]. The primary focus of the work in [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] was the
convergence rate of arbitrary order DFEM schemes.
Negative angular flux solutions of the neutron transport equation obtained with
LDFEM have been well documented in [11, 12, 13]. While these negativities do not
affect the order of convergence and can be tolerated for certain applications [20],
some nonlinear problems, particularly radiative transfer calculations, can diverge if
the angular intensities are negative. As a result, several methods to eliminate or
inhibit negative solutions have been developed and can be categorized into one of
three categories: ad-hoc fix-ups [11], strictly non-negative solution representations
[12], and matrix lumping [13]. The first two methods result in nonlinear systems of
equations, while matrix lumping yields linear systems of equations. By definition,
ad-hoc fix-ups and strictly non-negative solution representations yield non-negative
outflows in 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D geometries, regardless of material properties. Mass
matrix lumping (applied to LDFEM) yields strictly positive outflows only in 1-D
geometries, though it does otherwise inhibit negativities [13].
Solution positivity of even degree unlumped DFEM methods for 1-D problems
has been noted previously [14, 15, 16]. In comparing DFEM methods to nodal
transport methods, Walters derived the quadratic DFEM scheme from the nodal
transport equations using the Pade´(2,3) approximation to the exponential term and
noted that this approximation would result in a strictly positive outflow, regardless
of cell optical thickness [14]. Hennart and del Valle then showed for slab geometry
that all even P degree polynomial DFEM schemes approximate the cell outflow
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angular flux as a Pade´(P, P + 1) function, which is a strictly positive approximation
of the exponential [15, 16]. The positivity of even degree unlumped DFEM for 1-D
problems was also shown in [17].
2.2 Mass Matrix Lumping Techniques
In this Section, we examine the idea of mass matrix lumping and its ability to
ensure positive angular flux solutions of the neutron transport equation for arbi-
trary degree DFEM trial spaces in non-scattering 1-D slab geometries. We consider
traditional lumping (TL), that constructs a diagonal mass matrix by collapsing all
off-diagonal entries onto the main diagonal [13], and quadrature-based self-lumping
(SL) methods [21], that yield a diagonal mass matrix by numerically integrating
the DFEM equations using the DFEM interpolatory points as quadrature points.
Restricting ourselves to equally-spaced interpolation points, self-lumping numeri-
cal integration with the greatest degree of accuracy is achieved through the use of
closed Newton-Cotes formulae [22]. However, Newton-Cotes formulas with a large
number of integration points are known to be oscillatory and are of relatively low-
order accuracy, integrating polynomials at most of degree equal to the number of
integration points. By considering solution representations that employ quadrature
points as the interpolatory points, for example Gauss-Legendre (hereafter Gauss) or
Lobatto-Gauss-Legendre (hereafter Lobatto) quadrature points [22], we wish to find
methods that are self-lumping with a significantly higher accuracy. We analyze the
combinations of Lagrange interpolatory points and numerical integration strategies
given in Table 2.1 for positivity of the angular flux solution, local truncation error
order, and spatial convergence order as a function of trial space polynomial degree.
We limit the consideration of exact numerical integration schemes to those with
equally-spaced interpolatory points, due to the fact that exact integration with any
8
Table 2.1: Nomenclature of numerical schemes. Taken from [10].
Interpolation Integration Method
Point Type Strategy Short Hand Name
Equally- Exact spatial integration, TL
Spaced with collapsing of mass matrix
entries to the main diagonal
Equally- Numerical integration via SL Newton-Cotes
Spaced Newton-Cotes quadrature restricted
to interpolation points
Gauss Numerical integration via SL Gauss
Quadrature Gauss quadrature restricted
to interpolation points
Lobatto Numerical integration via SL Lobatto
Quadrature Lobatto quadrature restricted
to interpolation points
Equally- Exact spatial integration Exact DFEM
Spaced
particular set of interpolatory points will always yield the same DFEM solution.
It has long been noted that traditional lumping (TL) with equally-spaced inter-
polatory points for 1-D LDFEM is equivalent to using the trapezoidal quadrature
rule to approximately integrate the mass matrix [23] while exactly integrating the
gradient operator. Since the trapezoidal rule is identical to the closed Newton-Cotes
formula with two points, we hypothesize that, for finite elements of arbitrary order
using equally-spaced interpolatory points, traditional lumping is equivalent to using
a closed Newton-Cotes formula to compute the mass matrix while exactly integrating
the gradient operator. We demonstrate the equivalence between traditional lumping
and closed Newton-Cotes formulae in the computation of the mass matrix.
Self-lumping (SL) based on Newton-Cotes formulae differs from traditional lump-
ing in that SL Newton-Cotes generally does not exactly integrate the gradient oper-
ator. Coincidentally, the gradient operator is exactly integrated for linear/quadratic
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trial spaces using a 2-point/3-point Newton-Cotes formula, respectively. However,
for higher degree polynomial trial spaces, the corresponding Newton-Cotes formula
does not exactly integrate the gradient operator.
Self-lumping based on either Gauss or Lobatto quadratures exactly integrates the
gradient operator in 1-D slab geometry for all degree of polynomial trial spaces; thus,
there is no need to distinguish between exact integration and quadrature integration
of the gradient operator for the SL Gauss and SL Lobatto schemes.
2.3 Lumping Techniques for the 1-D SN Neutron Transport Equation with
Arbitrary Order DFEM
We now derive the weak form of the 1-D SN neutron transport equations dis-
cretized with DFEM and define the different mass matrix lumping techniques.
2.3.1 Weak Form Derivation




+ Σtψd = Qd , (2.1)
where ψd is the angular flux [1/[cm
2 − sec− ster]] in the µd direction, µd is the d’th
directional cosine relative to the x-axis, Σt is the total interaction cross section [cm
−1],
and Qd is a total source (fixed+scattering+fission) angular source in the direction of
µd [1/[cm
3 − sec− ster]]. In all that follows, we consider only non-scattering, non-
fissioning media (pure absorbers), thus Qd will only be non-trivial if a fixed source




ψ(x, µd) dµd . (2.2)
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For simplicity, we derive the DFEM equations for a single-cell domain, with x ∈
[xL, xR]. A known angular flux, ψin,d, is defined on the incoming face of the domain
for all µd. For µd > 0, ψin,d is defined only at xL and for µd < 0, ψin,d is defined
at xR. We begin our derivation by first transforming the physical geometry to a









with x¯ = xL+xR
2
, and ∆x = xR− xL. We seek a numerical approximation to the true
angular flux ψd using Lagrange polynomials of degree P :




where the ψ˜d(s) denotes the numerical approximation. The basis functions bj are






sj − sk , (2.5)
and NP = P + 1. To determine the NP unknown coefficients of Eq. (2.4), we follow
a standard discontinuous Galerkin procedure, successively multiplying Eq. (2.1) by
weight function bi and integrating by parts, hence generating NP moment equations
(1 ≤ i ≤ NP ). We assume that the cross sections are constant per cell. Inserting our
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bi(s)Qd(s) ds . (2.6)
We now introduce the upwind approximation to define the angular flux at the cell
edges. For µd > 0 the angular flux at the cell interfaces is










ψ˜d(1) = ψin,d . (2.8b)
In Eq. (2.7a) and Eq. (2.8b), ψin,d is either the known angular flux outflow from
the upwind cell or a boundary condition. Inserting the definition of ψ˜d(s), Eq. (2.6)





































bi(s)Qd(s) ds , (2.9)
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Considering all of the NP moment equations at once we can write both Eq. (2.9)
and Eq. (2.10) in a single matrix form:
(µdG+ ΣtM) ~ψd = ~Qd + µdψin,d ~f . (2.11)
In Eq. (2.11) we have made use of the following definitions: the vector of unknowns
is given by
~ψd = [ψ1,d . . . ψNP ,d]
T , (2.12)






bi(s)bj(s) ds , (2.13)






bi(s)Qd(s) ds , (2.14)
and ~f is a column vector of length NP :
~fi =
 bi(−1) for µd > 0−bi(1) for µd < 0 . (2.15)
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G is a NP × NP matrix which we refer to as the gradient operator. When µd > 0,






bj(s) ds . (2.16a)






bj(s) ds . (2.16b)
When interpolatory points are not located at the cell interfaces (i.e., at s = ±1), it
can be noted that
1. ~f has NP non-zero entries and
2. bi(±1)bj(±1) 6= 0 for all i, j = 1, . . . , NP .
When a Lagrange interpolatory point exists on the cell edges, then ~f has only one
non-zero entry and the product bi(±1)bj(±1) 6= 0 only when i = j = NP for µd > 0
or when i = j = 1 for µd < 0, as is the case when equally-spaced points or a Lobatto
quadrature are used as interpolation points.
We evaluate the integrals of Eq. (2.13) and Eq. (2.16) using a numerical quadra-
ture. A method exactly integrates a quantity when the quadrature rule used to
evaluate the integral is accurate for polynomials of degree equal to or greater than
the polynomial degree of the integrand. In general, the matrices are dense and their
















where Nq is the number of quadrature points to be used, wq are the weights associated
with quadrature points sq, and sg(a) is the sign function defined as
sg(a) =
 +1 if a > 0−1 if a < 0 . (2.19)
2.3.2 Traditional Lumping
The traditional lumping (TL) scheme replacesM with M̂, the latter being formed








An alternative method of mass matrix lumping restricts the quadrature points to
the interpolatory points where:
bi(sj) =
 1 if si = sj0 otherwise , i = 1, . . . , NP , (2.21)





wi i = j
0 otherwise
. (2.22)
As mentioned previously, we refer to the implicit lumping of Eq. (2.22) as self-
lumping (SL). Self-lumping is a method to automatically generate a diagonal mass
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matrix. We note that self-lumping does not imply that the quadrature formula
inexactly integrates the mass matrix.
2.3.4 Source Moment Evaluation
Historically, when discussing lumping techniques, the focus has been on matrix
lumping [13] and little attention was paid to lumping source terms. For instance,
consider a δ-shaped volumetric sources (i.e., equal to 0 everywhere except at one given
point). In such a case, the evaluation of ~Qd using quadrature-based self-lumping
schemes is an open question. Obviously, quadrature-based schemes cannot evaluate











Qd(s)Pn(s) ds , (2.23b)






bi(s)Ŝd(s) ds . (2.24)
Note that if the right-hand-side of Eq. (2.24) is exactly integrated, this is equivalent
to exactly integrating Eq. (2.14).
2.4 Quadrature Point Selection
We now discuss the properties of different numerical quadratures as applied to
the 1-D DFEM SN neutron transport equations. We consider three different types
of interpolatory points: equally-spaced, Gauss quadrature, and Lobatto quadrature.
On the [−1, 1] interval, the NP = P + 1 equally spaced interpolation points for a
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degree P polynomial trial space are:
sj = −1 + (j − 1) 2
P
, j = 1, . . . , NP . (2.25)
Self-lumping using equally-spaced interpolation points requires numerical integra-
tion with closed Newton-Cotes quadrature formulae. The NP weights, wj, used for
Newton-Cotes numerical integration at the interpolation points do not follow a con-
cise pattern, so we refer the reader to [22]. The Gauss quadrature points are the NP








Lobatto quadrature points have fixed endpoints, s1 = −1, sNP = 1. The remaining









The highest polynomial degree a particular self-lumping quadrature formula exactly
integrates is given in Table 2.2 for Newton-Cotes, in Table 2.3 for Gauss, and Ta-
ble 2.4 for Lobatto quadratures. Also listed in Table 2.2 - Table 2.4 is the maximum
polynomial degree of the integrands present in the gradient and mass matrices.
Since the accuracy of an NP = P + 1 point Gauss quadrature integration exceeds
the polynomial degree of the M and G integrands for a trial space of degree P , using
the SL Gauss scheme will strictly yield the same numerical solution as any DFEM
scheme that exactly integrates M and G. Thus, the SL Gauss scheme yields the
same numerical solution as the Exact DFEM scheme.
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Table 2.2: Accuracy of self-lumping closed Newton-Cotes quadratures for DFEM
trial spaces of polynomial degree P . Taken from [10].
Polynomial NP = Degree of Degree of Quadrature
Degree of ψ˜ P + 1 M integrand G integrand Accuracy
1 2 2 1 1
2 3 4 3 3
3 4 6 5 3
4 5 8 7 5
5 6 10 9 5
P P + 1 2P 2P − 1 Odd ψ˜: P
Even ψ˜: P + 1
Table 2.3: Accuracy of self-lumping Gauss quadratures for DFEM trial spaces of
polynomial degree P . Taken from [10].
Polynomial NP = Degree of Degree of Quadrature
Degree of ψ˜ P + 1 M integrand G integrand Accuracy
1 2 2 1 3
2 3 4 3 5
3 4 6 5 7
4 5 8 7 9
5 6 10 9 11
P P + 1 2P 2P − 1 2P + 1
Table 2.4: Accuracy of self-lumping Lobatto quadratures for DFEM trial spaces of
polynomial degree P . Taken from [10].
Polynomial NP = Degree of Degree of Quadrature
Degree of ψ˜ P + 1 M integrand G integrand Accuracy
1 2 2 1 1
2 3 4 3 3
3 4 6 5 5
4 5 8 7 7
5 6 10 9 9
P P + 1 2P 2P − 1 2P − 1
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For linear and quadratic trial spaces, self-lumping methods using either Lobatto
or equally-spaced interpolation points will yield identical solutions. This is a direct
result of the two- and three-point Lobatto quadrature formulae being identical to
the two- and three-point closed Newton-Cotes quadratures. This equivalence does
not hold for higher degree polynomial trial spaces because the Lobatto quadrature
points will no longer correspond to the equally-spaced quadrature points.
By definition, TL uses equally-spaced interpolation points and exactly integrates
the gradient operator. For cell-wise constant cross sections, TL is equivalent to a
numerical integration scheme that:
1. uses equally-spaced interpolation points,
2. integrates the gradient operator exactly, and
3. uses a Newton-Cotes quadrature restricted to the DFEM interpolation points
to compute the mass matrix.
To prove the third point, consider the following. With traditional lumping, Mij is
exactly computed and then a row-sum operation is performed on the rows of M;

























ds bi(s) ∀i = 1, . . . , NP , (2.28)
because
∑NP
j bj(s) = 1 ∀ s ∈ [−1,+1] by definition. The integral ∆x2
∫ 1
−1 bi(s) ds is
exactly integrated using a closed Newton-Cotes formula with NP = P+1 points since
bi(s) is a polynomial of degree P . Finally, when the bi functions are defined using

















because bi(sq) = δiq. Thus, the diagonal mass matrix computed using TL contains the
closed Newton-Cotes weights as diagonal entries and is equivalent to approximating
M using closed Newton-Cotes quadrature in Eq. (2.22). We also numerically verify
this in Table 2.5 for polynomial degrees up to 4, assuming ∆x = 2. For linear and
Table 2.5: Equivalence of traditional lumping and closed Newton-Cotes quadrature
approximation of the mass matrix. Adapted from [11].
P Exact Integration of M Row Sums of M Newton-Cotes w



























































































































































































quadratic trial spaces, the 2-point and 3-point Newton-Cotes quadrature formulae
exactly integrate the gradient operator, as shown in Table 2.2. Thus, for linear and
quadratic trial spaces, schemes that use
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1. equally-spaced interpolation points and traditional lumping,
2. equally-spaced interpolation points and self-lumping numerical integration, or
3. Lobatto quadrature interpolation points and self-lumping numerical integra-
tion,
will yield identical solutions.
2.5 Numerical Results
In this Section, we present numerical results for two 1-D slab problems. For
the first problem, we consider a source-free pure absorber with vacuum boundary
conditions on the right, a known angular flux ψin,d incident on the left face, and a
spatially constant total cross section Σt. The second problem consists of a slab with
vacuum boundary conditions on both sides, no scattering, constant Σt, and a fixed
δ-source.
For µd > 0, the numerical approximations to the angular flux near the cell inflow









Regardless of the sign of µd, the numerical approximation to the cell average angular







We used the following quadrature weight normalization:
∑NP
j=1wj = 2. In Eq. (2.30),
Eq. (2.31), and Eq. (2.32), ψj,d are the components of ~ψd, the numerical solution
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obtained by solving Eq. (2.11). Hence, the numerical angular flux solution of any
of the previously discussed DFEM schemes can be obtained as a function of h, the





2.5.1 Incident Flux Single-Cell Outflow Comparison







for µd > 0
0 for µd < 0
. (2.34)
The analytic angular flux outflow, ψout,d = ψ(xR, µd), is:
ψout,d = ψin,d exp[−h] . (2.35)






ψ(x, µd) dx =
ψin,d
h
(1− exp[−h]) . (2.36)
The solution components are given by
~ψd = ψin,d (G+M)
−1 ~f , (2.37)
and since M ∝ h, we can compare the various choices of interpolatory points and
numerical integration strategies solely as a function of h.
Figures 2.1-2.4 show the numerically calculated cell outflow, ψ˜out,d, as a function
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of h for all methods considered. All methods converge to the analytical solution





















Figure 2.1: Angular flux outflow as a function of h, for different linear trial space
DFEM schemes, from a homogeneous, single cell pure absorber. Taken from [11].
as h→ 0, thus we have zoomed in the range where the methods visually differ (i.e.,
h ≥ 1). We observe that:
• SL Gauss yields strictly positive outflows for even degree polynomial trial
spaces,
• SL Lobatto and SL Newton-Cotes yield strictly positive outflows for odd degree
polynomial trial spaces, and
• TL yields strictly positive outflows only for a linear trial space.
We also numerically verify the remarks made of Section 2.4, that is:
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Figure 2.2: Angular flux outflow as a function of h, for different quadratic trial space
DFEM schemes, from a homogeneous, single cell pure absorber. Taken from [11].





















Figure 2.3: Angular flux outflow as a function of h, for different cubic trial space
DFEM schemes, from a homogeneous, single cell pure absorber. Taken from [11].
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• SL Gauss is equivalent to Exact DFEM,
• SL Lobatto, SL Newton-Cotes, and TL are equivalent for linear and quadratic
trial spaces, and
• for even degree trial spaces, the outflow value computed by SL Gauss is not
monotonically decreasing as a function of h for cells of intermediate optical
thickness (the same was noted in [17] for Exact DFEM).





















Figure 2.4: Angular flux outflow as a function of h, for different quartic trial space
DFEM schemes, from a homogeneous, single cell pure absorber. Taken from [11].
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2.5.2 Fixed Source Single-Cell Inflow Comparison
As noted in [12], it is possible for LDFEM to yield negative solutions near cell
inflows for source driven problems. In this second problem, we use a δ-source:
Qd(x) =
 δ(x− xo) for µd > 00 for µd < 0 , (2.38)








0 x < xo
. (2.39)
(For µd < 0, ψ(x, µd) = 0.) We now examine the numerical approximation to the
angular flux near the cell inflow, ψ˜in,d, for various integration schemes, trial space
degrees, and as a function of the ratio of the first Legendre moment of the source, S1,
to the zero-th Legendre moment of the source, S0. Note that the physical range of
that ratio, S1
S0
, is [−3, 3], corresponding to a δ-source at the left cell edge (S1
S0
= −3)
or at the right edge (S1
S0
= 3).
We first consider the case of a vacuum (Σt = 0), thus only testing the effect of
quadrature accuracy in evaluating ~Qd and G. In Figs. 2.5-2.8, we plot ψ˜in,d for three
schemes:
1. Lobatto quadrature, which is exact for G and approximate for the source mo-
ments, Eq. (2.24) ,
2. Gauss quadrature: which is exact for both G and the source moments, and
3. Newton-Cotes quadrature: which is approximate for both G and the source
moments.
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Figure 2.5: Numerical inflow values as a function of S1
S0
for a single cell (vacuum case)
with a δ-shaped source, using linear DFEM. Taken from [11].
Figure 2.6: Numerical inflow values as a function of S1
S0
for a single cell (vacuum case)
with a δ-shaped source, using quadratic DFEM. Taken from [11].
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Figure 2.7: Numerical inflow values as a function of S1
S0
for a single cell (vacuum case)
with a δ-shaped source, using cubic DFEM. Taken from [11].
Figure 2.8: Numerical inflow values as a function of S1
S0
for a single cell (vacuum case)
with a δ-shaped source, using quartic DFEM. Taken from [11].
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The dotted vertical lines in Figs. 2.5-2.8 correspond to the extrema values of S1
S0
that yield a strictly positive polynomial source representation of degree P (indeed,
the degree-P Legendre expansion of the δ-source is not everywhere positive for a
wide range of possible S1
S0
that are physically realizable). For all trial space degrees,
the Gauss scheme exhibits less negativity than either of the other two schemes. The
dramatic difference between the Gauss scheme and the Lobatto scheme is solely due
to the quadrature formula used to evaluate ~Qd since both schemes exactly integrate
G. The Newton-Cotes scheme exhibits less severe negativities than the Lobatto
scheme but is less robust than the Gauss scheme. Given the results shown in Figs. 2.5-
2.8, we conclude that the most robust schemes exactly integrate the source moments,
Eq. (2.24).
Figure 2.9: Numerical inflow values as a function of S1
S0
, for a single cell (absorber
case) with a δ-shaped source, using linear DFEM. Taken from [11].
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Figure 2.10: Numerical inflow values as a function of S1
S0
, for a single cell (absorber
case) with a δ-shaped source, using quadratic DFEM. Taken from [11].
Figure 2.11: Numerical inflow values as a function of S1
S0
, for a single cell (absorber
case) with a δ-shaped source, using cubic DFEM. Taken from [11].
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Figure 2.12: Numerical inflow values as a function of S1
S0
, for a single cell (absorber
case) with a δ-shaped source, using quartic DFEM. Taken from [11].
In Figs. 2.9-2.12, we again examine the positivity of ψ˜in,d, but for a non-vacuum
case. Total cell optical thickness was chosen to be 5 mean free paths in Figs. 2.9-
2.12 because this value led to the clearest plots. The relative behaviors observed
do not change with cell optical thickness, but using a thicker domain reduces the
magnitude for the values of ψ˜in,d. All methods in Figs. 2.9-2.12 exactly integrate
Eq. (2.24). Regardless of trial space chosen, all schemes exhibit some negativities,
but the SL Gauss scheme exhibits the greatest negativities and oscillations. The SL
Newton-Cotes scheme presents the least severe negativities.
2.5.3 Single-Cell Taylor Series Analysis
Next, we perform a local truncation error analysis by comparing the Taylor series
expansions for the exact and numerical angular fluxes as a function of powers of h for
the source-free, incident flux pure absorber problem. Matlab [24] has been employed
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to perform the symbolic Taylor series expansions about h = 0. We denote the Taylor-
expanded quantities using the subscript T . The expansions for the analytical inflow,
cell average, and outflow are given below:





































The Taylor expansions of the numerical analogues to the quantities in Eqs. (2.40)
depend on the trial space polynomial degree, the choice of interpolatory points, and
the numerical integration strategy. For brevity, we omit giving these numerical ana-
logues. Table 2.6 gives the lowest order term for the difference between ψin,d,T and
the numerical analogs for the Exact DFEM and TL schemes. The same information
for the SL Newton-Cotes, SL Gauss, and SL Lobatto schemes is given in Table 2.7.
The differences between ψA,d,T and the respective numerical analogs are given in Ta-
ble 2.8 for Exact DFEM and TL, and Table 2.9 for the SL Newton-Cotes, SL Gauss,
and SL Lobatto schemes. Differences between ψout, d, T and the corresponding nu-
merical analogs are given in Table 2.10 for Exact DFEM and TL and Table 2.11
gives the lowest order difference between the SL Newton-Cotes, SL Gauss, and SL
Lobatto approximations of ψout,d,T . In Tables 2.6-2.11 all entries are listed as q(C),
to be read as “the difference between the analytic taylor expansion and the numeric
analog is Chq with h = Σt∆x/µ”. Entries of “Machine Precision” in Tables 2.6-
2.11 are meant to indicate that the difference between the analytic Taylor expansion
and Taylor expansion of the numerical approximation was inconclusive due to all
coefficients being within machine precision.
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Table 2.6: Local truncation error analysis in ψ˜in,d for a single cell problem with
constant cross section, for Exact DFEM and TL. Adapted from [11].
Polynomial Exact TL
Degree of ψ˜ DFEM
1 2 (2× 10−1) 2 (5× 10−1)
2 3 (2× 10−2) 3 (4× 10−2)
3 4 (1× 10−3) 2 (7× 10−2)
4 5 (7× 10−5) 3 (1× 10−2)
5 6 (3× 10−6) 2 (5× 10−2)
6 7 (1× 10−7) 3 (1× 10−2)
7 8 (4× 10−9) 2 (5× 10−2)
Table 2.7: Local truncation error analysis in ψ˜in,d for a single cell problem with
constant cross section, for SL Newton-Cotes, SL Gauss, and SL Lobatto. Adapted
from [11].
Polynomial SL Newton-Cotes SL Gauss SL Lobatto
Degree of ψ˜
1 2 (5× 10−1) 2 (2× 10−1) 2 (5× 10−1)
2 3 (4× 10−2) 3 (2× 10−2) 3 (4× 10−2)
3 2 (1× 10−1) 4 (1× 10−3) 4 (3× 10−3)
4 3 (1× 10−2) 5 (7× 10−5) 5 (1× 10−4)
5 2 (6× 10−2) 6 (3× 10−6) 6 (7× 10−6)
6 3 (9× 10−3) 7 (1× 10−7) 7 (3× 10−7)
7 2 (4× 10−2) 8 (4× 10−9) 8 (8× 10−9)
Table 2.8: Local truncation error analysis in ψ˜A,d for a single cell problem with
constant cross section, for Exact DFEM and TL. Adapted from [11].
Polynomial Exact TL
Degree of ψ˜ DFEM
1 3 (1× 10−2) 2 (2× 10−1)
2 5 (1× 10−4) 4 (2× 10−3)
3 7 (7× 10−7) 3 (3× 10−3)
4 9 (2× 10−9) 5 (8× 10−5)
5 11 (5× 10−12) 3 (1× 10−3)
6 13 (7× 10−15) 5 (7× 10−5)
7 Machine Precision 3 (1× 10−3)
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This local truncation error analysis illustrates the following.
1. Exact DFEM and SL Gauss, which are equivalent, exactly integrate the mass
matrix, and are the most accurate,
2. TL does not guarantee increasing order of accuracy by using higher degree
polynomial trial spaces,
3. TL converges at most third or fifth order for ψ˜A,d and fourth or sixth order for
ψ˜out,d for odd or even polynomial trial spaces, respectively,
4. SL Newton-Cotes increases in accuracy with higher degree polynomial trial
spaces, but only for ψ˜out,d and ψ˜A,d,
5. TL and SL Newton-Cotes are at most second order or third order accurate for
ψ˜in,d for odd or even polynomial trial spaces, respectively,
6. SL Gauss is order 2P +1 accurate in calculating ψ˜A,d and order 2P +2 accurate
in calculating ψ˜out,d,
Table 2.9: Local truncation error analysis in ψ˜A,d for a single cell problem with
constant cross section, for SL Newton-Cotes, SL Gauss, and SL Lobatto. Adapted
from [11].
Polynomial SL Newton-Cotes SL Gauss SL Lobatto
Degree of ψ˜
1 2 (2× 10−1) 3 (1× 10−2) 2 (2× 10−1)
2 4 (2× 10−3) 5 (1× 10−4) 4 (2× 10−3)
3 4 (6× 10−4) 7 (7× 10−7) 6 (1× 10−5)
4 6 (8× 10−6) 9 (2× 10−9) 8 (5× 10−8)
5 6 (2× 10−6) 11 (5× 10−12) 10 (1× 10−10)
6 8 (2× 10−8) 13 (7× 10−15) 12 (2× 10−13)
7 8 (3× 10−9) Machine Precision Machine Precision
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Table 2.10: Local truncation error analysis in ψ˜out,d for a single cell with constant
cross section, for Exact DFEM and TL. Adapted from [11].
Polynomial Exact TL
Degree of ψ˜ DFEM
1 4 (1× 10−2) 3 (2× 10−1)
2 6 (1× 10−4) 5 (2× 10−3)
3 8 (7× 10−7) 4 (3× 10−3)
4 10 (2× 10−9) 6 (1× 10−2)
5 12 (5× 10−12) 4 (1× 10−3)
6 14 (7× 10−15) 6 (7× 10−5)
7 Machine Precision 4 (1× 10−3)
Table 2.11: Local truncation error analysis in ψ˜out,d for a single cell with constant
cross section, for SL Newton-Cotes, SL Gauss, and SL Lobatto. Adapted from [11].
Polynomial SL Newton-Cotes SL Gauss SL Lobatto
Degree of ψ˜
1 3 (2× 10−1) 4 (1× 10−2) 3 (2× 10−1)
2 5 (2× 10−3) 6 (1× 10−4) 5 (2× 10−3)
3 5 (6× 10−4) 8 (7× 10−7) 7 (1× 10−5)
4 7 (8× 10−6) 10 (2× 10−9) 9 (5× 10−8)
5 7 (2× 10−6) 12 (5× 10−12) 11 (1× 10−10)
6 9 (2× 10−8) 14 (7× 10−15) 13 (2× 10−13)
7 9 (3× 10−9) Machine Precision Machine Precision
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7. SL Lobatto is order 2P accurate in calculating ψ˜A,d and order 2P + 1 in calcu-
lating ψ˜out,d,
8. SL Gauss, SL Lobatto, and Exact DFEM are accurate to order P + 1 in cal-
culating ψ˜in,d, and
9. SL Gauss is more accurate than SL Lobatto (smaller error constant) in com-
puting ψ˜in,d, but not an order of h .
2.5.4 Convergence Rates for Spatially Discretized 1-D Domains
Here, we consider a homogeneous pure absorber material placed in a 1-D slab con-
figuration and uniformly mesh the domain using Ncells cells. We use: x ∈ [0, 10 cm],
Σt = 1 [cm
−1], no external sources, vacuum conditions on the right face of the slab,
and a normally incident unit beam on the left face. The analytical solution to this
problem is trivial to obtain:
ψ(x, µd) =
 exp [−Σtx] µd = 10 otherwise . (2.41)










where we recall that ψ˜d,i(x) is the DFEM approximation of the angular flux in cell i.
To evaluate the above integral, we use a high-order Gauss quadrature set (xf,q, wf,q)














Values of Eψ shown here are calculated using Nqf = 10. In addition to the L2 error,


















In Eq. (2.43), Eq. (2.44), and Eq. (2.45), ∆xi is the cell width of cell i and ψA,d,i is
the exact cell-averaged angular flux in cell i, which, for µd = 1, is simply:
ψA,d,i = exp[−Σtxi−1/2] 1
∆xi
(1− exp[−Σt∆xi]) . (2.46)
In the plots that follow, we omit plotting the errors of Exact DFEM since the Exact
DFEM solution is identical to that of SL Gauss. For linear and quadratic polynomi-
als, we plot only SL Lobatto and omit plotting TL and SL Newton-Cotes since these
methods yield identical solutions for linear and quadratic trial spaces. Figures
2.13-2.16 mirror the results of Table 2.6 and Table 2.7, which is expected since the
convergence rate of Eψ will be limited by the slowest converging local approximation
which is ψ˜in,d. Similarly, Figs. 2.17-2.20 are the multiple-cell analogue of the local
truncation error analysis of ψ˜A,d given in Table 2.8 and Table 2.9. Eψout , as shown
in Figs. 2.21-2.24, does not converge at the local truncation error rates of Table 2.10
and Table 2.11.
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Figure 2.13: Convergence rate of the L2 norm of the error, Eψ, as a function of the
mesh cell size for a pure absorber discretized with linear DFEM. Taken from [11].













Figure 2.14: Convergence rate of the L2 norm of the error, Eψ, as a function of the
mesh cell size for a pure absorber discretized with quadratic DFEM. Taken from [11].
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Figure 2.15: Convergence rate of the L2 norm of the error, Eψ, as a function of the
mesh cell size for a pure absorber discretized with cubic DFEM. Taken from [11].
















Figure 2.16: Convergence rate of the L2 norm of the error, Eψ, as a function of the
mesh cell size for a pure absorber discretized with quartic DFEM. Taken from [11].
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Figure 2.17: Convergence rate for Eψ,A as a function of the mesh cell size for a
homogeneous pure absorber and linear DFEM. Taken from [11].















Figure 2.18: Convergence rate for Eψ,A as a function of the mesh cell size for a
homogeneous pure absorber and quadratic DFEM. Taken from [11].
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Figure 2.19: Convergence rate for Eψ,A as a function of the mesh cell size for a
homogeneous pure absorber and cubic DFEM. Taken from [11].



















Figure 2.20: Convergence rate for Eψ,A as a function of the mesh cell size for a
homogeneous pure absorber and quartic DFEM. Taken from [11].
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Figure 2.21: Convergence rate of Eψ,out as a function of the mesh cell size for a
homogeneous pure absorber for linear DFEM. Taken from [11].

















Figure 2.22: Convergence rate of Eψ,out as a function of the mesh cell size for a
homogeneous pure absorber for quadratic DFEM. Taken from [11].
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Figure 2.23: Convergence rate of Eψ,out as a function of the mesh cell size for a
homogeneous pure absorber for cubic DFEM. Taken from [11].





















Figure 2.24: Convergence rate of Eψ,out as a function of the mesh cell size for a pure
absorber for quartic DFEM. Taken from [11].
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The accumulation of errors in multiple-cell problems causes Eψout to globally
converge one order of accuracy lower than the local truncation orders given in Ta-
ble 2.10 and Table 2.11. It should be noted that the plateauing of errors Eψ, EψA ,
and Eψout to values ≈ 10−14 in Figs. 2.13-2.16, Figs. 2.17-2.20, and Figs. 2.21-2.24,
respectively, is simply a result of our numerical solutions being limited by machine
precision (double precision).
2.6 Conclusions About Self-Lumping
We have shown that, for arbitrary degree polynomial trial space DFEM, a diago-
nal mass matrix does not necessarily ensure strictly positive angular flux outflow in
a purely absorbing slab with spatially constant cross section. Indeed, the TL scheme
was neither robust or accurate for polynomial trial space degree greater than linear.
Also, we have shown that by using quadrature-based lumping schemes and choosing
DFEM interpolation points that are not equally spaced, robust, accurate polynomial
DFEM schemes can be obtained. Based on the observed robustness, accuracy, and
spatial convergence order results, we conclude that, for applications requiring robust
solution techniques, the SL Lobatto scheme with odd degree polynomial trial space
DFEM should be used to discretize the angular flux . If p-adaptivity is desired,
software should be developed such that the ability to use either Lobatto (for odd
trial space degrees) or Gauss (for even trial space degree) quadrature as the DFEM
interpolation points is possible. However, given the non-monotonic behavior of the
outflow angular flux as a function of the cell optical thickness when employing the
SL Gauss scheme with even degree trial spaces for under-resolved problems, using SL
Lobatto with an odd degree trial space would seem to be more accurate than using
SL Gauss, despite SL Gauss being more accurate in the asymptotic (fine mesh) limit.
Finally, though not as accurate SL Lobatto or SL Gauss, we will continue to consider
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SL Newton-Cotes due to its observed robustness.
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3. DFEM METHODS FOR NEUTRON TRANSPORT FOR PROBLEMS WITH
SPATIALLY VARYING CROSS SECTION1
For many problems of interest to the nuclear science and engineering community,
macroscopic cross sections in neutronics and opacities in radiative transfer calcula-
tions cannot accurately be described as piecewise constants in space. Cross sections
and opacities are functions of continuously varying quantities such as temperature,
density, burn-up history, etc. [25]. An example simulation that is not adequately de-
scribed with cell-wise constant cross sections includes nuclear reactor isotopic deple-
tion calculations. In thermal radiative transfer, interaction opacities can be rapidly
varying functions of temperature. For example, consider Marshak wave problems
and the canonical T−3 dependence [9] of absorption opacity, Across cells near the
heated/cold material interface, opacity variations of several orders of magnitude are
easily possible.
Historically, the neutron transport and thermal radiative transfer communities
assumed interaction cross section and opacities, respectively, that were cell-wise con-
stant [1, 6, 13]. Adams first described [7] and then presented computational results
[8] for a “simple” corner balance (SCB) spatial discretization method that explicitly
accounted for the spatial variation of opacity within individual spatial cells. The
SCB scheme (which can be shown to be related to a LDFEM for certain geometries)
accounts for opacity spatial variation within each cell via vertex-based quadrature
evaluation. Similar strategies have been adapted to LDFEM radiative diffusion [9]
and LDFEM TRT [26] calculations. For accurate TRT solutions, use of higher or-
1Reprinted with permission from “Discontinuous Finite Element Discretizations for the SN Neu-
tron Transport Equation in Problems with Spatially Varying Cross Sections” by P. G. Maginot, J.
C. Ragusa, and J. E. Morel, Annals of Nuclear Energy 73, 506-526, copyright 2014 by Elsevier
Ltd.
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der DFEM will requires the development of corresponding higher order strategies
for treating the within cell spatial variation of opacities. However, the majority of
neutron transport literature has only considered the case of cell-wise constant cross
sections, see [1, 13, 19, 27]. The work of Kavenoky and Lautard [28] and more
recently Santandrea and Bellier [29] are notable exceptions in neutron transport.
In [28], continuous cubic finite element diffusion calculations that assume a linearly
varying spatial cross section within each mesh cell were compared to results obtained
using the same spatial discretization but with the assumption that cross sections are
constant in each cell. Similarly, [29] compared the results of a linear characteristic
scheme that assumes a linearly varying cross section in each spatial cell to those of
a linear characteristic scheme that assumes a constant cross section in each cell.
Our work differs from [7, 8, 28, 29] by considering a discontinuous finite element
(DFEM) spatial discretization of the slab geometry SN transport equation using ar-
bitrary degree polynomial finite element trial spaces. In addition, like [7] and [8] we
do not make any approximation to the particular spatial shape of the cross-section
spatial variation in each cell. We build on the quadrature integration ideas presented
in Section 2 and employ a numerical quadrature to evaluate the mass matrix integrals
that involve cross sections as a function of space. In general, the quadrature inte-
gration of the DFEM interaction term with arbitrary spatial cross section form will
not be exact. However, we showed in Section 2 that exact computation of integrals
appearing in the DFEM weak form, when cross sections are spatially constant, is
not required to achieve high-order accuracy with high-order DFEM approximations.
Building on this idea, we investigate the effects of using numerical quadratures to
compute DFEM mass matrices, accounting for the spatial variation of cross section in
space. As in Section 2 we use self-lumping numerical quadratures [21, 23], restricting
quadrature integration points to the DFEM polynomial interpolation points. Results
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are compared as a function of DFEM polynomial trial space degree and interpolation
point type.
We demonstrate that assuming a piecewise constant cross section in each cell,
when the cross section is not cell-wise constant in space, has several undesirable
effects. Considering a source-free, purely absorbing medium, we show that DFEM
schemes that assume a cell-wise constant cross section are at most second-order
accurate for the angular flux solution and limited to at most first-order accuracy
for the interaction rate solution, regardless of the DFEM polynomial trial space
degree. We also show that assuming a piecewise constant cross section results in a
highly discontinuous, non-monotonic spatial interaction rate. This phenomena has
likely been present in published numerical results for problems with non-piecewise
constant cross section but was not observed previously due to the choice of data
presentation.
We then consider schemes that explicitly account for cross-section spatial vari-
ation within individual mesh cells. First, the positivity and robustness of different
schemes are discussed using a source-free pure absorber problem. Next, we demon-
strate that self-lumping schemes that evaluate the DFEM weak form integrals in-
volving cross section with quadrature result in fully accurate schemes for arbitrary
degree polynomial DFEM. By fully accurate we mean schemes that achieve the same
order of convergence for problems with spatially varying and cell-wise constant cross
section, for a given DFEM approximation order
3.1 Weak Form Derivation
We begin by repeating the DFEM neutron transport equation derived in Section
2:
(µdG+ ΣtM) ~ψd = ~Qd + µdψin,d ~f . (3.1)
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To account for the within cell variation of cross section, we need only make one
change to Eq. (3.1). We introduce the concept of a reaction matrix, RΣ where Σ is
any interaction cross section or other material property:
(µdG+RΣt) ~ψd = ~Qd + µdψin,d ~f . (3.2)






Σt(s)bi(s)bj(s) ds . (3.3)
Note that if Σt is indeed spatially constant within the mesh cell, there is no approx-






bi(s)bj(s) ds , (3.4)
which is equivalent to
RΣt = ΣtM . (3.5)
3.2 Numerical Schemes
We consider two classes of numerical methods in this paper. The first class uses
exact spatial integration to evaluate the integrals that define RΣt . A second class of
methods uses numerical quadrature to evaluateRΣt ,M, andG. Specifically, we limit
out discussion of quadrature-based integration to so called self-lumping methods [30].
Self-lumping methods, first discussed in [21, 23] for parabolic problems, use numerical
quadrature restricted to the finite element interpolation points, and thus naturally
yield diagonal mass matrices. A shorthand notation is given in Table 3.1 for all
of the numerical methods considered in this section and described in detail in the
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remainder of this section.
Table 3.1: Nomenclature of numerical schemes considered for the pure absorber
problem with a spatially exponential cross section. Taken from [27].
Interpolation RΣt Matrix Method
Point Type Integration Strategy Short Hand Name
Equally- Exact Integration EXS DFEM
Spaced using true Σt(x)
Equally- Σt(x) ≈ Σ̂t, CXS DFEM
Spaced RΣt ≈ Σ̂tM
Exact Integration of M
Equally- Self-Lumping via SLXS Newton-Cotes
Spaced Newton-Cotes Quadrature
Lobatto Self-Lumping via SLXS Lobatto
Quadrature Lobatto Quadrature
Gauss Self-Lumping via SLXS Gauss
Quadrature Gauss Quadrature
3.2.1 Exact Spatial Integration
By exact spatial integration, we mean schemes that compute the entries of M
and G exactly. Here, we achieve this by using equally-spaced interpolation points
and employing a Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule [22] that exactly integrates the
respective integrands of M and G. Two schemes use exact spatial integration. One
approximates the spatially varying cross section as a cell-wise constant cross section.
The other uses the exact cross section when integrating the weak form DFEM quan-
tities involving cross section. The scheme that assumes a cell-wise constant cross
section represents the state of the practice in the neutron transport community,
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while the second scheme represents the ideal scenario for DFEM transport schemes
in problems with spatially varying cross sections.
3.2.1.1 Exact Cross Section
The exact cross section, exact spatial integration scheme (EXS DFEM) attempts
to analytically integrate the full definition of RΣt . Note that since Σt(x) can be an
arbitrary function, analytic integration of RΣt is in general impossible. Likewise,
quadrature integration is unlikely to be exact. In our testing of the EXS DFEM
scheme, we use a 20-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature to approximately integrate
Eq. (3.3). Alternatively, adaptive quadrature, with a controllable tolerance, may be
used such that the quadrature error in evaluating Eq. (3.3) could be reduced below
some small tolerance.
3.2.1.2 Constant Cross Section
Historically, neutronics and some radiative transfer calculations have approxi-
mated spatially varying cross sections by assuming cell-wise constant cross sections
[1, 6, 13, 27]. That is, some evaluation of the true Σt(s) within a given cell is used
to determine a constant value, Σˆt, within each cell. Under this simplification, RΣt is
approximated as:
RΣt = ΣˆtM . (3.6a)
In our test problems, the constant cross section scheme (CXS DFEM) uses the vol-






Σt(s) ds . (3.7)
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3.2.2 Self-Lumping Quadrature Integration
Schemes that are self-lumping evaluate the integrals of Eq. (3.3) using numerical
quadrature. In Section 2 we showed that by definition, self-lumping schemes create





Σt(si) i = j
0 otherwise
(3.8)
Though the choice of interpolation points does not affect exact integration schemes,
as shown in Section 2, the choice of interpolation points was shown to influence both
the robustness and accuracy of self-lumping schemes. We consider equally-spaced
closed Newton-Cotes, Lobatto-Gauss-Legendre, and Gauss-Legendre quadratures as
interpolation points for self-lumping schemes. We do not expect any self-lumping
scheme to exactly integrate RΣt , as the integrand defining RΣt will generally not be
a polynomial.
3.3 Pure Absorber Numerical Results
A beam of radiation, ψin(µd), is incident on the left face of the slab, the right
face is a vacuum boundary, x ∈ [0, xR], and there are no fixed volumetric sources in
the medium. We consider Σt(x) to be of the form,
Σt(x) = c1e
c2x , (3.9)
with c1 and c2 are constants [cm
−1], with c1 > 0 and c2 6= 0. The analytic angular flux













By definition, the outflow angular flux from cell i, ψout,i is ψ(xi+1/2, µd) and the






ψ(x, µd) dx , (3.11)






















with E1 the exponential integral [22].
3.3.1 Single Cell Outflow Comparisons
The only variable cross-section schemes that yields strictly positive angular out-
flows in a source-free pure absorber are the SLXS Lobatto and SLXS Newton-Cotes
schemes using a linear trial space. For µd > 0, consider a source-free, purely ab-
sorbing cell with known inflow, ψin(µd), of width ∆x, and the total cross section at
each interpolation point is Σt,j. Regardless of the actual functional form of the cross
section within the cell, the linear DFEM SLXS Lobatto and SLXS Newton-Cotes




2Σt,1Σt,2 + ∆xµdΣt,1 + ∆xµdΣt,2
. (3.13)
Equation 3.13 is strictly positive when Σt(x) ≥ 0, suggesting that the strictly positive
outflow results observed in [30] might hold for an arbitrarily varying spatial cross sec-
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tion. However, the results of [30] do not hold for higher-order DFEM approximations
for spatially dependent cross sections.
To demonstrate that negative cell outflows are possible, we carry out the following
test. In Figs. 3.1-3.4, we plot the angular flux outflow of each method as a function
of trial space degree, and the parameter c2. We hold the total cell optical thickness
to 20 mean-free-path (MFP), vary c2 ∈ [1, 10], fix xR = 1, and µd = 1. With an








(ec2xR − 1) . (3.14)
To maintain a constant optical thickness in Figs. 3.1-3.4, c1 is required to be:
c1 =
c2 MFP
ec2xR − 1 . (3.15)
Figures 3.1-3.4 confirms that SLXS Lobatto (and the equivalent SLXS Newton-Cotes
scheme) with a linear trial space is the only scheme that explicitly accounts for
the spatial variation of cross and maintains a strictly positive angular flux outflow
regardless of the shape of Σt(x). From Figs. 3.1-3.4 we also observe that ψ˜out varies
for every method as a function of the shape of Σt(x), with the obvious exception of
CXS DFEM. Considering that the analytic angular flux outflow is only a function of
total cell MFP:







= ψin(µd) exp [−MFP /µd] , (3.16)
it is unphysical and undesirable that ψ˜out, for the SLXS Gauss, SLXS Lobatto, SLXS
Newton-Cotes, and EXS DFEM schemes, depends on the spatial shape of Σt(x).
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Figure 3.1: Numerical outflow from single cell pure absorber with Σt(x) = c1e
c2x, as
a function of c2 with constant optical thickness for linear DFEM. Taken from [27].
Figure 3.2: Numerical outflow from single cell pure absorber with Σt(x) = c1e
c2x,
as a function of c2 with constant optical thickness for quadratic DFEM. Taken from
[27].
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Figure 3.3: Numerical outflow from single cell pure absorber with Σt(x) = c1e
c2x, as
a function of c2 with constant optical thickness for cubic DFEM. Taken from [27].
Figure 3.4: Numerical outflow from single cell pure absorber with Σt(x) = c1e
c2x, as
a function of c2 with constant optical thickness for quartic DFEM. Taken from [27].
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3.3.2 Multiple Cell Spatial Convergence Rates
We now consider the order of spatial convergence for the following schemes: CXS
DFEM, SLXS Gauss, SLXS Lobatto, and SLXS Newton-Cotes. Since exact integra-
tion of RΣt is generally not feasible, we no longer consider the EXS DFEM scheme.
Convergence results of the following angular flux errors as a function of the polyno-























ψ˜out,i − ψ(xi+1/2, µd)
)2
. (3.17c)
In Eqs. (3.17), ∆xi is the width of cell i, cell i spans [xi−1/2, xi+1/2], ψ˜d(x) is the
DFEM numerical approximation, ψ(x, µd) is the analytic solution (see Eq. (3.10)).
The problem is spatially discretized using Ncells spatial cells of equal width. We
approximate the integrals defining the L2 norm of the angular flux error, Eψ, using















For the results that follow, Nqf = 10. We recall the definitions for the numerical













We also consider the convergence of the numerical interaction rate, I˜R(x) to the
true interaction rate IR(x). First, we define the analytic reaction rate for our beam
problem:
IR(x) = Σt(x)ψ(x, µd) . (3.20)






Σt(x)ψ(x, µd) dx . (3.21)
Defining a point-wise numerical approximation, I˜R(x), to the analytic interaction
rate for the self-lumping schemes presents a unique problem, since only a a numerical
quadrature is used to approximate the integrand of R. Quadrature integration only
requires point evaluations of Σt(x), not knowledge of Σt(x) in between quadrature













In Eq. (3.23), Σt(sj) = Σˆt for the CXS DFEM scheme, and Σt(sj) is the point
evaluation of the true cross section for all other schemes.
We consider two measures to assess the error of the DFEM schemes’ approxima-
tion of the true interaction rate, IR(x). The first, EIR is an approximation of the













We reiterate that, for the self-lumping schemes, I˜R(s) is only truly defined at the





∆xi(IRA,i − I˜RA,i)2 . (3.25)
For our convergence study, we consider a source-free purely absorbing slab with
a cross section that varies exponentially in space as in Eq. (3.9) with c1 = 0.1
and c2 = 2 ln(10). A beam of radiation is incident on the left face in the direction
of µd = 1, vacuum boundary conditions exist on the right face of the slab, and
x ∈ [0, 1]. The convergence of the Eψ, EψA , and Eψout as a function of the choice of
numerical scheme for linear through quartic trial space polynomial degree are given
in Figs. 3.5-3.8, Figs. 3.9-3.12, and Figs. 3.13-3.16, respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Convergence of Eψ as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber with
exponentially varying cross section discretized with linear DFEM. Taken from [27].
Figure 3.6: Convergence of Eψ as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber with
exponentially varying cross section discretized with quadratic DFEM. Taken from
[27].
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Figure 3.7: Convergence of Eψ as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber with
exponentially varying cross section discretized with cubic DFEM. Taken from [27].
Figure 3.8: Convergence of Eψ as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber with
exponentially varying cross section discretized with quartic DFEM. Taken from [27].
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Figure 3.9: Convergence of EψA as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber with
exponentially varying cross section discretized with linear DFEM. Taken from [27].
Figure 3.10: Convergence of EψA as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber with
exponentially varying cross section discretized with quadratic DFEM. Taken from
[27].
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Figure 3.11: Convergence of EψA as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber with
exponentially varying cross section discretized with cubic DFEM. Taken from [27].
Figure 3.12: Convergence of EψA as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber with
exponentially varying cross section discretized with quartic DFEM. Taken from [27].
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Figure 3.13: Convergence of Eψout as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber with
exponentially varying cross section discretized with linear DFEM. Taken from [27].
Figure 3.14: Convergence of Eψout as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber
with exponentially varying cross section discretized with quadratic DFEM. Taken
from [27].
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Figure 3.15: Convergence of Eψout as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber with
exponentially varying cross section discretized with cubic DFEM. Taken from [27].
Figure 3.16: Convergence of Eψout as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber with
exponentially varying cross section discretized with quartic DFEM. Taken from [27].
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The plateauing of numerical errors for various high-order methods using very
small cell sizes in Figs. 3.5-3.16 is a consequence of having reached machine precision.
The lines in Figs. 3.5-3.16 that extend to values smaller than machine precision are
reference lines.
Figures 3.5-3.16 show that, for a linear angular flux trial space, CXS DFEM
achieves the same orders of spatial convergence as observed with Exact DFEM in
[30]. However, as the degree of the DFEM trial space is increased, the CXS DFEM
scheme does not show an increase in the order of the spatial convergence rate of Eψ
and EψA ; the convergence rate of CXS DFEM is limited to at most second order for
both Eψ and EψA , regardless of the trial space polynomial degree. The increase in
order of convergence of CXS DFEM for Eψout as trial space is increased is a result
of angular flux outflow in the CXS DFEM discretization being only a function of
the cell optical thickness, which is preserved exactly by our definition of Σˆt; see Eq.
(3.7).
Of the self-lumping schemes, SLXS Newton-Cotes is the least accurate. SLXS
Newton-Cotes convergence of Eψ is limited to at most second order for odd degree
polynomial trial spaces and third order for even degree trial spaces. Convergence
of EψA and Eψout for the SLXS Newton-Cotes scheme generally increases with an
increase in the DFEM polynomial trial space degree, but is only proportional to P .
Both SLXS Lobatto and SLXS Gauss converge Eψ, EψA , and Eψout similarly to the
study carried out in [30] with a spatially constant cross section.
The spatial convergence of Eψ for SLXS Lobatto and SLXS Gauss is order P +1.
Though SLXS Lobatto and SLXS Gauss converge with the same order of spatial
convergence for Eψ, SLXS Gauss is more accurate than SLXS Lobatto by a constant.
SLXS Gauss converges EψA and Eψout ∝ 2P + 1, whereas SLXS Lobatto converges
both ∝ 2P . SLXS Gauss and SLXS Lobatto converge angular flux error quantities
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for the case of a spatially varying cross section with the same rates of convergence as
their constant cross-section analogs did in [30]. This suggests that exactly integrating
the interaction term in the DFEM moment equations is not essential for developing
arbitrarily high-order accuracy DFEM schemes for radiation transport.
Convergence of EIR as function of numerical scheme for linear - quartic trial
spaces is given in Figs. 3.17-3.20. We observe the detrimental effect of approxi-
Figure 3.17: Convergence of EIR as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber with
exponentially varying cross section discretized with linear DFEM. Taken from [27].
mating a spatially varying cross section with a constant in each spatial cell when we
examine the L2 convergence results for the interaction rate, EIR, for the CXS DFEM
scheme. Regardless of angular flux trial space polynomial degree, CXS DFEM con-
verges EIR to only first order in space. However, the self-lumping schemes exhibit
the same trends in converging EIR (in the L
2-norm sense) as exhibited in converging
Eψ:
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Figure 3.18: Convergence of EIR as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber with
exponentially varying cross section discretized with quadratic DFEM. Taken from
[27].
Figure 3.19: Convergence of EIR as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber with
exponentially varying cross section discretized with cubic DFEM. Taken from [27].
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Figure 3.20: Convergence of EIR as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber with
exponentially varying cross section discretized with quartic DFEM. Taken from [27].
• SLXS Lobatto and SLXS Gauss converge EIR with order P + 1,
• SLXS Gauss is more accurate than SLXS Lobatto by a constant, and
• SLXS Newton-Cotes converges EIR second order in space for odd degree trial
spaces and third order in space for even degree trial spaces.
Convergence data for EIRA as function of cell size for linear - quartic trial spaces
is given in Figs. 3.21-3.24. The convergence results for the error in cell average
interaction rate, EIRA , shown in Figs. 3.21-3.24, do not behave as intuitively as the
convergence rates for EIR observed in Figs. 3.17-3.20. Given the poor performance
of CXS DFEM in converging EIR, one would expect that CXS DFEM would con-
verge EIRA poorly as well. However, this is not the case and CXS DFEM converges
EIRA with the same order of convergence as the best performing self-lumping scheme
considered.
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Figure 3.21: Convergence of EIRA as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber with
exponentially varying cross section discretized with linear DFEM. Taken from [27].
Figure 3.22: Convergence of EIRA as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber with
exponentially varying cross section discretized with quadratic DFEM. Taken from
[27].
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Figure 3.23: Convergence of EIRA as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber with
exponentially varying cross section discretized with cubic DFEM. Taken from [27].
Figure 3.24: Convergence of EIRA as a function of mesh size for a pure absorber with
exponentially varying cross section discretized with quartic DFEM. Taken from [27].
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CXS DFEM converges EIRA with a high-order of accuracy because of the locally
conservative properties of DFEM approximations, that is:
Particles Into Cell− Particles Out of Cell = Total Interactions in Cell . (3.26)
As shown in Figs. 3.13-3.16, CXS DFEM converges the quantities on the left hand
side of Eq. (3.26) with the same order of accuracy as any self-lumping scheme
considered; CXS DFEM is at least as accurate in calculating the particles into a cell
(outflow from the previous cell) and out of the cell (outflow from the current cell)
as any other scheme considered. Since Eq. (3.26) holds regardless of the numerical
scheme considered, it follows that CXS DFEM converges EIRA , the term in the right
hand side of Eq. (3.26) summed over all cells, with the maximum order of convergence
displayed by any of the DFEM schemes we consider here. Figures 3.21-3.24 validate
this conclusion. CXS DFEM and SLXS Gauss exhibit the highest order of spatial
convergence, converging EIRA with order ∝ 2P + 1. SLXS Newton-Cotes and SLXS
Lobatto converge EIRA with the same orders of convergence each method exhibits in
converging EψA . For this problem SLXS Lobatto converges EIRA ∝ 2P and SLXS
Newton-Cotes converged EIRA ∝ P .
3.3.3 Consequences of Assuming a Cell-Wise Constant Cross Section
To more fully understand the poor convergence of point-wise error in angular
flux and interaction rate, Eψ and EIR, associated with CXS DFEM we now examine
more closely the CXS DFEM spatial approximations to ψ(x, µd) and IR(x). We again
consider a pure absorber with total absorption cross section that varies exponentially
in space with c1 = 0.1, and c2 = 2 ln(10). A beam of radiation is incident on the left
face in the direction of µd = 1, vacuum boundary conditions are applied on the right
face of the slab, and x ∈ [0, 1].
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In Fig. 3.25, we plot the exact ψ(x) and in Fig. 3.26, we plot IR(x). Additionally
we plot the respective CXS DFEM numerical approximations, ψ˜(x) and I˜R(x), using
Ncells = 5, and Σˆt,i as defined in Eq. (3.7). Also plotted in Fig. 3.25 and Fig. 3.26,
we plot the analytic angular flux and reaction rate, respectively, one would obtain if
the cell average cross section, Σˆt,i, had been used instead of the true Σt(x). We refer
to these analytic solutions as ψC(x) and IRC(x).
Since CXS DFEM is a discontinuous scheme, some discontinuity is expected in
the plot of ψ˜ in Fig. 3.25 and of I˜R in Fig. 3.26. However, the discontinuities present
in Fig. 3.26 are highly disconcerting. The analytic IR(x) is smooth and does not
vary rapidly within individual mesh cells, yet there are significant, non-monotonic
discontinuities in the CXS DFEM interaction rate solution to the pure absorber
problem with exponentially varying cross section. The noticeably poor behavior of
I˜R(x) in Fig. 3.26 is inherent to the assumption of a cell-wise constant cross section.
This inherent error of approximating a continuously varying cross section with cell-
wise constants is clearly visible when comparing the plots of IRC(x) to IR(x) in
Fig. 3.26. The only difference and source of error in IRC(x) is the assumption of
a cell-wise constant cross section. Figure 3.25 and Fig. 3.26 does not suggest that
linear DFEM is unsuitable for use in problems with spatially varying cross sections.
Rather, comparing the CXS DFEM ψ˜(x)to ψC(x) in Fig. 3.25 and I˜R(x) to IRC(x)
in Fig. 3.26, we see that CXS DFEM is very accurate when compared to the analytic
solution of the problem CXS DFEM is solving, a pure absorber with cell-wise constant
cross section.
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Figure 3.25: Plots of the analytic ψ(x), CXS DFEM ψ˜(x), and cell-wise constant
cross section analytic ψC(x), for the pure absorber with exponential cross section.
Taken from [27].
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Given the poor accuracy of CXS DFEM in approximating the true ψ(x) and
IR(x), we wish to see how a scheme that does not assume a cell-wise constant cross
section behaves. Consider ψ˜(x) and I˜R(x) obtained with SLXS Lobatto using a
linear DFEM trial space and five spatial cells, shown in Fig. 3.27 and Fig. 3.28, for
the same problem. In Fig. 3.27, the differences between the angular flux solutions
obtained using (1) a cell-wise constant cross section (CXS DFEM) and (2) evaluating
cross section values at quadrature points (SLXS Lobatto) are small.






















Figure 3.26: Plots of the analytic IR(x), CXS DFEM I˜R(x), and cell-wise constant
cross section analytic IRC(x) for the pure absorber with exponential cross section.
Taken from [27].
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Figure 3.27: Plot of the linear trial space SLXS Lobatto and CXS DFEM approxima-
tions of ψ˜(x) for the pure absorber problem with exponentially varying cross section.
Taken from [27].
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This is not the case when comparing the different approximations to the interac-
tion rate, I˜R(x), in Fig. 3.28. Though there are discontinuities in the SLXS Lobatto
I˜R(x), the discontinuities are smaller and the SLXS Lobatto I˜R(x) is monotonic
unlike the CXS DFEM I˜R(x). The SLXS Lobatto I˜R(x) is clearly more accurate
than the CXS DFEM I˜R(x).






















Figure 3.28: Plot of the linear trial space SLXS Lobatto and CXS DFEM approx-
imations of I˜R(x) for the pure absorber problem with exponentially varying cross
section. Taken from [27].
In this problem, there are two possible sources of error that could cause a DFEM to
be inaccurate: inexact matrix evaluation and not incorporating cross-section spatial
variation into the scheme. By definition, CXS DFEM exactly integrates the mass
matrix, and we showed in Section 2 that schemes that exactly integrate the mass
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matrix are more accurate than schemes that only approximately integrate the mass
matrix, like SLXS Lobatto. Thus, the poor accuracy of CXS DFEM relative to SLXS
Lobatto is entirely caused by the approximation of a spatially varying cross section
with a cell-wise constant value.
The “blading” in I˜R(x) has not previously been reported in neutron transport
or thermal radiative transport community literature. We are likely not the first to
have generated these large, non-monotonic discontinuities. In fact, we believe that
blading has frequently been present in DFEM both neutron transport and thermal
radiative transfer simulations but has likely gone unnoticed due to the prevalence of
linear DFEM and simplified data visualization using cell midpoint values.
To demonstrate that a minor choice in data presentation can obscure the exis-
tence of blading, consider Fig. 3.29 and Fig. 3.30 that linearly interpolate between
ψ˜A,i and I˜RA,i plotted at cell centers. Though Fig. 3.29 is visually indistinguishable
from Fig. 3.25, the blading of I˜R(x) present in Fig. 3.26 is not at all visually present
in Fig. 3.30. Interaction rate terms are present in other radiation transport physics.
In particular, we think of the radiative transfer analog to the neutronics interac-
tion rate, absorption rate density. We hypothesize here, and will show in Section 6
that assuming cell-wise constants opacities for problems with temperature dependent
opacities introduces blading in thermal radiative transfer temperature solutions, via
the material energy equation’s absorption rate density term.
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CXS DFEM ψ̂A Interpolation
Figure 3.29: Plot of the CXS DFEM cell average angular flux at cell centers with lin-
ear interpolation for a pure absorber with exponentially varying spatial cross section.
Taken from [27].


















CXS DFEM ÎA Interpolation
Figure 3.30: Plot of the CXS DFEM cell average interaction rate at cell centers
with linear interpolation for a pure absorber with exponentially varying spatial cross
section. Taken from [27].
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3.3.4 Flux-Weighting versus Volume-Averaged Cross Sections
In our results thus far, we have only considered volume-averaged cell-wise cross
sections(the CXS DFEM scheme). However, in reactor physics problems, a flux-
weighted cross section is often used to generate spatially averaged cross sections [31].
We now introduce the flux-weighted cell-wise constant cross section scheme (FW
CXS), which differs from the CXS DFEM scheme only by how Σˆ is defined in each








In practice, flux-weighting is often done using the scalar flux in order not to have
angle-dependent total cross section. However for the beam problem we consider here,
ψ(x, µd) is proportional to the scalar flux.
We first compare the accuracy of FW CXS versus volume-averaged CXS DFEM
for a cubic DFEM trial space, as shown in Figs. 3.31-3.34. In Figs. 3.31-3.34, we omit
a plot of Eψout as we have already demonstrated that the accuracy of any method in
calculating Eψout determines the method’s accuracy in calculating EIRA . That is, if
EIRA converges at a given rate, Eψout converges at the same rate.
Figures 3.31-3.33 show that FW CXS scheme is more accurate than CXS DFEM
when comparing Eψ, EψA and, at low resolutions, EIR. However, though designed
to preserve cell average interaction rates, FW CXS scheme is not only less accurate
than CXS DFEM in calculating cell average interaction rates, it converges EIRA at
most second order in space, whereas a volume-averaged cross section converges EIRA
∝ 2P + 1 for the pure absorber problem.
Finally, we consider the FW CXS scheme’s ψ˜(x) in Fig. 3.35 and I˜R(x) in
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Figure 3.31: Eψ for FW CXS vs. CXS DFEM for a pure absorber with exponentially
varying cross section using a cubic DFEM trial space. Taken from [27].
Figure 3.32: EψA for FW CXS vs. CXS DFEM for a pure absorber with exponentially
varying cross section using a cubic DFEM trial space. Taken from [27].
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Figure 3.33: EIR for FW CXS vs. CXS DFEM for a pure absorber with exponentially
varying cross section using a cubic DFEM trial space. Taken from [27].
Figure 3.34: EIRA for FW CXS vs. CXS DFEM for a pure absorber with exponen-
tially varying cross section using a cubic DFEM trial space. Taken from [27].
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Fig. 3.36. In Fig. 3.35 and Fig. 3.36 the FW CXS and CXS DFEM schemes cal-
culate slightly different solution representations. However, the FW CXS scheme
exhibits the same interaction rate blading phenomena as the CXS DFEM scheme,
reiterating that blading is a result of approximating a spatially varying cross sec-
tion as a cell-wise constant. The choice of cell-wise cross section does not eliminate
blading.



























Figure 3.35: Plot of the linear trial space FW CXS and CXS DFEM approxima-
tions to ψ˜(x) for the pure absorber problem with exponentially varying spatial cross
section. Taken from [27].
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Figure 3.36: Plot of the linear trial space FW CXS and CXS DFEM approximations
to I˜R(x) for the pure absorber problem with exponentially varying spatial cross
section. Taken from [27].
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3.3.5 Effects of Mesh Spacing
In practice, computational domains are not necessarily discretized with uniform
grids; rather cells are concentrated in regions where the solution is known or assumed
to vary rapidly. For the pure absorber problem, we compare two alternative methods
of mesh spacing (logarithmic grids and equal optical thickness grids, see Table 3.2),
to the results obtained with equally-spaced mesh cells. We derive how to generate
these meshes in Section 3.3.5.1 and give results in Section 3.3.5.2.
Table 3.2: Shorthand notation of different cell spacing schemes. Taken from [27].
Spacing Label Spacing Type
EQUAL Equally-spaced cells
MFP Constant optical thickness cells
LOG Logarithmically spaced cells
3.3.5.1 Generating Improved Spatial Meshes
Two alternative meshing strategies are compared to equally-spaced meshed. In
the following, we will use a shorthand notation, given in Table 3.2. With the MFP
meshing strategy, we find each cell width by determining the width of each cell from
i = 1 (leftmost cell) to i = Ncell as outlined by Eq. (3.28): First, we determine the








Then, we solve the following equation for xi+1/2:
∫ xi+1/2
xi−1/2











There are several ways to specify LOG spacing, but we elected to set a ratio, 0.6,
between adjacent cell sizes with the caveat that we would set a minimum cell size,
∆xmin. In our convergence testing, at the first refinement when ∆xNcell < ∆xmin, the
grid is “fixed” and all further refinements uniformly refine the ”fixed” grid. ∆xNcell
is the cell width for the right most cell where, for R < 1,
∆xi = ∆x1R
i−1, i ∈ [1, Ncell] . (3.29)







The grid is “fixed” by resetting the width of every cell whose width, if set to the value
required for a purely logarithmically spaced grid with R would be below ∆xmin, to
∆xmin. After imposing this, cell widths are determined by requiring the cells that
were not reset to fill the problem space logarithmically using R. If there is no mini-
mum cell width, at high mesh refinements, most cells will be infinitesimally small and
the large cells will never be refined, causing error to stagnate. Logarithmic spacing
represents the “smart” meshing strategy most likely to be employed in engineering
practice as it requires the least amount of solution information prior to problem
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execution. For all of our calculations, we set R = 0.6 and ∆xmin = 10
−3 [cm].
3.3.5.2 Mesh Spacing Results
We begin our discussion of alternate mesh spacing by first noting that the choice
of mesh spacing method does not alter asymptotic convergence rates, as shown in
Figs. 3.37-3.40. The convergence of the SLXS Lobatto scheme using a quadratic trial
space for Eψ is shown in Fig. 3.37, for EψA in Fig. 3.38, for EIR in Fig. 3.39, and
for EIRA in Fig. 3.40. Regardless of the choice of mesh spacing, all error quantities
of interest converge at the same asymptotic rate. Plots showing other trial space
degrees and DFEM schemes are omitted for brevity. We also omit showing the
convergence of Eψout as we have already demonstrated that the convergence rate of
Eψout and EIRAare related and identical.
Figure 3.37: Asymptotic convergence of Eψ for the SLXS Lobatto scheme using a
quadratic trial space with different mesh spacing methodologies. Taken from [27].
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Figure 3.38: Asymptotic convergence of EψA for the SLXS Lobatto scheme using a
quadratic trial space with different mesh spacing methodologies. Taken from [27].
Figure 3.39: Asymptotic convergence of EIR for the SLXS Lobatto scheme using a
quadratic trial space with different mesh spacing methodologies. Taken from [27].
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At mesh refinements that are not in the asymptotic convergence regime, the intel-
ligent meshing can result in a significant reduction in error. Consider the difference
smart meshing has in reducing Eψ, EψA , EIR, and EIRA for the SLXS Lobatto scheme
in Figs. 3.41-3.44, for the SLXS Gauss scheme in Figs. 3.45-3.48, and for CXS DFEM
in Figs. 3.49-3.52 when using a quadratic DFEM trial space at low cell resolutions.
Figure 3.40: Asymptotic convergence of EIRA for the SLXS Lobatto scheme using a
quadratic trial space with different mesh spacing methodologies. Taken from [27].
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First, we note that any particular mesh spacing methodology results in solutions
that are more accurate for certain quantities, but not for all quantities. For exam-
ple, with the self-lumping schemes, Eψ is generally smaller when using an equally
spaced mesh, but using the LOG mesh results in orders of magnitude improvement
in EIR and EIRA on coarse meshes. Figures 3.49-3.52, CXS DFEM again illus-
trates that LOG spacing is more accurate in calculating interaction rate quantities
than an equally-spaced mesh and equally-spaced meshes are generally more accurate
than other meshing strategies for calculating angular flux quantities. However, CXS
DFEM shows a two order of magnitude reduction in calculating EIRA when using a
mesh that has a uniform optical thickness in each cell. This is a direct result of CXS
DFEM converging as σˆ∆x→ 0.
Figure 3.41: Eψ for SLXS Lobatto using a quadratic trial space scheme with different
mesh spacing methodologies, at low resolutions. Taken from [27].
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Figure 3.42: EψA for SLXS Lobatto using a quadratic trial space scheme with different
mesh spacing methodologies, at low resolutions. Taken from [27].
Figure 3.43: EIR for SLXS Lobatto using a quadratic trial space scheme with different
mesh spacing methodologies, at low resolutions. Taken from [27].
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Figure 3.44: EIRA for SLXS Lobatto using a quadratic trial space scheme with
different mesh spacing methodologies, at low resolutions. Taken from [27].
Figure 3.45: Eψ for SLXS Gauss using a quadratic trial space with different mesh
spacing methodologies, at low resolutions. Taken from [27].
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Figure 3.46: EψA for SLXS Gauss using a quadratic trial space with different mesh
spacing methodologies, at low resolutions. Taken from [27].
Figure 3.47: EIR for SLXS Gauss using a quadratic trial space with different mesh
spacing methodologies, at low resolutions. Taken from [27].
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Figure 3.48: EIRA fore SLXS Gauss using a quadratic trial space with different mesh
spacing methodologies, at low resolutions. Taken from [27].
Figure 3.49: Eψ for CXS DFEM using a quadratic trial space with different mesh
spacing methodologies, at low resolutions. Taken from [27].
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Figure 3.50: EψA for CXS DFEM using a quadratic trial space with different mesh
spacing methodologies, at low resolutions. Taken from [27].
Figure 3.51: EIR for CXS DFEM using a quadratic trial space with different mesh
spacing methodologies, at low resolutions. Taken from [27].
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Figure 3.52: EIRA for CXS DFEM using a quadratic trial space with different mesh
spacing methodologies, at low resolutions. Taken from [27].
3.4 Conclusions to Be Carried Forward
The SLXS Lobatto and SLXS Gauss schemes are accurate for problems SN neu-
tron transport problems that have within cell spatial interaction cross-section varia-
tion. Though no less accurate for the case of spatially varying cross sections that for
cell-wise constant cross section, the SLXS Newton-Cotes scheme will no longer be
considered. SLXS Newton-Cotes is not as asymptotically accurate as SLXS Gauss
or SLXS Lobatto schemes, though the SLXS Lobatto scheme is equivalent to SLXS
Newton-Cotes for linear and quadratic trial spaces. We continued to consider a
self-lumping scheme using closed Newton-Cotes quadrature due to the robustness
SL Newton-Cotes exhibited for the cell-wise constant cross section case. However,
since no scheme other than linear SLXS Lobatto will yield strictly positive angular
flux outflow for arbitrary within cell cross section variation, we conclude that SLXS
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Lobatto has all of the strengths exhibited by SLXS Newton-Cotes, with the added
benefit of increased accuracy.
We have also documented that the assumption of a cell-wise constant cross section
will in general be less accurate than using a self-lumping scheme that explicitly
accounts for within cell variation of cross section when constructing R. Though the
CXS DFEM was more accurate than self-lumping schemes in calculating EIRA , and
Eψout , when using the exact volume average cross section, this is more a function of
our test problem being a pure absorber than an inherent benefit of CXS DFEM that
will be true for all problems of interest.
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4. ITERATIVE ACCELERATION FOR THE SN NEUTRON TRANSPORT
EQUATIONS
Thus far, we have omitted a discussion of how the global system of angular flux
unknowns is solved, focusing instead on the solution of a single system of equations
that describes the unknowns of a single spatial cell, for a single discrete direction.
In Section 4.1, we explain the fundamental iterative techniques used to solve the
neutron transport equation for all of the angular flux unknowns. In Section 4.2 we
discuss two different synthetic acceleration techniques compatible with our chosen
spatial discretizations of the transport equation. In Section 4.3 we derive the S2
synthetic acceleration (S2SA) technique [32] and in Section 4.4 we derive a modified
interior penalty (MIP) diffusion synthetic acceleration [33] (DSA) operator. Finally,
in Section 4.5, we verify the implementation of each for a set of test problems with
spatially constant and spatially varying interaction cross sections.
4.1 Iterative Solution of the Neutron Transport SN Equations
To describe the iterative process by which the discrete ordinates neutron transport
equations are solved, we re-visit the spatially analytic, steady-state, mono-energetic
discrete ordinates neutron transport equation, but do not have a monolithic right
hand side source. Rather, we treat the right hand side as having both an isotropic







φ+ Sd . (4.1)
The traditional practice is to solve Eq. (4.1) iteratively with Richardson iteration.
Each Richardson iteration is referred to as a transport sweep, where for a fixed
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right hand side, ψd is updated direction by direction, cell be cell, sweeping from
each direction’s incident boundary through the entire mesh with upwinding at cell











φ(`) + Sd . (4.2)
After we find, ψ
(`+1)
d , we update φ







Though convergent, the source iteration process can converge arbitrarily slow, as
shown by Larsen[34], when Σs
Σt
→ 1. To accelerate the convergence of source iteration,
the diffusion synthetic acceleration (DSA) technique was developed [35]. DSA is best
explained through example.











φ(`) + Sd . (4.4)





















and scalar flux iterative error, δφ(`)























φ = φ(`+1/2) + δφ(`+1/2) , (4.9a)
φ = φ(`) + δφ(`) , (4.9b)
φ(`+1/2) − φ(`) = (φ− δφ(`+1/2))− (φ− δφ(`)) , and (4.9c)
















φ(`+1/2) − φ(`)) . (4.10)
Equation 4.10 indicates that if we could solve a transport problem with a driving




φ(`+1/2) − φ(`)) , (4.11)
then we could get the iterative error of iteration δφ(`+1/2), add to the φ(`+1/2) we
already have, and then have the exact solution, φ. However, solving Eq. (4.10) is as
difficult as solving the original problem in Eq. (4.1). Alternatively, if we could solve
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an approximation to Eq. (4.10), perhaps the result would satisfy:
φ ≈ ∆φ(`+1/2) + φ(`+1/2) , (4.12)
where ∆φ(`+1/2) comes from the lower order approximation to Eq. (4.10). The idea of
using a lower order operator to approximately solve Eq. (4.10) is central to synthetic
acceleration.
4.2 Qualitative Comparison of Different Synthetic Acceleration Techniques
We consider two synthetic acceleration techniques that have received significant
attention in the neutron transport and thermal radiative transfer literature, S2 syn-
thetic acceleration (S2SA)[32] and diffusion synthetic acceleration (DSA)[35]. Both
methods of synthetic acceleration has both advantages and disadvantages relating to
the computational efficiency and iterative effectiveness of each method.
The S2SA method was shown to be iteratively effective in both slab and 1-D
spherical geometries. Additionally, it is easily compatible with any DFEM spatial
discretization of the SN neutron transport equations. S2SA solves for ψ+ and ψ−
using a single global matrix solve, rather than a direction by direction solve for the
full transport ψd unknowns. The full transport scalar flux iterative update is then
defined as,
∆φ(`+1/2) ≈ 2pi [w+ψ+ + w−ψ−] , (4.13)
where w+, w− correspond to the weights of a direction quadrature (typically Gauss)
set with corresponding discrete direction µ+ and µ−, and ψ+, ψ− are the fundamental
unknowns of the S2 discretization. Thus, S2SA uses the same local matrices of Eq.
(3.2) as the full transport operator. However, the S2SA global matrix that must be
inverted to solve for ψ+ and ψ− is extremely difficult to invert for multiple spatial
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dimensions. This makes S2SA iteratively effective, but computationally expensive,
limiting the extensibility of any techniques that require S2SA. But since our initial
focus is on solving slab geometry neutron transport problems, we will continue to
consider S2SA as it is readily adaptable to our new spatial discretization schemes.
[32]
Gelbard and Hageman first showed in [35] that diffusion synthetic acceleration
(DSA) could be used to accelerate the convergence of source iteration in neutron
transport since the diffusion operator effectively attenuates the slowly varying error
modes that hinder the convergence of source iteration. To be unconditionally effec-
tive, Larsen showed that DSA needed to be derived in a method consistent with the
spatial and angular discretization of the transport equation [34]. Adams and Martin
first showed that partially consistent diffusion discretizations could be used to ef-
fectively accelerate DFEM spatial discretizations of the neutron transport equation
[36]. Though shown to be unconditionally stable for certain geometries the M4S DSA
proposed in [36] has been shown to be unstable for unstructured multi-dimensional
geometries [37]. To allow more general applicability, we wish to consider a more ad-
vanced DSA discretization. Alternative DSA discretizations that have been applied
successfully to unstructured multi-dimensional geometries include: the partially con-
sistent WLA DSA proposed in [38], the fully consistent DSA (FCDSA) proposed in
[37], and the partially consistent MIP DSA proposed in [33]. WLA DSA produces
a symmetric positive definite (SPD) diffusion matrix and is unconditionally stable,
but the spectral radius of the WLA DSA scheme increases on distorted mesh cells
and for optically thick cells with scattering ratios very close to unity [37, 38]. While
the FCDSA scheme remains effective in optically thick cells, it creates a diffusion
operator that is very difficult and costly to invert[37]. The MIP DSA discretization
[33] of Wang and Ragusa generates a SPD diffusion operator, remains effective for all
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cell optical thicknesses, has been successfully applied to high order DFEM SN trans-
port, and can be used with adaptive mesh refinement. Further, it was shown in [39]
that the MIP DSA diffusion operator can be inverted very quickly using advanced
preconditioners such as algebraic multi-grid. Thus, if we can show that a MIP DSA
discretization is iteratively effective for neutron transport problems discretized with
our higher order DFEM methods that account for the spatial variation of cross sec-
tion within each cell, we will have found a scheme that is most likely to prove useful
in meaningful (multiple spatial dimensions) thermal radiative transfer simulations.
We will derive an S2SA operator in Section 4.3 and MIP DSA operator in Section
4.4. The S2SA operator re-uses a lot of the transport sweep capability we have
already developed with our high order DFEM of Section 3, but is computationally
challenging to invert (in multiple spatial dimensions), and the MIP DSA operator we
define in Section 4.4 requires significant derivation independent of the DFEM neutron
transport methodology we have already derived, but is computationally efficient to
invert.
4.3 S2 Synthetic Acceleration
We begin our derivation by repeating the S2, spatially analytic angular flux up-
date equations from Morel (Eqs. (12a) and (12b) in [32]), noting that we have elected
to use ψ+ and ψ− instead of c+ and c−, Σ represents macroscopic interaction cross


























φ(`+1/2) − φ(`)) . (4.14b)
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In Eqs. (4.14) we are assuming scattering is isotropic only. Spatially discretizing


























+ µ−ψin,− ~f− . (4.15b)
All reaction matrices are evaluated in cell c, unless otherwise noted with a subscript.
In Eqs. (4.15), we note that µ+ > 0 and µ− < 0, and as such use the ± subscripts to
define the appropriate G and ~f , defined in Eqs. (4.16) and Eqs. (4.17), respectively:











bj(s) ds , (4.16b)
~f+,i = bi(−1) (4.17a)
~f−,i = −bi(1) . (4.17b)
Noting that the inflow to cells on the interior is the outflow from the appropriate
cell, for and using the definitions of Eqs. (2.7b) and Eqs. (2.8b), we define ψin,+ ~f+
and ψin,− ~f− entirely in terms of ~ψ+c−1 and ~ψ
−
c+1,
ψin,+ ~f+ = U+ ~ψ
+
c−1 (4.18a)














 [b1(−1) . . . bNP (−1)] . (4.19b)


















































Thus, the S2SA scheme uses all of the same matrices, in particular we think of RΣt
and RΣs , that we have already defined in our higher fidelity transport model. To
find ψ+ and ψ−, we must then solve a system of 2×NP ×Ncell linear equations with
2 × NP × Ncell unknowns. It important to note that S2SA can accelerate not only
the scalar flux, but also the first angular moment, J , of the SN neutron transport
equations
To complete our derivation of the S2SA scheme, we must now define appropriate
boundary conditions. We will focus only on the leftmost boundary, though similar
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equations for the right boundary can be defined analogously. It is sufficient for our
purposes to consider problems only with specified incident flux boundary conditions
and reflective boundaries. With incident flux conditions, we wish for the accelerated
iterate to maintain the same inflow current as the specified boundary condition.





Given the S2SA equations were derived via the assumption of a P1 angular flux, the















































Inserting the definitions of Eqs. (4.23), and allowing for DFEM interpolation points

























~L = [b1(−1) . . . bNP (−1)] . (4.27)

































































































+ µ−ψin,− ~f− . (4.32b)
Noting that ~f+~L creates an NP×NP matrix, and inserting all of our other definitions,
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4.4 Modified Interior Penalty Diffusion Synthetic Acceleration
We now derive the modified interior penalty diffusion synthetic acceleration (MIP
DSA) operator introduced by Ragusa and Wang [33], and also considered by Turcksin
and Ragusa [39]. To accelerate the convergence of NP × Ncell spatial unknowns of
the scalar flux, we will need to solve a system of NP × Ncell linear equations with
NP ×Ncell unknowns. Adapted from [33], the MIP DSA update will attempt to solve
the diffusion approximation of Eq. (4.10),
−∇ ·D∇∆φ+ Σa∆φ = Σs
(
φ(`+1/2) − φ(`)) , (4.41)





Σa = = Σt − Σs . (4.43)
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MIP DSA is presented in the standard finite element bilinear form
bMIP (∆φ, b∗) = lMIP (b∗) , (4.44)
with





+ (κe J∆φK , Jb∗K)Eih
+ (J∆φK , {{D∂nb∗}})Eih
+ ({{D∂n∆φ}} , Jb∗K)Eih












(`+1/2) − φ(`)), b∗
)
+ (Jinc, b∗)∂Dr . (4.46)
In Eqs. (4.44)-(4.46), b∗ is any/every basis function (also referred to as test func-
tions), the (f, g)Eih






(f, g)c+1/2 , (4.47)
the jump operator, JfKc+1/2, is defined as
JfKc+1/2 = f(x+c+1/2)− f(x−c+1/2) , (4.48)
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and ∂n is the edge directed normal dotted into the gradient operator. On the interior,
the direction of ∂n does not matter as long as it is consistent. We we assume the edge
normal always pointing from left to right, thus ∂n =
d
dx
. However, on the domain
boundary, the edge directed normal must point outwards. Also in Eqs (4.45)-(4.46),









f g dx . (4.51)
Finally, κe is defined on edge c− 1/2 as



























where ZMIP is a stability constant. Unless otherwise stated, we use ZMIP = 2, as
recommended by Wang and Ragusa[33]. Larger values of ZMIP will increase scheme
stability (by adding numerical diffusion), but if chosen too large, will affect the accu-
racy of the spatial discretization. Terms denoted by ∂Dd indicate Dirichlet boundary
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terms (specified incident angular boundary condition), and terms applicable only for
reflective (Neumann) boundary conditions are denoted with a ∂Dr.
Focusing now on an interior mesh cell, c, and the NP bi that are non-zero in that
cell, we now go about defining all of the terms of Eq. (4.45). First, we consider the
volumetric integration terms, defining
(Σa∆φ, b∗) = RΣa ~∆φc , (4.54)
and
(D~∇∆φ, ~∇b∗) = S . (4.55)













Now we treat the edge terms. We begin by defining J∆φK on each edge,
J∆φKc−1/2 = ~L ~∆φc − ~R ~∆φc−1 , (4.57a)
J∆φKc+1/2 = ~L ~∆φc+1 − ~R ~∆φc , (4.57b)
where we’ve defined
~L = [b1(−1) . . . bNP (−1)] (4.58a)
~R = [b1(1) . . . bNP (1)] . (4.58b)
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Treating all test functions for cell c at once, we now define Jb∗K:
Jb∗Kc−1/2 = ~LT −~0 (4.59a)
Jb∗Kc+1/2 = ~0− ~RT , (4.59b)
where ~0 is a length NP column vector whose entries are all identically zero. Now we




















































Combining Eq. (4.54), Eq. (4.55), Eqs. (4.57), Eqs. (4.59), Eqs. (4.60), and Eqs.
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(4.62), we have the left hand side of the cell c MIP DSA equations:

























































In Eq. (4.63) and Eq. (4.64), RΣa , RΣs , and S are evaluated in cell c. Arranging












RΣa + S+ κc−1/2~L


























We now consider the leftmost cell, so that we derive appropriate boundary con-
ditions. We will derive equations for reflective and incident current boundary condi-
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tions. Equations for the right boundary can be derived analogously. Starting with
















(D∂n∆φ, b∗) = −
2D(x+1/2)
∆x1
~LT ~Ls ~∆φ1 , (4.66c)
where we remind the reader that on the left edge, ∂n = − ∂∂x . Combing with the cell
integral quantities, and the interior edge terms, for problems with an incident flux
boundary condition, the leftmost cell equations are
RΣa ~∆φ1 + S ~∆φ1 + κ1/2~L



































If the left edge satisfies a reflective condition, the leftmost cell equations are:
RΣa ~∆φ1 + S ~∆φ1 − κ3/2 ~RT
(


































4.5 Numerical Results Verifying Implementation and Performance of S2SA and
MIP DSA
We will consider two test problems to compare the effectiveness of S2SA and
MIP DSA compared against source iteration, abbreviated as SI in the following
results. To measure effectiveness, we will numerically compare the spectral radius, ρ
of each scheme. The spectral radius of an iterative technique is the largest magnitude
eigenvalue of the iterative operator. For an iteration scheme to be convergent, it must
be true d < 1. After sufficiently many iterations, the following is true:
∥∥δφ(`+1)∥∥ ≤ ρ ∥∥δφ(ell)∥∥ , (4.70)
where ‖·‖ is a valid norm and δφ(`) is the error as defined in Eq. (4.7). We will
numerically test our methods by considering a trivial solution problem. That is to
say we will solve a problem with vacuum boundary conditions on all edges and no
volumetric solutions. However, rather than initialize with a zero solution, we set
the values of φ(0) to be random numbers ∈ [0, 1]. We then use 150 iterations to
estimate ρ, taking the last value to be the converged estimate of ρ. In Section 4.5.1
we present results for a scattering medium with a spatially constant cross section and
in Section 4.5.2, we consider a scattering medium with spatially varying interaction
cross section.
In the plots of Section 4.5.1 and Section 4.5.2 we will examine ρ as a function of
scattering ratio, c, SN order, DFEM trial space degree, iterative technique, DFEM
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interpolation point type, and cell optical thickness, Σt∆x.
4.5.1 Spatially Constant Cross Section Scattering Problem
Our first test problem with is a 20 [cm] slab with spatially homogeneous cross
section. We use at least 10 cells in all simulations in Figs. 4.1-4.8. For Σt∆x >= 2,
we increase Σt to the necessary value to obtain the desired Σt∆x, while holding ∆x =
2[cm] constant. For Σt∆x < 2, we hold Σt = 1[cm
−1] constant, while increasing the
number of cells to achieve the desired Σt∆x.
The purpose of the following section is to
1. verify that results from our S2SA implementation for linear SL Gauss are qual-
itatively similar to those presented in [32],
2. determine whether S2SA is an effective iterative acceleration technique, for SL
Gauss and SL Lobatto DFEM with P ∈ [1, 4],
3. verify that results from our MIP DSA implementation used in conjunction with
SL Gauss, gives results similar to those presented in [33] for P ∈ [1, 4], and
4. determine whether MIP DSA is an effective iterative acceleration technique for
SL Lobatto DFEM.
In Fig. 4.1, we compare SI, S2SA, and MIP DSA for linear SL Gauss, with S8
angular quadrature, and c = 0.999. We see that as expected, ρ for source iteration
≈ c [34]. Additionally, we see that MIP DSA achieves a ρ similar to that given in
Figs. 6 and 7 of [33]. Likewise, our S2SA implementation estimates ρ ≤≈ 0.2, which
agrees well with the Fourier analysis of [32] a true spectral radius of 0.2127c. Since
the analysis of [32] is for an infinite medium, we expect our estimate of ρ to be less.
In Fig. 4.2, we compare the ρ estimates of SI, S2SA, and MIP DSA for linear SL
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Figure 4.1: Estimates of ρ for different iterative techniques for S8, c = 0.999, linear
SL Gauss.
Lobatto differencing. Results indicate that both S2SA and MIP DSA are compatible
with SL Lobatto neutron transport. MIP DSA for linear SL Lobatto exhibits the
same peaking as observed with linear SL Gauss, though the peak is slightly smoother.
We now examine the sensitivity of S2SA and MIP DSA to different values of c, SN ,
and DFEM trial space degree. From Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.2, we expect that the choice
of DFEM interpolation point will change the estimate of ρ, but will not cause a
method to become unstable.
4.5.1.1 S2SA Spectral Radius Sensitivity
In Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4, we compute ρ for S2SA as a function of SN order for
linear SL Gauss and linear SL Lobatto, respectively. In both Figs. 4.3-4.4, the higher
the SN order, the larger ρ, across all cell optical thicknesses, though there is little
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Figure 4.2: Estimates of ρ for different iterative techniques for S8, c = 0.999, linear
SL Lobatto.
difference between S8 and S16. Comparing our estimates of ρ of S2SA, as a function
of c, for linear SL Gauss and SL Lobatto in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6, respectively, we
conclude that the closer c is to unity, the larger, ρ, but there is negligible increase
from c = 0.999 to c = 0.9999, except in very optically thick cells, but ρ is not largest
with the S2SA scheme for large values of Σt∆x. Finally, in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8,
we compare ρ for S8, c = 0.999 S2SA with SL Gauss and SL Lobatto differencing,
respectively, as a function of DFEM trial space degree. ρ remains nearer the optically
thin value for larger values of Σt∆x the higher the DFEM trial space degree, but S2SA
remains stable for all P . Regardless of c, P , Σt∆x, and SN order, we numerically
verified that the S2SA matrix that must be inverted was neither symmetric or positive




































































































































































































Figure 4.8: Estimates of ρ for S2SA with S8, c = 0.999, SL Lobatto as a function of
trial space degree.
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4.5.1.2 MIP DSA Spectral Radius Sensitivity
In Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10 we compare ρ for MIP DSA as a function of SN order,
for linear SL Gauss and linear SL Lobatto, respectively, with c = 0.999. As with
S2SA, the higher SN order, the larger ρ is for the MIP DSA scheme. However, the
value of ρ obtained with S8 is only slightly smaller than the ρ of S16, and as such
we prefer the reduced computational work of S8 simulations to S16 in examining
iterative effectiveness.






























Figure 4.9: Estimate of ρ for MIP DSA as a function of SN order for c = 0.999 linear
SL Gauss.
Figure 4.11 and Fig. 4.12 examine the effect of c on ρ for MIP DSA with the
linear SL Gauss and SL Lobatto schemes. The general trend is that as c → 1, the
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Figure 4.10: Estimate of ρ for MIP DSA as a function of SN order for c = 0.999
linear SL Lobatto.
larger the estimate of ρ, but both SL Gauss and SL Lobatto with MIP DSA remain
iteratively stable.
It is as this point that we remember that the MIP DSA scheme uses a constant,
κIP , which depends on a chosen constant. In all of the results that have presented to
this point, we have assumed that ZMIP of Eq. (4.53), ZMIP = 2. Just as Wang did
in his dissertation [40], we now consider ZMIP = 4. Estimates of ρ for MIP DSA as
a function of c for SL Gauss and SL Lobatto, with ZMIP = 4 are given in Fig. 4.13
and Fig. 4.14, respectively.
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Figure 4.11: Estimate of ρ for MIP DSA as a function of c for S8 linear SL Gauss.































Figure 4.12: Estimate of ρ for MIP DSA as a function of c for S8 linear SL Lobatto.
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Figure 4.13: ρ for MIP DSA as a function of c for S8 linear SL Gauss, with ZMIP = 4.
There are small differences between Figs. 4.11-4.12 and Figs. 4.13-4.14 . With
ZMIP = 4 in Fig. 4.13 SL Gauss maintains a slightly higher value of ρ at small optical
thicknesses than when ZMIP = 2, and the the transitional drop from intermediate to
larger rho at small optical thicknesses to smaller ρ for large cell optical thicknesses is
more pronounced. With ZMIP = 4, SL Lobatto displays a modest, smooth increase
in ρ over a range of intermediate Σt∆x and exhibits a sharper drop in ρ as well.
Currently, the choice of ZMIP = 2 or ZMIP = 4 seems to have negligible effect on ρ,
but we will retain adjustments to ZMIP as a tool should any combination of spatial
discretization and MIP DSA appear unstable.
Having determined that c = 0.999 and S8 will yield nearly maximal ρ, we calculate
ρ as a function of P for MIP DSA acceleration of SL Gauss and SL Lobatto transport
spatial discretizations in Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.16, respectively, using ZMIP = 2.
As P increases, both SL Gauss and SL Lobatto accelerated with MIP DSA remain
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Figure 4.14: ρ for MIP DSA as a function of c for S8 linear SL Lobatto, with
ZMIP = 4.
Figure 4.15: Estimate of ρ for MIP DSA as a function of P for S8, c = 0.999, SL
Gauss with ZMIP = 2.
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Figure 4.16: Estimate of ρ for MIP DSA as a function of P for S8, c = 0.999, SL
Lobatto with ZMIP = 2.
iteratively effecting. Similarly, if we consider ZMIP = 4, both SL Gauss and SL
Lobatto spatial differencing schemes remain stable.
Figure 4.17: ρ for MIP DSA as a function of P for S8, c = 0.999, SL Gauss with
ZMIP = 4.
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Figure 4.18: Estimates of ρ for MIP DSA as a function of P for S8, c = 0.999, SL
Lobatto with ZMIP = 4.
4.5.2 Spatially Varying Cross Section Scattering Problem
To test the effectiveness of MIP DSA and S2SA for a problem with a spatially
varying cross section, we again consider a slab x ∈ [0, 20[cm]]. We impose





We hold c constant in space. We will estimate ρ as a function of Σt∆x, the average
optical thickness of each mesh cell. For values of Σt∆x > 2, we will use 10 mesh cells,
and adjust Σt,0 to achieve the desired optical thickness. For values of Σt∆x < 2, we
will hold Σt,0 constant, and increase the number of mesh cells. We wish to maintain
a total slab optical thickness of at least 20 mean free paths. Since,









Total Mean Free Path = 4Σt,0 (exp[5]− 1) , (4.72b)
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the minimum value of Σt,0 is:
Σt,0 =
5
exp[5]− 1 . (4.72c)
For values of Σt∆x > 2,
10Σt∆x = 4Σt,0 (exp[5]− 1) (4.72d)
Σt,0 =
5Σt∆x
2 (exp[5]− 1) . (4.72e)
4.5.2.1 S2SA
In Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.20, we plot the estimate of ρ for the variable cross section
problem, with c = 0.999 and S8 angular quadrature for S2SA using SL Gauss and
SL Lobatto schemes, respectively, as a function of trial space degree. S2SA remains
Figure 4.19: Estimate of ρ for S2SA as a function of Σt∆x and P , with SLXS Gauss.
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Figure 4.20: Estimate of ρ for S2SA as a function of Σt∆x and P , with SLXS Lobatto.
unconditionally stable for the case of a spatially varying cross section, for all P
considered, for both SLXS Gauss and SLXS Lobatto schemes.
4.5.2.2 MIP DSA
We now examine ρ for the MIP DSA scheme as a function of P for the variable
cross section problem, with c = 0.999, S8 angular quadrature, and ZMIP = 4. Results
for SLXS Gauss are given in Fig. 4.21 and ρ for MIP DSA with SLXS Lobatto scheme
is given in Fig. 4.22. Since ρ < 1 in Figs. 4.21-4.22, we conclude that MIP DSA
remains a stable iterative scheme for SLXS Gauss and SLXS Lobatto, for all P
considered when ZMIP = 2 for problems with spatially varying cross sections.
4.6 Conclusions
Both S2SA and MIP DSA are stable iterative acceleration techniques for prob-
lems with spatially constant and spatially varying cross section. We have verified
our implementations of S2SA and MIP DSA by comparing to published, spatially
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Figure 4.21: Estimate of ρ for MIP DSA with SLXS Gauss as a function of Σt∆x
and P .
Figure 4.22: Estimate of ρ for MIP DSA with SLXS Lobatto as a function of Σt∆x
and P .
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constant cross section results. While the S2SA technique is more effective than MIP
DSA (smaller ρ), the S2SA matrix that must be inverted is not symmetric or positive
definite. Thus, S2SA requires direct matrix inversion which in general is not feasible
for large systems of equations. Conversely, though MIP DSA is not as effective as
S2SA, the MIP DSA matrix is SPD, thus it can be inverted much more efficiently
(faster) [39] than the S2SA matrix can be inverted. As such, to demonstrate that
self-lumping schemes that account for within cell spatial variation of quadrature can
be used for more realistic problems, we first employ S2SA to accelerate neutron
transport within a model fuel depletion problem in Chapter 5. However, since S2SA
is really only practical for small, one dimensional problems, we will apply a variant of
MIP DSA to accelerate the iterative process required for thermal radiative transfer
problems in Section 6.
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5. FUEL DEPLETION PROBLEM1
We now consider a fuel depletion problem initially published in [41] to illustrate
that self-lumping DFEM schemes remain accurate for more complex physics than
simply a purely absorbing medium. The depletion method we use [time stepping
scheme, time step size, etc.] is chosen for its simplicity, not for its fidelity relative
to state-of-the art depletion methodologies. Our goal is to assess the accuracy of
spatial discretization methods for problems with spatially varying cross sections, not
to propose a new depletion method. However, we stress that self-lumping meth-
ods can be implemented with any time depletion method or time stepping scheme
since implementation of self-lumping only requires changes pertaining to the spatial
discretization.
5.1 Problem Physical Description
We will consider a 1-D slab fuel depletion problem. The dimensions and layout
of the fuel and moderator layers lattice is shown in Fig. 5.1.
Initially, each fuel region is a homogeneous mixture containing only fissile 235U
and fertile 238U nuclei, with compositions given in Table 5.1. As fuel depletion
Table 5.1: Fuel atom density data. Taken from [27].
Fuel Density [g/cm3] 10.97
Atom Fraction 235U 0.05
Atom Fraction 238U 0.95
Fuel Molecular Weight [amu] 270.03
1Reprinted with permission from “Discontinuous Finite Element Discretizations for the SN Neu-
tron Transport Equation in Problems with Spatially Varying Cross Sections” by P. G. Maginot, J.














Figure 5.1: Depletion problem fuel/moderator lattice. Taken from [27].
progresses, the isotopic composition of fuel changes. The moderator is light water
and its composition, given in Table 5.2, does not change with irradiation. We track
Table 5.2: Water atom density data. Taken from [27].
Water Density [g/cm3] 1
Atom Fraction 1H 2
3
Atom Fraction 16O 1
3
Water Molecular Weight [amu] 18.02
five nuclide types in the fuel during the fuel depletion problem: fissile, fertile, parasitic
absorber fission product, scattering fission product, and inert, whose spatial nuclide
densities, [atom/cm3], are respectively denoted as NFS, NFT , NFP−A, NFP−S, and
NI .
We use a two-energy-group approximation with the standard numbering convention-
the lower the group number, the faster the neutron. All neutrons are born fast, there
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is no thermal upscattering, and we assume all scattering and fission is isotropic in
angle. We also assume that if neutron absorption leads to isotopic transmutation,
the transmutation occurs at the time of absorption, there are no radioactive decay













Figure 5.2: Depletion problem possible transmutation paths and mechanisms. Taken
from [27].
Under these assumptions, and given the transmutation paths given in Fig. 5.2,
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= −NFS [(1− γFS,1)σa,FS,1φ1 + (1− γFS,2)σa,FS,2φ2]
+NFT [γFT,1σa,FT,1φ1 + γFT,2σa,FT,2φ2] (5.1c)
∂NFT
∂t
= −NFT [σa,FT,1φ1 + σa,FT,2φ2] (5.1d)
∂NFP−S
∂t
= NFS [(1− pFS,1)yFS,1σa,FS,1φ1 + (1− pFS,2)yFS,2σa,FS,2φ2]
+NFT [(1− pFT,1)yFTσa,FT,1φ1]−NFS [σa,FP−S,1φ1 + σa,FP−S,2φ2] (5.1e)
∂NFP−A
∂t
= NFS [pFS,1yFS,1σa,FS,1φ1 + pFS,2yFS,2σa,FS,2φ2]
+NFTpFT,1yFT,1σa,FT,1φ1
−NFP−A [(1− ξFP−A,1)σa,FP−A,1φ1 + (1− ξFP−A,2)σa,FP−A,2φ2] (5.1f)
∂NI
∂t
= NFP−A [ξFP−A,1σa,FP−A,1φ1 + ξFP−A,2σa,FP−A,2φ2]
+NFP−S [σa,FP−S,1φ1 + σa,FP−S,2φ2] . (5.1g)
In Eq. (5.1a) and Eq. (5.1b) φg is the group g scalar flux [n/cm
2/sec], Σt,g is the
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total macroscopic cross section [cm−1] of group g, Σs,g→g′ [cm−1] is the macroscopic
cross section for neutrons scattering from group g to group g′, k is the system multi-
plication factor, and νΣf,g is the average number of neutrons released per fission (ν)
for a fission induced by a neutron in group g, multiplied by the group g macroscopic
fission cross section. The nuclide production destruction equations, Eqs. (5.1c) -
(5.1g), use the following notation: γm,g is the probability that a neutron absorption
in nuclide m results in the production of a fissile isotope, ym,g is the ratio of nuclide
m’s fission cross section to total cross section for group g, pm,g is the probability
that the fission of nuclide m yields a parasitic absorber fission produce, and ξg is
the probability that when a parasitic absorber fission production absorbs a neutron,
another parasitic absorber fission product is produced. Though not explicitly noted
in Eqs. (5.1), all scalar fluxes φg, macroscopic cross sections Σg, and nuclide densities
N , are functions of position. We use Gauss-Legendre S2 angular quadrature, with
weights that sum to 2, to approximate the scalar fluxes.
Macroscopic cross sections are generated from nuclide density and microscopic
cross section data. As an example, Σt,g is calculated as shown in Eq. (5.2):
Σt,g,i = NFSσt,FS,g +NFTσt,FT,g +NFP−Aσt,FP−A,g
+NFP−Sσt,FP−S,g +NIσt,I,g . (5.2)
Macroscopic fission cross section and average neutrons per fission products are found
in a similar fashion, but we can limit our consideration to the fissile and fertile nuclide
densities as shown in Eq. (5.3),
νΣf,g,i = NFSνFS,gσf,FS,g +NFTνFT,gσf,FT,g . (5.3)
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5.1.1 Microscopic Cross Section and Yield Data
We complete the specification of the depletion problem by giving the physical data
used to solve the problem. Microscopic cross section data for the water is given in
Table 5.3. Absorption and scattering cross sections for the fertile and fissile nuclides
are given in Table 5.4, and fission cross sections and average neutrons per fission
are given in Table 5.5. Radiative capture fractions and probability of an absorbed
neutron inducing fission are given in Table 5.6. Cross-section data for the fission
products and inert nuclides are given in Table 5.7. Fission product yields and the
parasitic absorber fission product regeneration fraction, ξ, are given in Table 5.8.
Table 5.3: Water microscopic cross section, in barns [10−24 cm2]. Moderator is
composed only of H2O. Taken from [27].
Nuclide σa,1 σa,2 σs,1→1 σs,2→2 σs,1→2
1H 0 0.332 0 20.47 3.926
16O 0 0 2.739 3.780 0
Table 5.4: Fuel microscopic cross sections, in barns [10−24 cm2]. Taken from [27].
Nuclide σa,1 σa,2 σs,1→1 σs,2→2 σs,1→2
235
92U 1.325 683.21 4.566 15.04 0
238
92U 0.374 2.717 4.804 9.36 0
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Table 5.5: Average neutron yield per fission, and fission microscopic cross section
[10−24 cm2]. Taken from [27].
Nuclide ν1 ν2 σf,1 σf,2
235
92U 2.6 2.4 1.235 584.4
238
92U 2.8 N/A 0.308 0
Table 5.6: Radiative capture fraction, and fission probability for fissile and fertile
nuclides. Taken from [27].
















= 0.177 1 0.308
0.374
= 0.823 0
Table 5.7: Parasitic absorber fission product, scattering fission product, and inert
nuclide microscopic cross section data in barns [10−24 cm2]. Taken from [27].
Nuclide σa,1 σa,2 σs,1 σs,2 σs,1→2
FP-A 15 1000 0.5 5 0
FP-S 0.5 5 15 100 0
Inert 1 5 1 5 0
Table 5.8: Fission product branch ratios and parasitic absorber fission product re-








5.1.2 Reactor Power Levels and Normalization
Vacuum boundary conditions are imposed on both sides of the slab. We normalize
reactor scalar flux values so that the reactor produces a constant fission power level of
2000 [W ] for the duration of the burn-up cycle. The burn-up cycle length consists of
600 full-power days and we use a time step of 10 days to update the scalar fluxes. A
typical beginning-of-cycle flux profile is shown in Fig. 5.3 and an end-of-cycle scalar
flux profile is shown in Fig. 5.4.

























Figure 5.3: Example normalized scalar flux profiles at beginning of fuel burn-up
cycle. Taken from [27].
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Figure 5.4: Example normalized scalar flux profiles at end of fuel burn-up cycle.
Taken from [27].
5.2 Spatial Discretization
We solve Eqs. (5.1) using a semi-static approach [31] assuming the flux distri-
bution at the start of the time step remains constant throughout the time step.
Nuclide densities are advanced in time using explicit Euler time differencing, then a
corresponding radiation solution is found. We will consider three DFEM schemes to
spatially discretize Eqs. (5.1).
1. AD DFEM: expands the angular flux in a P degree polynomial trial space using
equally-spaced interpolation points, uses exact spatial integration, assumes cell-
wise constant cross sections for solving the radiation equations, and tracks only
cell average nuclide densities.
2. SL Collapse: expands both the angular flux and nuclide densities in a P degree
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polynomial trial space, uses self-lumping quadrature to approximate integrals,
and assumes cell-wise constant cross sections for solving the radiation equa-
tions. Lobatto quadrature is used as the DFEM interpolation points for odd
degree trial spaces and Gauss quadrature as the DFEM interpolation points
for even degree trial spaces.
3. SL Full: expands both the angular flux and nuclide densities in a P degree
polynomial trial space, uses self-lumping quadrature to approximate integrals,
and explicitly accounts for the variation of macroscopic cross section within
each spatial cell. Lobatto quadrature is used as the DFEM interpolation points
for odd degree trial spaces and Gauss quadrature as the DFEM interpolation
points for even degree trial spaces.
5.2.1 Radiation Solution
Using the nomenclature developed in Section 2 and Section 3, the spatially dis-
cretized radiation equations are:


























In Eq. (5.4) and Eq. (5.5) kτ is the multiplication factor at time index τ and
RΣs,1→1 , RΣs,1→2 , RΣs,2→2 , RνΣf,1 , and RνΣf,2 are defined analogously to RΣt , as in
Eq. (3.3), replacing Σt(s) with Σs,1→1(s), Σs,1→2(s), Σs,2→2(s), Σf,1(s), and Σf,2(s),
respectively.
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We solve Eq. (5.4) and Eq. (5.5) following the standard power iteration proce-
dure, described for DFEM neutron transport in [42]. Convergence is checked after
each power iteration. Using ` as the iteration index, convergence after the ` + 1
iterate is said to occur when:
δk =
∣∣∣∣k(`+1) − k(`)k(`)














∣∣∣∣∣ < φ . (5.7)
In our computational results we use k = 10
−12 and φ = 10−10. For each power iter-
ation, the within group components of Eq. (5.4) and Eq. (5.5) are solved separately
with a single transport sweep and S2SA iteration. Since we are using an S2 angular
quadrature, a single source iteration with a single S2SA step exactly solves a given
within group neutron transport problem.
The converged scalar flux is normalized such that the desired power level of
PTotal = 2000 [W/cm
2], is achieved. All fission energy is assumed to be deposited















where in Ef is the energy released per fission, assumed to be 200 [MeV ], wj is the
quadrature weight associated with the j-th DFEM interpolation point, and NFuel is
the total number of spatial cells in the fuel region. The SL Collapse and AD DFEM





















We consider three spatial discretization schemes to solve the nuclide produc-
tion/destruction components of Eqs. (5.1). The first, AD DFEM, tracks only cell
average nuclide densities, approximating the true spatial distribution of nuclide m,
Nm(x, t), as being a constant in each cell, equal to the cell average density of nuclide
m. Denoting the average nuclide density in cell i for nuclide m as N¯m,i and the
average group g scalar flux in cell i as φ¯g,i, we give the fissile nuclide update equation
for the AD DFEM scheme in Eq. (5.11):












(1− γFS,1)σa,FS,1φ¯τ1,i + (1− γFS,2)σa,FS,2φ¯τ2,i
)
. (5.11)
In Eq. (5.11) superscript τ denotes time index τ quantities and ∆t is the time
step size. The update equations for NFT , NFP−A, NFP−S, and NI can be derived
analogously to Eq. (5.11). AD DFEM calculates φ¯g,i using closed Newton-Cotes







The averaging in Eq. (5.12) is exact since an NP point closed Newton-Cotes quadra-
ture can exactly integrate any P degree polynomial. Equation (5.11) locally updates
all average nuclide densities, N¯FS,i, N¯FT,i, N¯FP−A,i, N¯FP−S,i, andN¯I,i, simultane-
ously via a 5× 5 matrix-vector multiply.
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The SL Full and SL Collapse schemes approximate the true spatial density of





where bj are the NP = P + 1 Lagrange interpolatory polynomials in the interval
s ∈ [−1, 1]. We require the set of nuclide density DFEM interpolation points to be
the same set of NP points as the angular flux DFEM interpolation points. Following
a Galerkin procedure, we multiply each production/destruction nuclide equation of
Eqs. (5.1) by basis function bj and integrate generating 5(P + 1) equations. The





~N τ+1FS,i − ~N τFS,i
)
= −(1− γFS,1)σa,FS,1M̂φ1,i,τ ~N τFS,i
− (1− γFS,2)σa,FS,2M̂φ2,i,τ ~N τFS,i
+ γFT,1σa,FT,1M̂φτ1,i
~N τFT,i + γFT,2σa,FT,2M̂φτ2,i
~N τFT,i . (5.14)
The equations for ~NFT,i, ~NFP−A,i, NFP−S,i, and NI,i are derived in a similar fashion

















Given that we track five nuclides in the fuel region, each expanded in a P degree
polynomial in each cell, there are 5(P + 1) unknowns in each cell, thus Eq. (5.14) is
a closed, 5(P + 1) × 5(P + 1) system of linear equations for the 5(P + 1) unknown
nuclide densities, Nm,i,j in each cell.
Using self-lumping quadrature to approximate Eq. (5.15) causes M̂φτg,i to be
a diagonal matrix. Recalling that N˜m uses the same interpolation points as φ˜g,
approximating the integration of Eq. (5.15) with numerical quadrature restricted to





φg,τ,i,j j = k
0 otherwise
. (5.17)
Macroscopic cross sections are generated from nuclide density and microscopic
cross section data. For the AD DFEM scheme, each cell has a single macroscopic
cross section (per reaction type), and a single value of nuclide density for each nuclide
type. Thus, interaction cross sections are easily tabulated. As an example, the cell
average total interaction cross section in cell i is calculated in Eq. (5.18):
Σ̂t,g,i = NFS,iσt,FS,g +NFT,iσt,FT,g +NFP−A,iσt,FP−A,g
+NFP−S,iσt,FP−S,g +NI,iσt,I,g . (5.18)
Macroscopic fission cross section and average neutrons per fission products are found
in a similar fashion, but we can limit our consideration to the fissile and fertile nuclide
densities as shown in Eq. (5.19),
ν̂Σf,g,i = NFS,iνFS,gσf,FS,g +NFT,iνFT,gσf,FT,g . (5.19)
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The SL Full and SL Collapse schemes calculate macroscopic cross sections in a similar
fashion to Eq. (5.18) and Eq. (5.19), but instead of calculating a cell average, Σ̂g,i,
they calculate macroscopic values at each DFEM interpolation point. SL Collapse
then averages the macroscopic cross section at each DFEM interpolation point to








Since an analytic solution to this depletion problem is not available we employ
a fine spatial mesh to obtain the reference solution. We use a fine mesh of 10,240
cells and the SL Full scheme with a quartic polynomial trial space as our reference
numerical solution. We present L2 spatial error measures for
1. the total scalar flux (Eφ),
2. the fissile nuclide density (ENFS),
3. the fertile nuclide density (ENFT ), and
4. the parasitic absorber fission product (ENFP−A).
To allow for easier comparison, we normalize each error to the reference solution
























where Nref is the number of reference cells, φ˜ref,i,g(s) is the reference solution group
g scalar flux in cell i, and φ˜num,i,g(s) is the coarse mesh numerical scheme’s approxi-
mation of the group g scalar flux in cell i. Error measures for NFS, NFT , and NFP−A
are derived similarly.
Convergence of Eφ is shown in Figs. 5.5-5.8 as a function of DFEM trial space
degree and DFEM scheme.
Figure 5.5: Normalized total scalar flux error for the depletion problem at end of
cycle, for linear DFEM. Taken from [27].
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Figure 5.6: Normalized total scalar flux error for the depletion problem at end of
cycle, for quadratic DFEM. Taken from [27].
Figure 5.7: Normalized total scalar flux error for the depletion problem at end of
cycle, for cubic DFEM. Taken from [27].
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Figure 5.8: Normalized total scalar flux error for the depletion problem at end of
cycle, for quartic DFEM. Taken from [27].
Figures 5.5-5.8 re-emphasize two key results observed in the case of a pure ab-
sorber. First, when employing cell-wise constant cross sections, angular / scalar flux
convergence is at most second order in space, regardless of the DFEM trial space
polynomial degree. Second, exact integration of the interaction terms in the DFEM
moment equations is not required to achieve high-order accuracy. In the deple-
tion term, the DFEM interaction term is a degree 3P polynomial, and self-lumping
schemes using Gauss or Lobatto quadrature only integrate 2P + 1 and 2P −1 degree
polynomials, respectively.
Convergence of ENFS , ENFT , and ENFP−A are given in Figs. 5.9-5.12, Figs. 5.13-
5.16, and Figs. 5.17-5.20, respectively for linear through quartic trial space degrees.
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Figure 5.9: Normalized fissile nuclide density error for the depletion problem at end
of cycle, for linear DFEM. Taken from [27].
Figure 5.10: Normalized fissile nuclide density error for the depletion problem at end
of cycle, for quadratic DFEM. Taken from [27].
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Figure 5.11: Normalized fissile nuclide density error for the depletion problem at end
of cycle, for cubic DFEM. Taken from [27].
Figure 5.12: Normalized fissile nuclide density error for the depletion problem at end
of cycle, for quartic DFEM. Taken from [27].
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Figure 5.13: Normalized fertile nuclide density error for the depletion problem at
end of cycle, for linear DFEM. Taken from [27].
Figure 5.14: Normalized fertile nuclide density error for the depletion problem at
end of cycle, for quadratic DFEM. Taken from [27].
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Figure 5.15: Normalized fertile nuclide density error for the depletion problem at
end of cycle, for cubic DFEM. Taken from [27].
Figure 5.16: Normalized fertile nuclide density error for the depletion problem at
end of cycle, for quartic DFEM. Taken from [27].
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Figure 5.17: Normalized parasitic absorber fission product error for the depletion
problem at end of cycle, for linear DFEM. Taken from [27].
Figure 5.18: Normalized parasitic absorber fission product error for the depletion
problem at end of cycle, for quadratic DFEM. Taken from [27].
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Figure 5.19: Normalized parasitic absorber fission product error for the depletion
problem at end of cycle, for cubic DFEM. Taken from [27].
Figure 5.20: Normalized parasitic absorber fission product error for the depletion
problem at end of cycle, for quartic DFEM. Taken from [27].
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Examining the spatial convergence in nuclide densities, we make several obser-
vations. First, we note that the AD DFEM scheme (cell-wise average cross section,
cell average nuclide density) achieves at most first-order convergence for all spatial
nuclide density errors, regardless of the angular flux trial space degree. The AD
DFEM scheme is limited to at most first-order convergence of the error in the spatial
distribution of nuclides because the scalar flux is updated using only a cell-wise aver-
age cross section and only the cell average nuclide density is tracked. Second, though
the SL Collapse scheme expands nuclide density in a P degree polynomial DFEM
trial space, it achieves at most second-order L2 convergence of the error in nuclides
spatial distribution, for all trial space polynomial degrees. SL Collapse is limited to
at most second-order convergence of the spatial nuclide density solely because the
scheme assumes a constant cross section in each cell when updating the scalar flux.
The respective first-order and second-order convergence of the error in nuclide spatial
distribution of the AD DFEM and SL Collapse scheme verifies the result observed
in the pure absorber problem: assuming a cell-wise average cross section for coupled
radiation transport problems limits the order of convergence of any quantity that
depends on an interaction rate. SL Full achieves P +1 order convergence of the error
in spatial nuclide density for the fuel depletion problem, showing that coupled sys-
tems of equations involving radiation transport can be solved with arbitrary order of
accuracy using high-order DFEM polynomial trial spaces and self-lumping numerical
quadrature that explicitly accounts for the spatial variation of cross section within
each cell.
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6. GREY THERMAL RADIATIVE TRANSFER- THEORY
We now apply our self-lumping DFEM methodology to the grey thermal radiative
transfer equations. Our framework shares important characteristics of the work
presented by Morel, Wareing, and Smith [6]
1. linearization of the Planckian about an arbitrary temperature,
2. expansion of the angular intensity and temperature in a P degree trial space,
and
3. expansion of the spatial dependence of the Planckian in a P degree trial space.
However, there are several differences between the work we present here and that
of [6]. First, we derive our method for arbitrary DFEM polynomial trial space
degree, not only a linear polynomial trial space. Second, [6] used a DFEM scheme
equivalent to traditional lumping, whereas we primarily consider quadrature based
self-lumping discretizations. However, the equations we derive are applicable to any
DFEM scheme that uses polynomial trial space and test functions. Additionally, we
consider arbitrary order (and stage count) SDIRK time integration, not only implicit
Euler time integration. The two most important differences between our work here
and that of [6] are:
1. we assume opacity and heat capacity can vary within each spatial cell and
2. we fully converge the Planckian linearization in temperature.
As shown by Larsen, Kumar, and Morel, failure to fully converge the Planckian
linearization in temperature can result in non-physical solutions that violate the
maximum principle [43].
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The remainder of this section is divided into three parts. Section 6.1 describes our
linearization and discretization of the grey thermal radiative transfer (TRT) equa-
tions. We describe the time marching and nested iteration process we follow while
solving the TRT in Section 6.2 In Section 6.3 we describe necessary modifications
to physical quantities handle negative angular intensities and temperatures and in
Section 6.4 we describe some adaptive time step selection techniques. We conclude
with a brief description of our computer code implementation in Section 6.5
6.1 Linearization and Discretization of Grey TRT Equations
We begin our discussion of how to linearize the Planckian of the grey thermal ra-
diative transfer in temperature by first briefly outlining SDIRK temporal integration
in Section 6.1.1. A more complete explanation can be found in [2]
6.1.1 SDIRK Time Integration
SDIRK time integration schemes are one of many options available for solving
initial value problems of the form:
g(0) = g0 (6.1)
∂g
∂t
= f(t, g) , (6.2)
where t is time, and G0 is the initial value of g at time t = 0. Depending on
the literary source, SDIRK stands for Single-Diagonally Implicit Runge-Kutta, S-
stable Diagonally Implicit Runge-Kutta, or one of many other expansions of the
SDIRK acronym. The coefficients, ai, bi, and ci that describe any Runge-Kutta time
integration are typically given in formatted tables called Butcher tableaux. Due to
the stiff nature of the TRT equations, we limit ourselves to SDIRK time integration




1 c1 a11 0 . . . 0
2 c2 a21 a22 0
...
i ci ai1 ai2
. . . 0
Nstage cNstage aNstage1 aNstage2 . . . aNstageNstage
b1 b2 . . . bNstage
. (6.3)
To illustrate how SDIRK is used to advance time-dependent quantities, let us con-
sider a time-dependent scalar function, g(t). Given an initial value at time (or time
step) tn, g(tn) = gn, then g(t
n+1) is:




where ∆t = tn+1 − tn, and ki is defined as:
ki = f
(






Equation 6.5 can also be interpreted as meaning:
gi = gn + ∆t
i∑
j=1
aijf (tj, gj) , (6.6)
where gi is the intermediate value of g at the time of stage i and tj = t
n + ∆tcj.
We consider three different SDIRK schemes in our work, implicit Euler (IE); a
two stage, second order S-stable scheme (SDIRK 2-2); and a three stage, third order
S-stable scheme (SDIRK 3-3). Both multi-stage schemes were taken from [2]. The
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γ = 0.435866521508459 (6.10)
δ =




6γ2 − 20γ + 5
4
. (6.12)
6.1.2 Spatially Analytic Linearization
We now linearize Planckian of the spatially analytic, 1-D slab, grey, discrete
ordinates TRT equations with SDIRK time integration. The spatially and temporally
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= σa (φ− 4piB) + ST . (6.13b)
In Eqs. (6.13), we have assumed all scattering and material photon emission is
isotropic, defined that I is the photon intensity with directional cosine µd (relative
to the x-axis), SI is a driving radiation source intensity source in the direction of





acT 4 , (6.14)
where c is the speed of light and a is the Planck radiation constant. To use SDIRK


















[σa (φ− 4piB) + ST ] . (6.16)
We evaluate kI,s and kT,s, the SDIRK k values (Eq. (6.5)), for intensity and temper-














[σa(Ts) (φs − 4piB(Ts)) + ST (ts)] , (6.18)
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where φs, Is, and Ts are the angle integrated intensity, angular intensity, and tem-
perature at time ts, and ts is the time of stage s.
6.1.2.1 SDIRK Stage 1
With the definitions of Eq. (6.6), Eq. (6.17), and Eq. (6.18), we now seek to find
I1
I1 = In + a11∆tkI,1 . (6.19)
Substituting in the definition of Eq. (6.17) into Eq. (6.19), for the intensity in stage
1, we have,









Similarly, for T1, we have
T1 = Tn +
a11∆t
Cv
[σa (φ1 − 4piB) + ST ] . (6.21)
In Eq. (6.20) and Eq. (6.21), we have assumed that unless otherwise noted, all
material properties and sources are evaluated at time ts and temperature Ts.
We now introduce the linearization of the Planckian in temperature. For an
arbitrary temperature iterate, T∗, we approximate B(Ts) as:




(T − T∗) (6.22a)








acT 3∗ . (6.22d)
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Equation 6.20 has a strong non-linear dependence on T1 due to the Planckian term,
σaB, and a weak non-linear dependence on T1 if the material opacities are tempera-
ture dependent. If we could remove the dependence of T1 from Eq. (6.20), we could
solve Eq. (6.20) using the same techniques that have been developed to solve the
discrete ordinates neutron transport equation. We attempt to remove the strong
non-linear dependence on T1 from Eq. (6.20) by linearizing the Planckian term. We
neglect the non-linear dependence material opacities and heat capacities on temper-
ature. To linearize the Planckian we first apply the linearization of Eq. (6.22) to Eq.
(6.21) and manipulate. Inserting the linearization, we begin with Eq. (6.23)
T1 = Tn +
a11∆t
Cv
[σa (φ1 − 4pi (B∗ +D∗ (T1 − T∗))) + ST ] , (6.23)







T1 = Tn +
a11∆t
Cv
[σa (φ1 − 4piB∗ + 4piD∗T∗) + ST ] . (6.24)
In Eq. (6.23), we have made the assumption that all material properties are evaluated
at T∗, but we neglect to denote this for streamlined notation. Next, we divide by the

































(T∗ − T∗) , (6.26)















































= 1 , (6.28)
and condensing, we finally have:







Tn − T∗ + a11∆t
Cv




We occasionally refer to Eq. (6.29), and subsequent, similar equations, as a tem-
perature update, as Eq. (6.29) is the non-linear iteration for temperature we must
converge in order to solve the grey TRT.
We now linearize the Planck term of Eq. (6.20) in temperature,










We then insert Eq. (6.29) into Eq. (6.30),
















Tn − T∗ + a11∆t
Cv




























Tn − T∗ + a11∆t
Cv



























σaφ1 . . .
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Defining a constant, ν1,
ν1 = (4pia11∆tσaD∗) (Cv + 4pia11∆tσaD∗)
−1 , (6.39)
we arrive at an equation for intensity I1 that is similar in form to the discrete or-






























The similarity of Eq. (6.40) to the neutron transport equation is especially apparent
if we define pseudo total interaction and scattering cross sections, Σ˜t and Σ˜s, to be
Σ˜t = στ,1 (6.42a)
Σ˜s = σs + ν1σa . (6.42b)
By definition, Σ˜s < Σ˜t. This can be seen by considering the definition of Eq. (6.39),
and realizing that ν1 < 1. Since Σ˜t > σt, and Σ˜s < σt, it follows that Σ˜s < Σ˜t.







Σ˜sφ1 + ξ1 . (6.43)
If we define a pseudo absorption interaction cross section as,
Σ˜a = Σ˜t − Σ˜s , (6.44)
then it appears that all of the methodology, including DSA, developed for discrete
ordinates neutron transport might be applicable for solving the discrete ordinates
thermal radiative transfer equations using SDIRK time integration. The next step
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in examining the possibility of applying neutron transport methods to solve the TRT
equations is to attempt to form a pseudo neutron transport equation for stage i of
any SDIRK time integration scheme.
6.1.2.2 SDIRK Stage i














Likewise for Ti, we have






[σa (φi − 4pi [B∗ +D∗(Ti − T∗)]) + ST ] . (6.46)











For brevity, we omit the manipulation of Eq. (6.46) to form a temperature update
equation, and instead give the final result:












[σa (φi − 4piB∗) + ST ]
 , (6.49)
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where we have highlight that the stage i SDIRK temperature equation differs from
the stage 1 SDIRK temperature update equation, Eq. (6.29), by only an additional
term. This result is significant because Eq. (6.29) could be thought of as being
unique to the implicit Euler discretization which is only first order accurate in time.
Modifying Eq. (6.29) by the addition of only a single term, or alternatively, by
thinking in terms of arbitrary stage count SDIRK time integration schemes rather
than deriving the thermal radiative transfer equations for a single time discretization
(implicit Euler), allows for arbitrary order accuracy time integration. Similarly, we











νiσaφi + ξi , (6.50)

















+ σt ,and (6.51b)























Again, we have highlighted in Eqs. (6.51) the only structural changes that result by
considering arbitrary order accuracy SDIRK time integration of the thermal radiative
transfer equations instead of limiting oneself to implicit Euler time integration of the
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thermal radiative transfer equations.
In the spatially analytic case, the grey TRT equations, with Planck lineariza-
tion and arbitrary stage count SDIRK time integration can be put into a pseudo
neutron transport form. This suggests that we may techniques such as spatial dis-
cretization and acceleration methods, can be used to solve the grey TRT equations.
To verify this, we go through the linearization procedure again with the spatially
discretized grey TRT equations that explicitly account for the spatial variation of
material properties in the next section.
If we could solve the spatially discretized equations efficiently through source iter-
ation alone, it would be redundant to go through the entire linearization process with
the spatially analytic and spatially discretized TRT equations. However, iterative ac-
celeration is essential for efficient solution of the TRT equations due to the Planckian
absorption/re-emission terms in the linearized radiation intensity equation creating
a situation analogous to a scattering dominated medium in neutron transport. As
we will see, the problem with accelerating the spatially discretized TRT equations is
that we need a pseudo diffusion coefficient, D˜, both at quadrature integration points
and cell edges for MIP DSA acceleration, but do not have a physical definition of
that quantity.
6.1.3 Spatially Discretized Linearization
Now we attempt to derive a pseudo fission form of the spatially discretized grey
TRT equations. First, we must define a spatially discretized kI and kT . To do this,
we apply the standard Galerkin procedure outlined in Section 2 and Section 3 to the
spatially analytic forms of kI and kT given in Eq. (6.17) and Eq. (6.18), respectively.
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Rσs~φ+Rσa ~B −Rσt~I − µdG~I + µdIin ~f + ~SI
]
, (6.52)
where we have approximated the true angular intensity, angle integrated intensities,
and temperatures in every spatial cell as P degree polynomials:
















~I = [I1 . . . INP ]
T (6.59)
~φ = [φ1 . . . φNP ]
T (6.60)













bj(s)SI(s) ds . (6.63)
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Additionally, Rσt , Rσa , and Rσs , are defined analogously to the RΣ defined for

























Cv(s)bi(s)bj(s) ds . (6.66)
Before proceeding, it is critical to note that in Eq. (6.52) and Eq. (6.64) we
approximate the “true” spatial dependence of the Planckian,



















where Ti,∗ is an arbitrary temperature at DFEM interpolation point i.
6.1.3.1 SDIRK Stage i
As we showed with the spatially analytic case, the i-th SDIRK stage is only
slightly different than the first SDRIK stage. Thus, we omit the first stage derivation
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for the spatially discretized case, and begin with SDIRK stage i, first writing the
equation for ~Ii and ~Ti:















−Rσt~Ii − µdG~Ii + µdIin,i ~f + ~SI
]
(6.70)

















In Eq. (6.70), Eq. (6.71), and all of the equations that follow, we evaluate all
material properties (σ, Cv) at T˜∗, but fail to denote this with ∗, to improve equation

















































































































































































= I , (6.78)
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we reach the stage i temperature update equation,



















































−Rσt~Ii − µdG~Ii + µdIin,i ~f + ~SI , (6.80)
moving the gradient terms and 1
aiic∆
M~Ii to the left hand side and inserting the result














































+µdIin,i ~f + ~SI .
(6.81)
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~φi . . .





























]−1 [~ST − 4piRσa ~B∗] . (6.82)







































and inserting into Eq. (6.83a) gives our final equation for the radiation intensity:






νiRσa~φi + ξd,i + µd ~fIin,i . (6.84)
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Given the form of Eq. (6.84), it appears that we can apply MIP DSA to accelerate
the iterative solution of Eq. (6.84), but we still wish to verify that definition of Σ˜t
and Σ˜a is consistent between both the spatially discretized and spatially analytic
cases.
6.1.4 Consistency of Pseudo Cross Sections
















RΣsφ+ ~Qd . (6.86)
In the neutron transport problem, Σt, Σs, and Σa are physically meaningful quan-
tities, the total macroscopic interaction cross section, macroscopic scattering cross
section, and absorption macroscopic cross section are inherent physical properties of
a material, and by definition
Σa + Σs = Σt . (6.87)
Likewise for the spatially discretized case, it is true that
RΣa = RΣt −RΣs , (6.88)
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Σt(s)bi(s)bj(s) ds . (6.89c)
























Σa(s)bi(s)bj(s) ds . (6.91)
However, though the forms of Eq. (6.50) and Eq. (6.84) appear analogous to
neutron transport, it is not obvious that the linearized, pseudo interaction cross sec-
tions (Eq. (6.50)) and their spatially discretized analogs, (Eq. (6.84)) are equivalent.









Σ˜t = στ,i (6.93)
Σ˜s = σs + νiσa , (6.94)
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bj(s)ξd,i ds , (6.96c)






= Rσs + νiRσa? (6.97b)
In Eqs. (6.96), we use i subscript to denote SDIRK stage i, j to denote matrix row,
and k to denote matrix column. We continue this notation for the remainder of this
section.










































bj(s)bk(s) ds , (6.101)
and we conclude that Rστ,i = RΣ˜t . This is a very important result because it implies
that we have a consistent definition of Σ˜t, that in turn allows us to define a diffusion












We now attempt to determine if
RΣ˜s = Rσs + νiRσa . (6.103)






































σsbj(s)bk(s) ds = Rσs , (6.106)
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ds = νiRσa . (6.107)


























Though we have showed in the general case, Rσs + νiRσa 6= RΣ˜s , we wish to
investigate whether self-lumping DFEM schemes may be better suited for the solution































with the l and r subscripts denoting values at the two quadrature points, sl and sq




















































= 0 . (6.114)
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For some quantity f , we note that Rf with our linear, self-lumping quadrature would
be:
Rf =

















σa = νiσa (6.120)
Rνiσa = νiRσa . (6.121)
Thus, when accounting for the within cell spatial variation of material properties,
only when using self-lumping DFEM schemes would it be equivalent to
1. linearize the Planckian of the spatially analytic grey TRT and then spatially
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discretize, or
2. spatially discretize the grey TRT equations then linear the Planckian.
Given this information, in the most general case, when using MIP DSA to ac-
celerate grey radiative transfer, we define the integration in cell k (Eq. (4.54) )
as:





where ∆φ is the low order approximation of the angle integrated intensity error, not
the neutron transport scalar flux error. Likewise, we define the MIP DSA driving
source, the difference between two successive iterates, as
(
Σs(φ






















we use the point-wise definition of Eq. (6.102) to evaluate S and MIP DSA edge
integrals requiring knowledge of a point-wise diffusion coefficient.
6.2 Iterative Solution Process
To solve the time-dependent, grey TRT equations, we use a time marching loop
with two levels of nested iteration, as detailed through the pseudo-code shown in
Listing 6.1.
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Listing 6.1: TRT iteration pseudo-code
time = t s t a r t ; t s t e p = 0
whi le ! end o f t ime
{
t s t e p += 1 ; dt = c a l c u l a t e d t ( t s t ep , dt o ld , time , t end )
t s t a r = t o l d
f o r s tage = 1 : 1 : n s tage
{
t ime s tage = time + dt∗ c s d i r k [ s tage ]
damping = 1 ; t h e rma l i t e r = 0 ; thermal converged = f a l s e
whi l e ! thermal converged
{
t h e rma l i t e r += 1 ; i n t en s i t y c onve r g ed = f a l s e ; phi new = 0
whi le ! i n t en s i t y c onve r g ed
{
phi new = c a l c u l a t e n ew i n t e n s i t y i t e r a t e ( t s t a r )
change phi = no rma l i z e d d i f f ( phi new , ph i o l d )
i n t en s i t y c onve r g ed = change phi < e p s i l o n ph i
ph i o l d = phi new
}
[ t s t a r , change t ] = update temperature ( t s t a r , phi new , damping )
thermal converged = change t < ep s i l on t empera tu r e
damping = check i f damping needed ( t h e rma l i t e r )
}
k I [ s tage ] = c a l c u l a t e k I ( t s t a r , phi new )
k T [ s tage ] = ca l cu l a t e k T ( t s t a r , phi new )
}
advance in t en s i t y ( i o l d , k I )
advance temperature ( t o ld , k T )
time += dt ; end o f t ime = time < t end
}
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We terminate the thermal iteration using a point-wise relative change criterion.
However, we only store two objects of temperature unknowns, each of size Ncell×NP ,
corresponding to ~Tn and ~T∗ ~Tn is modified only after the completion of a time step.
This is not a problem, as we already have the point-wise change in temperature,
~∆T = ~T
(`+1)


























































Unless otherwise noted, we use an angle integrated intensity convergence criteria
φ = 10
−13 and a temperature criteria of T = 10−11.
Since MIP DSA requires two iterates of the angle integrated radiation energy
density, φ(`+1) and φ(`), both of size Ncell × NP , we store at least two objects of
the same dimensionality as φ. We use one of these objects, phi_new in Listing 6.1,
to update ~T ∗, while the other is local only to the intensity update. Our code is
designed to use only a single intensity data object of size Ncell × NP × Ndir, ~IN .
Limiting ourselves to a single i_old requires our intensity update convergence to
be based upon the angle integrated intensity and to perform one additional sweep
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while calculating ~kI . The SDIRK time integration technique requires that we save
data objects kT and kI with, Nstage × Ncell × NP and Nstage × Ncell × NP × Ndir
unknowns, respectively. For all significant values of Ndir, the need to store ~In and
~kI dominates the memory footprint of our implementation, and a reasonable upper
bound on memory usage is (1 +Nstage)×Ndir ×Ncell ×NP .
6.3 Methods for Tolerating Negative Solutions
As shown in Section 3, only linear SLXS Lobatto schemes yield strictly positive
angular flux outflows from pure absorbers with arbitrarily spatial variation of cross
section. However, we wish to use higher trial space DFEM methods to improve
solution accuracy. Since opacity will vary by orders of magnitude within single mesh
cells near the Marshak wave front, we expect that we may generate negative angular
intensity solutions, which may then generate negative temperature solutions. Though
we would prefer to have strictly non-negative angular intensities and temperatures,
we must alter our definitions of the Planck function, derivative of the Planck with
respect to temperature, and opacities that are temperature dependent, to enable the
continued solution of our non-linear thermal radiative transfer simulations in the
presence of negative solutions.
We will use the same techniques given by Morel et al. [44] for self-adjoint angular
intensity forms of the thermal radiative transfer equations. First, we require that all
temperature dependent material properties, σa, σs, and Cv remain positive, despite
negative temperature values. In particular, we will σa to be
σa(T ) =
 σa(Tcold) T < Tcoldσa(T ) otherwise . (6.128)
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On the basis that:
a negative intensity contributes to a negative time derivative of the temperature, the
Planck function at negative temperatures should similarly contribute to a negative
time derivative of the intensity. This implies that the Planck function at negative
temperatures should be negative,
Morel et al. [44] argued that for an arbitrary positive temperature T¯ ,



























6.4 Adaptive Time Stepping Methods
To be as efficient as possible, we would like to take as large of time steps as we
can while still maintaining some measure of accuracy for our time dependent thermal
radiative transfer simulations. Additionally, after a time step, we would like to verify
that the solution did not change too rapidly over a single time step. We achieve
these goals by using adaptive time stepping algorithms. For those problems that
are too large to be clearly over resolved in time, adaptive time stepping algorithms,
in general, compare differences in the solution at different time steps. Comparisons
can take the form of a high-order/low-order adaptive quadrature to predict error or
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may be as simple as permitting only a certain level of relative change per time step.
We elect to use relative change time step controllers, taken from and inspired by the
work of Edwards, Morel, and Knoll for radiative diffusion [45].
As in [45], given the current time step, ∆tn, ∆tn = tn− tn−1, the next time step,





where ∆Tgoal and Cmax are user prescribed values and ∆T is a measure of the change
in temperature that occurred over ∆tn. Typical values of ∆Tgoal would be on the
order of ∆Tgoal = 0.01, corresponding to approximately a 1% increase in temperature
across a time step. In addition to also choosing ∆tn+1 so that we end the simulation
at the desired time, we also prescribe a maximum time step size, ∆tmax, and a







We use the adaptive criterion to verify that in advancing the solution from tn−1 to
tn the solution has not changed too rapidly by enforcing
∆T < 1.2∆Tgoal . (6.135)
If a given ∆tn has caused Eq. (6.135) to be false, the time step is restarted using a
time step that is 1
2
the size of the time step that violated our change tolerance.
We will consider three different methods for calculating ∆T . Regardless of how
we calculate ∆T , we will select our next time step according to Eq. (6.133) and Eq.
(6.134). In [45], a point-wise formula is prescribed to calculate the adaptive time
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criterion ∆T ,





[∣∣T nj − T n−1j ∣∣





If calculating ∆T according to Eq. (6.136), we say that we are using the point-wise
adaptive criterion. In our testing, using Eq. (6.136) resulted in taking extremely
small time steps, in particular when considering higher order DFEM spatial dis-
cretizations of the thermal radiative transfer equations. We believe this is because
the denominator does not account for the possibility of point-wise temperature so-
lutions than the physical limits of the problem. To account for the possibility of
lower, possibly even negative temperatures, we also consider a modified point-wise
temperature criterion:





[ ∣∣T n+1j − T nj ∣∣
max
(∣∣T n+1j ∣∣+ ∣∣T nj ∣∣ , Toffset)
]]
, (6.137)
where Toffset is a user selected temperature. In practice, Eq. (6.137) with Toffset = 0
works for problems in where Eq. (6.136) fails, but still chooses very small time
steps. To achieve reasonable time step sizes for higher order DFEM, reasonable
being defined as time step sizes comparable against the reported time step sizes
of [45] for the same test problem, we often needed to use Toffset on the order of
50 × Tcold, where Tcold is the initial slab temperature for a Marshak wave problem.
We refer to our final time adaptive criterion as the volumetric adaptive criterion.
The volumetric adaptive criterion is inspired by Eq. (6.136). Dividing the spatial
mesh into Ngroups contiguous groupings of cells, each grouping with Ncg cells, such
that Ncell = Ngroups ×Ncg, the volumetric adaptive criterion defines ∆T as:
∆T = 2 max
Ngroups




















xg−1/2 = xNcg(g−1)+1/2, and xg+1/2 = xNcgg+1/2. We exactly integrate Eq. (6.139)
using a 2P point Gauss quadrature. Ncg is user defined, and can range from one to
Ncell. When Ncg = 1, the volumetric adaptive criterion is most like the point-wise
adaptive criteria. However, increasing Ncg has the same effect as increasing Toffset in
Eq. (6.137), thus we will investigate the effect of Ncg on the time step sizes chosen by
the volumetric adaptive criterion. We elect to use sum of norms in the denominator
of Eq. (6.138) to avoid any cancellation that could occur if either T˜ n or T˜ n+1 are
negative. Additionally since
‖a+ b‖ ≤ ‖a‖+ ‖b‖ , (6.140)
for any quantities a and b, separating the norms results in a larger magnitude de-
nominator, thus making it more likely that larger step sizes will be taken. As will
be seen in Section 7, the main drawback of the point-wise and modified point-wise
adaptive time criterion is that they select prohibitively small ∆tn+1.
6.5 Software Implementation
We have implemented our grey radiative transfer equations in a C++ 11 com-
puter code. All attempts have been made to incorporate the best practices of modern,
C++ programming and software design[46, 47]. We have made extensive use of the
object-oriented programming paradigm of virtual base classes with concrete instan-
tiations. For example, we have compared the effects of different methods of DFEM
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mass matrix construction. Regardless of whether we use exact matrix construction,
traditional lumping, or self lumping integration, solution of the radiative transfer
equations requires access to a mass matrix, for example when calculating ~kI in Eq.
(6.52). To shelter other portions of our code and programming logic from the particu-
lars of a given simulation’s choice of mass matrix construction, in our radiative trans-
fer implementation, we declared a virtual base class, V_Matrix_Construction with
pure virtual member function construct_dimensionless_mass_matrix() . The
concrete instantiations of V_Matrix_Construction: Matrix_Construction_Exact,
Matrix_Construction_Trad_Lumping, and Matrix_Construction_Self_Lumping,
each exhibit the object-oriented programming inheritance “is a” relationship with
base class V_Matrix_Construction. Then, through the use of C++ 11’s smart
pointers, in particular the std::shared_ptr, at program run-time we declare, once
during the entire program’s execution, the particular instantiation of base class
V_Matrix_Construction we wish our smart pointer, named matrix_construction,
to point to/possess. From this point forward, anytime a mass matrix is needed, we
simply call matrix_construction->construct_dimensionless_mass_matrix(), and,
regardless of our choice of DFEM integration strategy, the appropriate mass matrix
is returned.
Where possible we have used third party software to prevent duplication of efforts.
All Gauss-Legendre, Gauss-Lobatto, and closed Newton-Cotes quadrature functions
are derived from the QUADRULE [48] package, with minor modifications including: use
C++ std::vectors rather than arrays and encapsulation of the QUADRULE functions
into a QUADRULE class to limit access and contamination of the global name space. We
have directly implemented all of the matrix/vector based equations in this section,
as written, using the Eigen linear algebra package [49]. To invert the MIP DSA
matrix used to accelerate the iterative solution of the grey TRT equations, we use
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the PETSc package[50] preconditioned with algebraic multigrid[39] via the BoomerAMG
package of Hypre [51]. We document our code using inline comments and Doxygen
[52]. To build and test the components of our grey thermal radiative transfer code,
we use the CMake and CTest packages from Kitware[53]. By using CTest to verify
and test the code, we have created a set (greater than 50) of unit tests that can
be performed every time the code is changed or compiled. Tests range in size from
single component to full simulations using the method of manufactured solutions[54]
testing for convergence. Though requiring more additional work than simply using
std::cout to test components as added then commenting out the output statements,
CTest allows for continuous testing to find bugs that the programmer would not
otherwise suspect. Finally, input parameters for the code are input an XML file,
which we read using TinyXML [55].
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7. GREY THERMAL RADIATIVE TRANSFER- NUMERICAL RESULTS
We now consider several test problems to verify and demonstrate the capability
of the self-lumping DFEM spatial discretizations we have developed to solve the grey
TRT equations. First, in Section 7.1 we will consider problems with analytic solutions
to verify and demonstrate the asymptotic convergence rates of our DFEM and SDIRK
discretizations of the grey thermal radiative transfer equations. In Section 7.2, we
will consider two Marshak wave problems. A Marshak wave test problem consists
of an initially cold slab that is heated by a strong, incident photon source, and
is characteristic of several thermal radiative transfer problems of interest, such as
inertial confinement fusion. Finally, we summarize the effectiveness of the modified
interior penalty diffusion synthetic acceleration operator in accelerating the iterative
convergence of the grey TRT equations in Section 7.3.
We present numerical results for several DFEM schemes:
1. TL: traditional mass matrix lumping using equally-spaced interpolation points
with cell-wise constant material properties,
2. SL Lobatto: self-lumping quadrature using Lobatto interpolation points with
cell-wise constant material properties,
3. SL Gauss: self-lumping quadrature using Gauss interpolation points with cell-
wise constant material properties,
4. SLXS Lobatto: self-lumping quadrature using Lobatto interpolation points
with approximate integration of spatially varying R, and
5. SLXS Gauss: self-lumping quadrature using Gauss interpolation points with
approximate integration of spatially varying R.
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In problems where opacities and heat capacities are constant functions of tempera-
ture, SL Lobatto is equivalent to SLXS Lobatto and SL Gauss is equivalent to SLXS
Gauss. However, for problems with temperature dependent material properties, SL
Lobatto and SL Gauss will approximate the within cell variation of material proper-
ties assuming a cell-wise constant equal to the volumetric average of each material
property, whereas SLXS Gauss and SLXS Lobatto will explicitly account for the
within cell variation of material properties following the example of Eq. (3.8).
Accuracy comparisons will be based upon the discrete L2 norm of the error in
angle integrated intensity, Eφ =
∥∥∥φ˜(x)− φ(x)∥∥∥
L2
, and the L2 error in temperature,
ET =
∥∥∥T˜ (x)− T (x)∥∥∥
L2










φ˜(sq, tend)− φ(sq, tend)
)2
, (7.1)
where wq, sq are Gauss quadrature points and Nqf = 2P + 7, and P is the DFEM
trial space degree. ET is calculated analogously to Eφ. Additionally, we will consider
L2 like norms of the cell average angle integrated intensity, EφA , and cell average
















with Nqf defined as in Eq. (7.1). ETA is estimated in a similar fashion.
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7.1 Problems with Analytic Solutions
7.1.1 Su-Olson Problem
The Su-Olson problem [56] is an analytic benchmark that consists of an initially
cold (initial radiation energy density and temperature conditions are identically ab-
solute zero) half-space slab, heated for a finite amount of time by a volumetric,
isotropic radiation source. The slab’s scattering and absorption opacities are con-
stant in space and temperature and Cv ∝ T 3. Assuming Cv = αT 3 is critical; as
Long, et al. [57] noted, the assumption regarding Cv is not physical, but is required
to make the thermal radiative transfer equations linear in I and T 4, or conversely
linear in I and material energy density. After a series of transformations, Su and
Olson derived an analytic solution to the thermal radiative transfer equations under
these conditions; their solution is more accurately described as being semi-analytic.
While the radiation energy density and material temperature at every point can be
expressed as a closed form integral, evaluation of each integral requires numerical
estimation. Further, the integral is a 2-D, indefinite integral (in both variables) of
a trigonometric function with a slowly decaying exponential argument. However,
[56] provides several radiation energy density and material energy density points in
space, and thus the Su-Olson problem is beneficial as a benchmark problem to verify
the physics of a given radiative transfer implementation.
Given the initial temperature condition is explicitly zero, this implies the initial
Cv is also zero. This is problematic when solving explicitly for temperature and
not material energy. A near-zero heat capacity would result in the material rapidly
heating, but a zero heat capacity implies a material that cannot accept heat, and




−8 + αT 3 . (7.3)
Alternatively, we could set an initial temperature to be a non absolute zero value.
Since [56] presents results in a non-dimensional format, we elect to define a =
c = 1, σa = 1, σs = 0, α = 4, truncate the full half space to x ∈ [0, 5], and define the
reference temperature, TH = 1. We solve the problem using 200 spatial mesh cells,
linear SLXS Lobatto, the SDIRK 2-2 time differencing scheme, an initial time step
size of ∆t = 10−5, and increase the time step size by a factor of 1.1 until a maximum
time step size of ∆t = 10−3 is reached.
In Fig. 7.1 we present the radiation energy density solution, (W (x) in the nota-
tion on [56]) for S2 angular differencing plotted against the analytic diffusion and
transport solutions. Likewise, in Fig. 7.2, we plot the material energy density (V (x)
in the notation on [56]) for S2 angular differencing. Solutions at non-dimensional
times τ = 1 and τ = 10 are given in both plots. As expected, the S2 solution is
nearly identical to diffusion, but skews slightly in the direction of the full transport
solution.
Increasing the number of discrete ordinates, the radiation energy density profile
and material energy density profiles are given in Fig. 7.3 and Fig. 7.4 for S8 angular
differencing. By adding a few discrete directions to the quadrature set, our numerical
solution becomes indistinguishable from published results of [56], and we conclude
that our TRT equation implementation is valid.
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Figure 7.1: S2 radiation energy density profile for Su-Olson problem.





























S2 τ = 1
S2 τ = 10
Diffusion
Transport
Figure 7.2: S2 material energy density profile for Su-Olson problem.
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S8 τ = 1
S8 τ = 10
Transport
Figure 7.3: S8 radiation energy density profile for Su-Olson problem.





























S8 τ = 1
S8 τ = 10
Transport
Figure 7.4: S8 material energy density profile for Su-Olson problem.
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7.1.2 Method of Manufactured Solutions
The method of manufactured solutions, MMS, consists of choosing an analytic
solution, then defining the driving source necessary to achieve that solution [54].
Though MMS solutions are derived, they are excellent for testing the convergence
of numerical methods devised to solve complex physics phenomena. While analytic
solutions that do not use exotic source terms are more appealing for verification pur-
poses, these types of solutions are difficult to devise for complex physics phenomena,
especially for coupled physical phenomena like radiative transfer. For those multi-
physics problems for which an analytic solution does exist, the solutions are usually
semi-analytic, and cannot be used effectively as a reference solution for a convergence
study because the semi-analytic solution has numerical errors of the same magnitude
(or greater) than the numerical simulations we are attempting to verify.
We elect to choose separable manufactured solutions of the form:
Id(x, µd, t) = M(µd)F (t)WI(x) (7.4a)
T (x) = F (t)WT (x) (7.4b)





where M(µd) is as angular component of the intensity solution desired, Id(x, µd, t);
F (t) is the time component of the manufactured solution, chosen to be the same
for the angular intensity, angle integrated intensity, and temperature; WI(x) is the
spatial component of the angular intensity; and WT (x) is the spatial component of
the temperature solutions. The definition of CM given in Eqs. (7.4) and WI(x) being
the spatial component of φ is required for the SN approximation to be true.
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For all MMS simulations, our initial conditions are
I(x, µd, t0) = M(µd)WI(x)F (t0) (7.5)







WI(x)F (t0) . (7.7)
Likewise, we always use an incident flux intensity boundary condition, for µd > 0:
Iin(µd, t) = M(µd)WI(x1/2)F (t) , (7.8)
and for µd < 0
Iin(µd, t) = M(µd)WI(xNcell+1/2)F (t) , (7.9)
where x1/2 is the left domain boundary and xNcell+1/2 is the right domain boundary.
We do not impose, and no boundary conditions are required for the material tem-
perature. We evaluate ~SI and ~ST using the spatially analytic definitions of SI and
ST respectively, and numerically integrate the source moments using a Nq Gauss-
Legendre quadrature points, with Nq = 2NP + 5, and NP is the number of DFEM
interpolation points, as defined previously.
7.1.2.1 Linear in Time - Trigonometric in Space
In our first method of manufactured solutions problem, MMS1, we design a source
whose radiation and temperature solutions is a cosine in space and linear in time. We
use a non-dimensional form of the TRT, assume that a = c = 1, and that material





















F (t) = 1 + .02t . (7.13)
Physically, x ∈ [0, 10], Cv = 0.1, σa = 100.0, σs = 0.5, we start the simulation
at t0 = 0, end the simulation at tend = 1, taking 100 equal time steps of length
∆t = 0.01, with the SDIRK 2-2 scheme.
Figure 7.5, Fig. 7.6, and Fig. 7.7 plot the order of convergence of Eφ for the TL,
SL Lobatto, and SL Gauss schemes, respectively, as a function of trial space degree
and cell size. Analogous data for ET is given in Figs. 7.8-7.10.
We make several observations regarding Figs. 7.5-7.10. First, the TL scheme
does not necessarily increase in accuracy with an increase in trial space degree. TL
convergence of Eφ is limited to second order in space for odd degree trial space DFEM
and third order spatial convergence for even degree trial space schemes, behavior
identical to that demonstrated in our neutron transport testing. A similar limit
exists for TL convergence of ET ; TL converges ET at most first order for odd trial
space DFEM and second order for even trial space degree DFEM. Second, SL Lobatto
converges the L2 norm of the angle integrated intensity ∝ P + 1, the same order of
convergence achieved in our neutron transport test problems for the convergence
of L2 error of the angular and scalar fluxes. However, SL Lobatto only converges
ET ∝ P , not P + 1, as was the case for the neutron transport interaction rate.
Finally, SL Gauss converges Eφ and ET ∝ P + 1, the same order of convergence as





































































































Figure 7.9: Convergence of ET for the SL Lobatto scheme in problem MMS1.



















Figure 7.10: Convergence of ET for the SL Gauss scheme in problem MMS1.
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Convergence of EφA is given in Fig. 7.11 for SL Lobatto and Fig. 7.12 for SL
Gauss. Convergence of ETA is given in Figs. 7.13-7.14 for SL Lobatto and SL Gauss,
respectively. No definitive pattern emerges in the convergence of EφA as a function
of P for SL Lobatto in Fig. 7.11 when considering linear through quartic polynomial
trial spaces, though SL Lobatto convergence of EφA looks to be ∝ 2P or slightly
less. SL Lobatto’s apparent order of convergence for EφA for TRT problems as
shown in Fig. 7.11 is less than SL Lobatto convergence of EψA for neutron transport
(Figs. 2.17-2.20), but not significantly. Similarly, the radiative transfer variant of
SL Gauss does not converge EφA for TRT simulations consistently ∝ 2P + 1 as SL
Gauss converged EψA neutron transport problems, but it is close. Interestingly, the
observed decreases in the convergence of EφA for SL Lobatto and SL Gauss when
applied to TRT relative to neutron transport convergence of EψA does not hold when
considering the convergence of ETA . SL Lobatto converges ETA for TRT with the
same order as SL Lobatto converges EψA and EIRA for neutron transport, ∝ 2P .
SL Gauss actually exhibits an ETA order of convergence that appears to exceed its
neutron transport analog, converging ETA ∝ 2P + 2.
It is our hypothesis that the apparent super convergence demonstrated by SL
Gauss in converging ET is related to how we expand the Planckian in the same trial
space as the DFEM temperature and radiation solutions. That is to say that we
suspect the NP quadrature points of a given trial space degree SL Gauss scheme are
significantly more accurate at integrating
bi(s)B(T˜ ) , (7.14)
a degree 5P polynomial, than an NP Lobatto quadrature. Though the NP point





















































































Figure 7.14: Convergence of ETA for the SL Gauss scheme in problem MMS1.
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that the remaining terms are coincidentally very small in magnitude for a degree 5P
polynomial of the particular nature of Eq. (7.14).
7.1.2.2 Trigonometric in Space - Linear in Time - with Temperature Dependent
Material Properties
We now consider a problem with temperature dependent material properties,











+ 3 , (7.16)






+ 5 , (7.17)
F (t) = 1 + .02t , (7.18)
and define the following material properties:






σs = 0.5 . (7.21)
In our problem, x ∈ [0, 10], t ∈ [0, 2] and we discretize in time using the SDIRK 3-3
scheme with ∆t = 0.001. In total , we consider four different DFEM schemes for
this problem, SL Lobatto, SL Gauss, SLXS Lobatto, and SLXS Gauss. To reiterate,
methods denoted SL assume cell-wise constant opacities and heat capacities, equal to
the cell-wise volumetric average of that quantity; SLXS schemes explicitly account for
the within cell variation of temperature dependent material properties by evaluating
R as in Eq. (3.8). Eφ convergence for the SL Lobatto and SL Gauss schemes is
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plotted in Fig. 7.15 and Fig. 7.16, respectively.


















Figure 7.15: Convergence of Eφ for the SL Lobatto scheme in problem MMS2.
Regardless of DFEM interpolation point type or trial space degree, assuming
cell-wise constant material properties limits spatial convergence of Eφ to at most
second order. Confirming our suspicion that assuming cell-wise constant material
properties limit the convergence of ET as well, we plot the convergence of ET for the
SL Lobatto scheme in Fig. 7.17 and for the SL Gauss scheme in Fig. 7.18. Figures
7.17-7.18 verify the hypothesis we developed while discussing our neutron transport
results: assuming a cell-wise constant opacity limits L2 convergence of temperature
to at most first order in space, regardless of DFEM trial space degree.
Recalling that in Section 3, assuming a cell-wise constant cross section equal to
the volumetric average cross section in a neutron transport pure absorber problem
resulted in a scheme that converged the cell average interaction rate, EIRA , ∝ 2P+1,
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Figure 7.16: Convergence of Eφ for the SL Gauss scheme in problem MMS2.















Figure 7.17: Convergence of ET for the SL Lobatto scheme in problem MMS2.
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Figure 7.18: Convergence of ET for the SL Gauss scheme in problem MMS2.
we now consider convergence of ETA , a quantity controlled by cell average interaction
rates. in Fig. 7.19 and Fig. 7.20. Figure 7.19 verifies that regardless of trial space
degree, the SL Lobatto scheme assuming a cell-wise constant opacity for a problem
with temperature or spatially varying opacities converges ETA second order in space.
Likewise, Fig. 7.20 demonstrates the same is true for the SL Gauss scheme.
We now consider the convergence of SLXS Lobatto and SLXS Gauss. First, we
see that in Fig. 7.21, SLXS Lobatto converges Eφ ∝ P + 1, and in Fig. 7.22, SLXS
Gauss converges Eφ ∝ P+1 as well. Moving on to the convergence of ET , in Fig. 7.23
SLXS Lobatto converges ET ∝ P , the same rate SL Lobatto converged ET for the
TRT problem with constant material properties. In Fig. 7.24 SLXS Gauss converges
ET very rapidly, and only the asymptotic convergence rate of linear and quadratic
DFEM can be estimated, though both suggest SLXS Gauss converges ET ∝ P + 2.
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Figure 7.19: Convergence of ETA for the SL Lobatto scheme in problem MMS2.































































Figure 7.22: Convergence of Eφ for the SLXS Gauss scheme in problem MMS2.
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Figure 7.23: Convergence of ET for the SLXS Lobatto scheme in problem MMS2.





















Figure 7.24: Convergence of ET for the SLXS Gauss scheme in problem MMS2.
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Figure 7.25: Convergence of EφA for the SLXS Lobatto scheme in problem MMS2.



































































Figure 7.28: Convergence of ETA for the SLXS Gauss scheme in problem MMS2.
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Focusing now on the convergence of cell average error quantities, we first consider
EφA for SLXS Lobatto and SLXS Gauss in Fig. 7.25 and Fig. 7.26, respectively. Both
SLXS Lobatto and SLXS Gauss converge EφA at an order less than or at most equal
to the order that their respective neutron transport analogs converged EψA . However,
since both methods require only a small amount of mesh refinement to reach an error
level approximately equal to our temperature tolerance, it is difficult to establish with
certainty the order of convergence of either method for higher P . For completeness,
we include convergence plots of ETA for SLXS Lobatto and SLXS Gauss respectively
in Fig. 7.27 and Fig. 7.28. All we can definitively conclude from Figs. 7.27-7.28 is
that both SLXS Lobatto and SLXS Gauss experience increases in convergence of
ETA with increases in trial space degree.
In Figs. 7.5-7.28, the plateauing of errors that appears in some plots is a result
of our relative convergence tolerances for both temperature and angle integrated





T [Ft(tend)WT (x)] dx . (7.22)
Applying Eq. (7.22) to MMS1, ET,min = 4.6 × 10−8, which is consistent with the
location of the ET error plateau. In Eq. (7.22), we are implicitly assuming that
the error in φ is significantly less than the error in temperature. Alternatively, we
could consider resulted generated with less stringent T and φ. In Fig. 7.29 and
Fig. 7.30, we give the results for ET convergence for the SLXS Gauss scheme and
Eφ convergence for the SLXS Lobatto scheme for MMS2, but use T = 10
−8 and
φ = 10
−10. Comparing the ET plateau in Fig. 7.29 of ≈ 5 × 10−7 we see a factor
of roughly 1000 increase compared to the plateau observed in Fig. 7.24 for the same
quantity, equivalent to the relative relaxations of T and φ. Likewise, the Eφ plateau
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of ≈ 10−5 in Fig. 7.30 is roughly 1000 times greater than the same plateau observed
in Fig. 7.21.





















Figure 7.29: Convergence of ET for the SLXS Gauss scheme in problem MMS2 using
T = 10
−8 and φ = 10−10.
7.1.2.3 Constant in Time - Trigonometric in Space - with Temperature Dependent
Material Properties
We now consider a problem that is constant in time and varies as a cosine in space
with temperature dependent material properties. Though very similar to MMS2, we
hope that by considering a truly steady state problem, we can study the spatial error











+ 20 , (7.24)




+ 20 , (7.25)
F (t) = 10 (7.26)
and define the following material properties:


























Figure 7.30: Convergence of Eφ for the SLXS Lobatto scheme in problem MMS2
using T = 10
−8 and φ = 10−10.
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Repeating as we have before, we first consider the convergence of Eφ for SLXS






















Figure 7.31: Convergence of Eφ for SLXS Lobatto scheme for steady state test
problem.
converges Eφ ∝ P +1. However, SLXS Gauss appears to converges Eφ ∝ P +2. It is
not clear why SLXS Gauss convergence of Eφ increases when moving from the time
dependent MMS1 and MMS2 problems to the steady-state test problem.
Now considering the convergence of ET , the steady-state problem confirms SLXS
Lobatto converges ET ∝ P , shown in Fig. 7.33, and SLXS Gauss converges ET ∝
P + 2, as shown in Fig. 7.34.
We now examine the convergence of EφA . The estimated order of convergence
of EφA in Fig. 7.35 for SLXS Lobatto, appears to be ∝ 2P , greater than the results










































Figure 7.33: Convergence of ET for SLXS Lobatto scheme, for steady state test
problem.
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transport. Similarly the convergence of EφA for SLXS Gauss estimated in Fig. 7.36
appears to be greater, ∝ 2P + 2, than the SLXS Gauss order of convergence for EφA ,
< 2P + 1, given in Fig. 7.26.
Finally, we consider the convergence of ETA . In Fig. 7.37 SLXS Lobatto converges
ETA ∝ 2P , and in Fig. 7.38 SLXS Gauss converges ETA ∝ 2P + 2. Both of these
convergence rates are higher than those observed in any of our previous MMS test
problems. The SLXS Lobatto ETA convergence rate is equal to the SLXS Lobatto
convergence rates for EψA and EIRA , whereas the SLXS Gauss ETA convergence rate












































































































Figure 7.38: Convergence of ETA for SLXS Gauss scheme, for steady state test
problem.
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7.1.2.4 Constant in Space - Trigonometric in Time
We now verify the asymptotic order of convergence of each SDIRK scheme: IE,
SDIRK 2-2, and SDIRK 3-3, as a function of time step size. To simplify the process,









WT (x) = 10 (7.32)
F (t) = 45 cos (pit) + 46 , (7.33)
t ∈ [0, 1], σs = 0.1, σa = 2.5, Cv = 0.2, x ∈ [0, 10] discretized with 10 equally spaced
cells. Convergence of Eφ as a function of ∆t for the IE, 2-2, and 3-3 time differencing
schemes is given in Fig. 7.39. As expected, IE converges 1st order in time, SDIRK
2-2 converges second order, and SDIRK 3-3 converges third order in time. The same
data for temperature is given in Fig. 7.40. Though the SDIRK 2-2 and SDIRK 3-3
schemes are always more accurate than IE, much smaller time steps were required
for SDIRK 2-2 and SDIRK 3-3 to demonstrate their respective asymptotic orders of
convergence for ET than were required to reach asymptotic convergence of Eφ with
respect to time step size.
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Figure 7.40: Convergence of ET for different time integrators as a function of ∆t.
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7.2 Thermal Radiative Transfer Simulations Without Analytic Solutions
We now consider two Marshak wave test problems. In thermal radiative transfer
problems, at low temperatures, materials are generally optically thick and emit very
few photons, behaving like pure absorbers. However, as the material heats up, its
optical thickness decreases, photon emission increases, and the problem becomes very
diffusive. Marshak wave test problems, problems that begin with a cold material
that is heated by an incident photon beam, are extremely challenging for discrete
ordinates transport spatial discretizations, requiring methods that are accurate in
both transport effects (cold material) and diffusive (heated material) regimes, and
that can handle rapid variations in material properties.
The first problem, originally described by Ober and Shadid for radiative diffusion
[9], arbitrarily sets a = c = Cv = 1, and as such, we will refer to it as the “unity”
Marshak wave problem. Originally proposed in 1960 by Petschek and Williamson
[58], but considered more recently in [44, 45], our second Marshak wave problem
has a similar opacity dependence, σa ∝ T−3, as the unity Marshak wave problem,
but uses physical units. We thus refer to the second Marshak wave problem as the
physical Marshak wave problem.
7.2.1 Unity Marshak Wave Problem
Given as a radiative diffusion problem, we adapt the radiative diffusion problem of
[9] to discrete ordinates thermal radiative transfer by interpreting the left boundary
to be a unit isotropic incident current. The physical domain is x ∈ [0, 1] and we
advance the solution from t = 0 to t = 1. Initially, the slab is in thermal equilibrium,
and T = (10−5)1/4. There is no scattering, σs = 0, and the absorption opacity is
temperature dependent, σa =
1
T 3
. Like most thermal radiative transfer problems, no
analytic solution exists. As such, we focus on qualitative comparisons of how DFEM
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trial space degree, mesh refinement, and time step refinement affect the radiation
energy density and material temperature solutions.
We use an initial mesh of 20 cells, but also consider results using meshes of 80,
320, and 1280 cells. Unless otherwise noted, for all simulations we use the SDIRK
2-2 time discretization. We begin with a minimum time step of ∆t = 5 × 10−4
and increase the time step size by 10% until we reach a maximum time step size of
∆t = 10−2. For our time refinement studies, we divide the minimum and maximum
time step sizes both by a factor of 4, 16, or 64. We consider linear, quadratic, cubic
and quartic SLXS Lobatto and SLXS Gauss schemes. To demonstrate that assuming
a cell-wise constant opacity results in a bladed TRT temperature solution, we also
consider linear SL Lobatto with a cell-wise volumetric average opacity.
We first investigate the effect of assuming a cell-wise constant opacity. Figure
7.41 shows the linear SL Lobatto radiation energy density solution at t = 1.0. Except
for the effects of a very coarse spatial mesh when using 20 cells, the radiation energy
density solution is effectively smooth, and comparable to the results published in
[9]. The full temperature solution is shown in Fig. 7.42. Clearly, the large, non-
monotonic discontinuities (blading) observed in the neutron transport interaction
rate profile are present in the TRT temperature profile. In Fig. 7.42, mesh refinement
reduces the magnitude of the temperature solution blading but does not eliminate
the phenomena. To emphasize that blading is not eliminated with mesh refinement,
consider Fig. 7.43, that zooms in on the material temperature solution near the
Marshak wavefront. Clearly, Fig. 7.42 and Fig. 7.43, in addition to the limited order
of convergence results of Fig. 7.17 and Fig. 7.18 demonstrate that the assumption of a
cell-wise constant opacity is not appropriate for thermal radiative transfer simulations
with temperature dependent material properties.
For comparison, consider the linear SLXS Lobatto radiation energy density solu-
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Figure 7.41: Linear SL Lobatto radiation solution for the unity Marshak wave prob-
lem assuming cell-wise constant volumetric averaged opacities.























Figure 7.42: Linear SL Lobatto temperature solution for the unity Marshak wave
problem assuming cell-wise constant volumetric averaged opacities.
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Figure 7.43: Linear SL Lobatto temperature solution for the unity Marshak wave
problem near the wavefront.
tion in Fig. 7.44 and the temperature solution in Fig. 7.45, computed using 80 mesh
cells. Visually, there is little difference between the SL Lobatto and SLXS Lobatto
angle integrated intensity solutions. However, this is not the case when examining
the material temperature solutions. Unlike Fig. 7.42, Fig. 7.45 does not exhibit any
blading.
We now consider the effects of spatial mesh refinement on the unity Marshak
wave problem. We first consider the linear SLXS Lobatto scheme, looking at a
zoom in near the wavefront of the radiation profile in Fig. 7.46 and the material
temperature profile in Fig. 7.47 Though the changes are subtle, we can see that mesh
refinement actually changes the location of both the radiation and temperature profile

























Figure 7.44: Linear SLXS Lobatto angle integrated intensity solution with 80 cells.

















































Figure 7.46: Linear SLXS Lobatto radiation solution near wavefront with increasing
spatial mesh refinement.






























Figure 7.47: Linear SLXS Lobatto temperature solution near wavefront with increas-
ing spatial mesh refinement.
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Fig. 7.47. The changes in the material temperature profile are more pronounced than
in the radiation profile because linear SLXS Lobatto more accurately calculates the
radiation intensity than the material temperature, converging Eφ ∝ 2 and ET ∝ 1.
Equivalent plots to Fig. 7.46 and Fig. 7.47 are provided in Fig. 7.48 and Fig. 7.49,




























Figure 7.48: Quartic SLXS Gauss radiation solution near wavefront with increasing
spatial mesh refinement.
of spatial convergence, few changes are noticeable with mesh refinement, except when
moving from 20 to 80 cells. However, when moving from 20 to 80 cells, the Gibbs’
phenomena near the solution discontinuity are no longer visible, except for a very
small negativity in the temperature solution. All solutions for this spatial mesh
refinement study use ∆t = 1.5625× 10−4.
We now examine the effect of increasing DFEM trial space degree, on a fixed mesh
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Figure 7.49: Quartic SLXS Gauss temperature solution near wavefront with increas-
ing spatial mesh refinement.
of 320 spatial cells using SLXS Lobatto, focusing on the region near the Marshak
wavefront. In Fig. 7.50 we plot the angle integrated intensity profile and plot the
temperature profile in Fig. 7.51 Increasing P make the wavefront in the radiation
profile sharper, but at a resolution of 320 cells, none of the P considered result in
a visually continuous solution. The most notable changes with increase P come in
the temperature profile, where linear SLXS Lobatto does not form a sharp inter-
face, whereas all of the higher P schemes capture the non-smooth transition more
accurately.
Before looking at very high spatial resolution solutions, we first consider the
effect of time step refinement on the unity Marshak wave problem in Fig. 7.52 for
the angle integrated intensity and in Fig. 7.53 for the material temperature solution.
Both Fig. 7.52 and Fig. 7.53 use a quartic SLXS Gauss spatial discretization with
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Figure 7.50: SLXS Lobatto radiation energy density solution with 320 cells for dif-
ferent P near Marshak wavefront.


























Figure 7.51: SLXS Lobatto material temperature solution with 320 cells for different
P near Marshak wavefront.
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1280 cells. The effects of decreasing time step size are non-trivial near the wavefront.
As seen in Fig. 7.52, at lower time resolutions, ∆t and ∆t
4
, the wavefront is visibly
not uniform concave down, with several “wiggles” in the radiation profile in the
heated region of the slab. Additionally, increased temporal resolution causes the
discontinuity at the leading edge of the wavefront to sharpen. In Fig. 7.53, the
effects of increased time resolution are the same as in Fig. 7.52. However, increased
time resolution more noticeably sharpens the discontinuity in the temperature profile
than it eliminates wavefront wiggles, though in Fig. 7.53 the ∆t curve is not strictly
concave down in the heated region of the slab near the wavefront.

































Figure 7.52: Quartic SLXS Lobatto radiation energy density solution with 1280 cells
for different time refinements near the Marshak wavefront.
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We now discuss highly resolved S2 solutions to the Marshak wave problem. Our
hope is that with sufficient spatial resolution and higher order DFEM, we are able
to resolve transport boundary layers. Our highest resolution simulation uses ten
thousand spatial mesh cells. Given the initial, cold temperature of the slab is roughly
T = 0.056, σt = σa =
1
T 3
, then the total slab optical thickness is roughly 5700 MFP
thick, and when using ten though cells, each mesh cell is roughly 0.57 MFP thick.
As noted by Larsen, Morel, and Miller [59], this type of mesh spacing is neither
optically thick nor thin. To answer whether ten thousand mesh cells is sufficient, we
first consider Fig. 7.54 where we compare the results of cubic SLXS Lobatto schemes
that use
1. ten thousand spatial cells, with ten thousand time steps and the SDIRK 3-3
scheme,


































Figure 7.53: Quartic SLXS Lobatto temperature solution with 1280 cells for different
time refinements near the Marshak wavefront.
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2. ten thousand spatial cells, with one thousand time steps and the SDIRK 3-3
scheme, and
3. 1280 spatial cells, with six thousand time steps of the SDIRK 3-3 scheme.




























Figure 7.54: Plot of the radiation energy density on a logarithmic scale for different
high resolution simulations near the Marshak wavefront.
Missing’ segments in Fig. 7.54 are caused by negative angle integrated intensity
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solutions. The 1280 cell simulation has only 1 negative node. The ten thousand
cell simulation that uses one thousand time steps has a total of 8 negative nodes;
one entire cell has a negative radiation energy density, and two other cells have at
least one node with a negative radiation energy density. Since the ten thousand cell
simulation with ten thousand time steps does not have any negative radiation energy
densities, it is clear then that accurate TRT simulations require both space and time
refinement.
In Fig. 7.55, we plot the angular intensities for µ = ± 1√
3
of the ten thousand
cell, ten thousand time step simulation. Clearly the radiation traveling from the hot
















Figure 7.55: Plot of the angular intensity on a logarithmic scale near the transport
boundary layer at the Marshak wave front.
to cold region, Id(µd =
1√
3
, x) has a large boundary layer near the thermal, but the
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rapid rise in angular intensity appears to be smooth, suggesting we have resolved the
radiation boundary layer. Unfortunately, to obtain high resolution everywhere at all
times in the simulation requires a uniform spatial mesh, and using ten thousand total
cells leaves only ten cells available to resolve the transport boundary layer present
at x ∈ [0.3870.388] at t = 1.0.
We conclude our discussion of the unity Marshak wave problem by considering
higher SN solutions to the Marshak wave problem. First, we compare the S8 solu-
tion to the S2 solution for material temperature in Fig. 7.56 and for radiation energy
density in Fig. 7.57. The S8 solution in Figs. 7.56-7.57 was generated using quartic
SLXS Gauss with five thousand spatial cells, the SDIRK 2-2 scheme, and approxi-
mately ten thousand time steps. The S2 solution is the same solution as plotted in
Fig. 7.55. The S8 solution exhibits many of the qualitative features we would expect


























Figure 7.56: S8 and S2 material temperature profiles.
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Figure 7.57: S8 and S2 radiation energy density profiles.
a transport solution to exhibit. For example, we expect the transport solution to
have a higher temperature solution near the problem boundary, with a more rapid
drop in both the material temperature and radiation energy density/angle integrated
intensity solutions relative to a diffusion solution. Additionally, we expect the trans-
port material temperature and radiation energy density solution to penetrate farther
into the slab than the diffusion solution, but with a less steep gradient. Figures
7.57-7.56 both exhibit these behaviors, caused by the transport solution becoming
more and more like δ(µ− 1) in optically thick regions. However, we did not expect
the non-smooth features near x = 0.2. We suspect the kinks in the temperature
and radiation energy density profiles is caused by the transition of the most glancing
µd > 0 from being dominated by boundary contributions to being dominated by
photon re-emission. To verify this, we plot the S8 intensity solution in Fig. 7.58.
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Figure 7.58: Logarithmic plot of S8 intensities for the unity Marshak wave problem.
We now zoom in to the boundary layer intensities near x = 0.2 and near the
thermal wave front. In Fig. 7.59, it is clear that the intensity in the direction of
µ = +0.1834 experiences a rapid variation as the incident flux from the boundary is
attenuated, and the isotropic emission from the heated regions of the slabs becomes
the main contributor to I(µd = +0.1834). It is also clear that despite having 25
cells with quartic DFEM in the region x ∈ [.18, .185], the factor ≈ 7× step drop in
I(µd = +0.1834) cannot be fully resolved. The more glancing µd, the sooner the
transition, relative to the left boundary.
Near the hot/cold material interface, all angular intensities experience a boundary
layer transition. Using higher order DFEM and high spatial resolution, it appears
that we are able to resolve these boundary layers, given the smooth profile of angular
intensity for every direction in the quadrature set.
Next we investigate the structure of an S32 solution with 1000 spatial cells, quartic
SLXS Gauss, and five thousand time steps using the SDIRK 2-2 time integration
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Figure 7.59: Logarithmic plot of intensity near glancing µ = +0.1834 boundary layer.
scheme. The material temperature solution is plotted in Fig. 7.61 against the S8
solution that uses quartic SLXS Gauss, five thousand spatial cells, and ten thousand
SDIRK time integration steps. Likewise, the angle integrated intensity solutions
are compared in Fig. 7.62. Even with S32 Gauss quadrature, we continue to see
non-smooth dips in both the material temperature and angle integrated intensity
profiles, however the dips are significantly smaller for the S32 solution as compared
to the S8 solution, particularly for the material temperature profile. In Fig. 7.62, the
S32 exhibits four smaller dips as compared to the single, larger dip associated with
S8. Suspecting these are caused by glancing incidence angles in the quadrature set,
we plot the angular intensity for all µd > 0 in Fig. 7.63. As with the S8 solution,
the dips in φ are associated with corresponding dips in Id for glancing µd > 0.
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Figure 7.60: Logarithmic plot of intensity boundary layers near thermal wavefront.
The discontinuity associated with µd = 0.3319 is obscured in Fig. 7.62 as the dip
occurs just as the S32 angle integrated intensity cross over the S8 angle integrated
intensity solution. The µd = 0.0483 intensity jump in Fig. 7.63 causes the greatest
effect in Fig. 7.62 for two reasons. First, the most glancing quadrature angle is
attenuated the most rapidly and as such would be expected to have the greatest
drop in value. Second, Gauss angular quadrature assigns the greatest weight to
the quadrature points most near µd = 0. Surprisingly, the S8 and S32 calculations
have nearly identical positions and values of the temperature and angle integrated
intensity solution near the problem boundary and the hot/cold interface. If however,
the goal is a smooth transport solution, the value of N required to create a smooth
SN φ solution appears to be much higher than S32, due to the presence of time ray
effects [1].
The kinks observed in the higher order SN solutions for the Marshak wave problem
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Figure 7.61: Comparison of S8 and S32 material temperature profiles for the unity
Marshak wave problem.


























Figure 7.62: Comparison of S8 and S32 angle integrated intensity solutions for the
unity Marshak wave problem.
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Figure 7.63: S32 intensity solutions for all µd > 0, for the unity Marshak wave
problem.
are examples of time ray effects. Typically these are not observed in thermal radiative
transfer simulations, because as the material heats up, the magnitude of photon re-
emission sources quickly becomes comparable to and surpasses the rapidly attenuated
incident photon contribution to the angular intensity. If the observed kinks are time
ray effects, they will be worse at earlier times and less pronounced at later times,
due to the attenuation of the incident intensity contribution over a greater distance
(as the wave front advances) and photon re-emission from the increased material
temperature. To verify that the observed kinks are indeed time ray effects, consider
Fig. 7.64 and Fig. 7.65 which show the S32 Marshak wave radiation energy density and
material temperature at different points in time, computed using 1000 spatial cells,
cubic SLXS Lobatto, ∆tmax = 2×10−4, and the SDIRK 2-2 time scheme. While the
earliest time material temperature solution does not have visually large kinks due
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Figure 7.64: S32 radiation energy density at different times for the unity Marshak
wave problem.



























Figure 7.65: S32 material temperature solution at different times for the unity Mar-
shak wave problem.
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to ray effects, ray effects can be seen in the radiation energy density solution at all
times considered. To observe that the radiation energy density ray effects decrease
in magnitude at later times, first consider the radiation energy density at t = 0.1,
given in Fig. 7.66, and then compare to the radiation energy density at t = 2.0
given in Fig. 7.67. Figure 7.66 and Fig. 7.67 use the same y-axis scaling. Comparing
Figs. 7.66-7.67, it is clear that the radiation energy drops associated with ray effects
are significantly larger at t = 0.1 than at t = 2.0. The µ labels in Figs. 7.66-


























Figure 7.66: S32 radiation energy density at t = 0.1 for the unity Marshak wave
problem.
7.67 correspond to the directional cosines of angular intensities that experience a
significant drop at those locations. as shown in Fig. 7.68 and Fig. 7.69 for t = 0.1
and t = 2, respectively. Comparing Fig. 7.68 to Fig. 7.69 clearly shows that as time
progresses, ray effects decrease, in Fig. 7.68, there are six angular intensities that
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Figure 7.68: S32 angular intensity for µd > 0 at t = 0.1 for the unity Marshak wave
problem.
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have a discontinuous jump from being dominated by incident boundary conditions
and heated material photon re-emission whereas in Fig. 7.69, at most 4 directions
experience a non-smooth transition from being dominated by incident boundary
contributions ti being dominated by photon re-emission.
Though ray effects are inherent to discrete ordinates calculations, the severe time
ray effects observed in the unity Marshak wave problem are more a function of
problem parameters than of a fundamental flaw with discrete ordinates methods
applied to thermal radiative transfer. The choice to define a = c = Cv = 1 and
σt = σa =
1
T 3
was chosen by previous authors, and did not correspond to a physical
scaling of typical physical material properties. This can easily be seen by considering
an alternative simulation, where we define σt = σa =
1000
T 3
. Under this assumption,
even the heated material is optically thick, and photon re-emission quickly becomes





























Figure 7.69: S32 angular intensity for µd > 0 at t = 2 for the unity Marshak wave
problem.
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the more dominant contributor to angular intensity than incident photon energy. In
Fig. 7.70, radiation energy density solutions for the modified unity Marshak wave
problem at different times are given for a simulation using 1000 spatial cells, x ∈ [0, 1],



































Figure 7.70: S8 radiation energy density solutions for the modified unity Marshak
wave problem with σa =
1000
T 3
at different times using linear SLXS Lobatto, and 1000
spatial cells for x ∈ [0, 1].
it clear that changing σa fundamentally alters the “unity” Marshak wave problem.
The thermal wave does not penetrate nearly as far in the modified unity Marshak
wave problem, but also does not exhibit any time ray effects as compared to the
original unity Marshak wave problem. The apparent gaps in Fig. 7.70 and Fig. 7.71
are discontinuities in the solution representation at cell edges. Though Fig. 7.70
and Fig. 7.71 use 1000 spatial cells, the 1000 spatial cells are equally distributed for
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Figure 7.71: S8 material temperature solutions for modified unity Marshak wave
problem with σa =
1000
T 3
at different times using linear SLXS Lobatto, and 1000
spatial cells for x ∈ [0, 1].
x ∈ [0, 1], whereas, thermal wave travels only to x < 0.15. Ideally, we could use time
adaptive mesh refinement to refine the mesh only near the Marshak wavefront at the
current simulation time, refining in the area immediately in front of the wavefront,
and coarsening after the steepest gradient of the wavefront has passed. However,
such adaptivity is computationally challenging to implement, and beyond the scope
of this work.
7.2.2 Physical Marshak Wave Problem
We now consider a Marshak wave problem that uses physical units. The problem
has has been considered repeatedly in the literature [44, 45, 58] and consists of a
0.05 [cm] slab at an initial temperature of 1 [eV ], heated from the left with an
isotropic 1 [keV ] photon source. After 0.1 [sh], 1 [sh] = 10−8 [sec], the thermal
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wave will have nearly passed through the entire domain. The material heat capacity






[cm−1], with T in keV,
and σs = 0. Representative angle integrated intensity and temperature solutions at
various times are given in Fig. 7.72 and Fig. 7.73. The representative solutions are
generated using 100 spatial cells with cubic SLXS Lobatto and S8 Gauss angular
quadrature. We note that Fig. 7.72 does not exhibit any time ray effects. This





















t = 10−3 sh
t = .0025 sh
t = .005 sh
t = .01 sh
t = .02 sh
t = .03 sh
t = .04 sh
t = .06 sh
t = .08 sh
t = 0.1 sh
Figure 7.72: S8 angle integrated intensity solutions at various times for physical
Marshak wave problem generated using 100 spatial cells and cubic SLXS Lobatto.
problem description, given in the cm-sh-keV unit system, has a heat capacity on
the same order as Cv = 1 in the unity Marshak wave problem. In addition the
product of the radiation constant, a = 0.01372 [ jerks
cm3 (keV )4
], and speed of light, c =
299.792 [cm/sh], ac = 4.113
[
jerks
cm2 sh (keV )4
]
, is on the same order as a = c = 1 from
the unity Marshak wave problem. The only thing that is significantly different in this
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t = 10−3 sh
t = .0025 sh
t = .005 sh
t = .01 sh
t = .02 sh
t = .03 sh
t = .04 sh
t = .06 sh
t = .08 sh
t = 0.1 sh
Figure 7.73: Temperature solutions at various times for physical Marshak wave prob-
lem generated using 100 spatial cells and cubic SLXS Lobatto.
problem is that the numerator in the definition of σa is a factor of 300 larger in this
physical Marshak wave problem than the unity Marshak wave problem, reaffirming
that the time ray effects observed in the unity Marshak wave problem are atypical of
discrete ordinate solutions applied to the thermal radiative transfer equations, and
a function more of the optically thin nature of the unity Marshak wave problem at
higher temperatures. The apparent discontinuities and overshoots in Figs. 7.72-7.73
are the tails of the cubic finite element in some mesh cells. The discontinuities would
be resolved with increased mesh refinement.
Our main interest in the physical Marshak wave problem is to test our different
adaptive time criteria. Using the notation of Eq. (6.133), in all of the results that
follow, we will assume ∆Tgoal = 0.01, unless otherwise stated. We first apply each
adaptive method to a linear SLXS discretization of the physical Marshak wave using
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50 spatial cells and S2 Gauss quadrature in angle. These discretization choices will
yield the most direct comparison possible to the radiative diffusion results of [45].
Time step size selection as function of the simulated time is given for each method in
Fig. 7.74. For this particular problem, the point-wise adaptive criterion taken from





















Volumetric, Ncg = 1
Point-wise
Modified Point-wise, Toffset = 0 [eV ]
Figure 7.74: Time step sizes selected for different adaptive criterion applied to a
linear SLXS Lobatto discretization of the physical Marshak wave problem with S2
angular quadrature and 50 spatial cells.
[45], yields the same time step selection at every time step as the modified point-
wise criterion with Toffset = 0 [eV ] because no negative temperature solutions are
generated with a linear SLXS Lobatto discretization of this problem. The volumetric
scheme with Ncg = 1 chooses larger time step sizes than the point-wise adaptive
criterion as expected, since a 1% change over a volume permits a much larger increase
in temperature than a 1% increase maximum at any one point. We also note the large
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number of sharps peaks and valleys present in all traces of time step size in Fig. 7.74.
Each peak and valley is related to the location of the thermal wave passing through an
individual mesh cell. The point-wise and modified point-wise schemes choose larger
∆t when the thermal wave is in the middle of a mesh cell. The volumetric scheme
chooses larger ∆t as the thermal wave crosses a cell boundary. The logic behind both
point-wise schemes choosing larger ∆t when the thermal wave (localized increase in
temperature) is in the middle of the cell is that the increased heating is distributed
amongst two points rather than heating a single point. Conversely, the volumetric
scheme chooses larger ∆t as the thermal wave crosses cell boundaries because the
increase in temperature is distributed amongst two cells rather than 1. Additionally,
we note that since the speed of the thermal front slows as time progresses, the peaks
occur at a greater frequency at earlier times in the simulation than near the end of
the simulation. The slowing of the wave can be more clearly visualized by viewing
Fig. 7.73. At t = 0.01 [sh], the wave is at approximately x = 0.0125 [cm]. If
the thermal wave propagated at a constant speed, then at t = 0.08 [sh], we would
expect the thermal wave to be near x = .1 [cm]. However, the thermal wave is only
located at approximately x < 0.04 [cm] in Fig. 7.73. The number of time steps each
adaptive method took, as well as the number of time steps that were rejected are
given in Table 7.1. Rejected time steps are those ∆tn, that after computing ∆T
using T˜ n+1 and T˜ n, ∆T > 1.2∆Tgoal, thus indicating ∆t
n was too large, requiring
a repeat of the time step from tn to tn+1. The point-wise and modified point-
wise results in Table 7.1 are comparable to the results reported in [45], where the
point-wise adaptive scheme was applied to a 50 cell linear DFEM radiative diffusion
discretization, reported to take about 33,000 time steps when using ∆Tgoal = 0.01.
We now examine the performance of each adaptive time criterion applied to a
cubic SLXS Lobatto discretization of the physical Marshak wave problem using 100
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Table 7.1: Time steps taken for different adaptive time stepping criterion for physical
Marshak wave problem using S2 angular quadrature, spatially discretized with linear
SLXS Lobatto, 50 cells, and ∆Tgoal = 0.01.
Total Steps Rejected Steps
Point-wise 40900 0
Modified Point-wise,
Toffset = 0 [eV ] 40900 0
Volumetric, Ncg = 1 26214 0
spatial cells. As seen in Fig. 7.73, negative temperature solutions are present at the
thermal wavefront. Table 7.2 gives the total number of time steps a given adaptive
scheme takes to solve the Physical Marshak wave problem discretized with cubic
SLXS Lobatto, and confirms that negative temperature solutions cause the simplest
point-wise adaptive criterion, Eq. (6.136), to fail. By fail, we mean that the point-
wise adaptive scheme attempts to take unacceptably and vanishingly small time
steps.
To show that the it is only the challenging nature of an under resolved Mar-
shak wave problem causes the point-wise adaptive criterion to fail, we consider an
alternative to the physical Marshak wave problem. Using the same spatial domain,
temporal domain, and material properties as the physical Marshsak wave problem,
we heat the slab heated with a distributed volumetric radiation source equivalent to
a black body material radiating energy at a temperature of 1 keV, rather than heat-
ing the slab with an incident 1 keV temperature source. In this volumetric source
driven problem,
1. the solution is constant in space,
2. opacities do not vary spatially,
3. the radiation solution is strictly non-negative,
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Table 7.2: Time steps taken for different adaptive time stepping criterion for physical
Marshak wave problem discretized with cubic SLXS Lobatto and 100 cells.
Total Steps Rejected Steps
Modified Point-wise, Failed
Toffset = 0 [eV ]
Modified Point-wise, 558495 3
Toffset = 1 [eV ]
Modified Point-wise, 397608 2
Toffset = 5 [eV ]
Modified Point-wise, 184033 0
Toffset = 50 [eV ]
Volumetric, Ncg = 1 1320259 976
Volumetric, Ncg = 2 68182 1252
Volumetric, Ncg = 5 29607 1346
Volumetric, Ncg = 10 16657 1449
Volumetric, Ncg = 25 9716 1631
Volumetric, Ncg = 50 7124 1736
Volumetric, Ncg = 100 5936 1808
4. negative temperatures are not generated, and
5. the point-wise adaptive criterion does not fail.
A trace of ∆t selected at each time step, normalized by dividing the time step number
n by the total number of time steps, nfinal, required by a given adaptive criterion
to complete the problem is given in Fig. 7.75 for a simulation of the source driven
problem using cubic SLXS Lobatto and 1000 spatial cells. Figure 7.75 shows that for
a spatially constant solution all three adaptive criteria yield the same time step size,
as might be expected, and demonstrates that adaptive time step selection criteria
may be used for higher order DFEM TRT simulations, but they must be designed in
a sufficiently sophisticated way to be applicable to challenging simulations of interest.
Comparing the number of steps taken in Table 7.2 to the number of steps taken
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Modified Pointwise Toffset = 0 [eV ]
Volumetric Ncg = 1
Figure 7.75: Time step sizes selected for adaptive criteria for volumetric radiation
source driven problem.
in Table 7.1 makes it clear that higher order DFEM methods applied to TRT sim-
ulations challenge the performance of simple time adaptive criteria. Indeed, the
modified point-wise scheme struggles, requiring Tfloor to be artificially high to yield
reasonable time step sizes. Interestingly though, using an artificially high Tfloor did
not yield significantly larger maximum time step sizes. As seen in Fig. 7.76, the
largest time step size chosen with the modified point-wise adaptive scheme is the
same regardless whether Toffset = 1 [ev] or Toffset = 50 [eV ]. This can be seen more
clearly by considering a zoom in if time step selection, as given in Fig. 7.77.
The increased numbers of peaks and valleys in Fig. 7.76 as compared to Fig. 7.74
is a result of increased spatial cell count and moving from linear to cubic DFEM.
Consider Fig. 7.78 that plots the time step trace of linear SLXS Lobatto simulations
using 50 and 100 spatial cells for S8 angular differencing with the point-wise adaptive
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Toffset = 1 [eV ]
Toffset = 5 [eV ]
Toffset = 50 [eV ]
Figure 7.76: Time step sizes for modified point-wise adaptive criteria for cubic SLXS
Lobatto discretization of the physical Marshak wave problem with different Toffset.




















Toffset = 1 [eV ]
Toffset = 5 [eV ]
Toffset = 50 [eV ]
Figure 7.77: Time step sizes for modified point-wise adaptive criteria for cubic SLXS
Lobatto discretization of the physical Marshak wave problem with different Toffset.
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criteria. At early times, such as those considered in Fig. 7.78, the accumulation of





















Figure 7.78: Zoom in of ∆t trace for the modified point-wise adaptive criteria using
linear SLXS Lobatto discretizations of the physical Marshak wave problem with 50
and 100 cells.
temporal errors is minimal, and despite the different spatial resolutions affecting
wavefront location, for our purposes here, we assume the thermal waves are at the
same position in the simulation. Under this assumption, it is clear that there are
twice as many ∆t spikes with the 100 cell scheme than there are with the 50 cell
scheme. It is worth noting that even after 20% of the simulation, t = 0.02 [sh], the
∆t traces of the different spatial resolution begin to move out of phase. We note that
the apparent ratio of the 50 cell maximum and minimum ∆t to the 100 cell maximum
and minimum ∆t at identical simulation times is roughly equal to two. Figure 7.79
plots the time trace of simulations that use linear and cubic SLXS Lobatto, each
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with 100 cells. Clearly the cubic DFEM scheme has significantly more features. The
cubic DFEM time trace retains the same periodicity at the cell level, but within each
cell there is a complex structure associated with the thermal wave advancing across
individual degrees of freedom within each cell.





















Figure 7.79: Time step traces for the modified point-wise adaptive scheme with
Toffset = 1 [eV ] for linear and cubic SLXS Lobatto with 100 spatial cells.
Though the volumetric adaptive criterion with Ncg = 1 requires more than twice
as many time steps to solve the same Marshak wave problem with cubic rather than
linear DFEM, the modified point-wise scheme requires more than 7× time steps
to solve the same problem with cubic rather than linear DFEM. Additionally, the
modified point-wise adaptive criterion is not universally applicable without sufficient
Toffset, as evidenced by the failure the modified point-wise adaptive criterion for
Toffset = 0 [eV ], and exceedingly high number of time steps required with Toffset =
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1 [eV ]. Consider now the trace of ∆t selection as a function of time in the simulation
in Fig. 7.80 for the modified point-wise scheme with Toffset = 5 [eV ] to the volumetric
adaptive criterion with Ncg = 1. Using the volumetric adaptive scheme, we see the




















Volumetric Ncg = 1
Modified Point-wise, Toffset = 5 [eV ]
Figure 7.80: Time step sizes for volumetric and modified point-wise adaptive criteria
for cubic SLXS Lobatto discretization of the physical Marshak wave problem.
same types of features in the time step size trace as we observed with the modified
point-wise scheme: peak/valley pairs as the thermal wave through the mesh, as well
as a complex structure of dips and peaks associated with the higher order spatial
discretization. However the volumetric scheme, smooths corresponding modified
point-wise ∆t trace structures significantly; several of the very large dips in ∆t
taken by the modified point-wise scheme do not appear, or are averaged out by the
volumetric adaptive criteria with Ncg = 1. Given that the maximum and minimum
∆t chosen by each adaptive criterion are of the same order, we conclude that the
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volumetric adaptive scheme with Ncg = 1 takes approximately a quarter of the
time steps taken by the modified point-wise adaptive scheme with Toffset = 5 [eV ]
because the volumetric adaptivity scheme minimizes and smooths a number of very
rapid transients the modified point-wise ∆t trace takes.
Table 7.2 demonstrates that larger values of Ncg take significantly larger average
time steps, but how does ∆t selection vary for different Ncg as a function of time?
In Fig. 7.81, the two extrema of Ncg for this particular spatial discretization, there
appear to be no significant differences between the trend in time of the different
values of Ncg, with the exception that for Ncg = 100, ∆t is chosen approximately
10×−100× larger than ∆t for Ncg = 1. Both Ncg = 1 and Ncg = 100 have the peaks
and valleys associated with the thermal wave passing through the spatial mesh.























Figure 7.81: Time step sizes for volumetric adaptive criteria with Ncg = 1 and
Ncg = 100 for cubic SLXS Lobatto in 100 cell physical Marshak wave problem.
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Figure 7.82: Time step sizes for volumetric adaptive criteria with Ncg = 1 and
Ncg = 100 for cubic SLXS Lobatto in 100 cell physical Marshak wave problem.
This is not the case for intermediate values of Ncg. Consider Fig. 7.82 that plots
∆t selected during the simulation for the volumetric adaptive criterion using Ncg = 5
and Ncg = 25. The dips we have thus far seen and associated with the thermal wave
crossing individual mesh cells are present, but in Fig. 7.82, there are additional lower
frequency dips in ∆t. These slower, periodic drops in ∆t are associated with the
thermal wave crossing from one volumetric adaptive grouping into another. If a
problem was run until the slab was at a uniform temperature, i.e. the thermal wave
has passed entirely through the slab, there would be Ngroups−1 repetitive groupings.
Finally, we wish to examine whether the vastly different values of time steps
taken by the different adaptive criteria result in significant differences in solution
representation. As no analytic solution exists, we must simply compare the results
of simulations that use different adaptive criteria at some selected time value. Assum-
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ing that any temporal introduced by taking too large of a time step accumulates, we
look at the angle integrated intensity and temperature solutions at t = 0.1 [sh]. Fur-
ther, assuming that the largest differences occur between the simulation that took the
most time steps and the simulation that took the fewest time steps, in Figs. 7.83-7.84
we compare the angle integrated intensity and temperature solutions of simulations
that use either the modified point-wise adaptive criterion with Toffset = 1 [eV ] or
the volumetric adaptive criterion with Ncg = 100. Despite the modified point-wise





















Volumetric- Ncg = 100
Modified Point-wise- Toffset = 1 [eV ]
Figure 7.83: Comparison of angle integrated intensity for different adaptive criteria
at t = 0.1 [sh].
scheme with Toffset = 1 [eV ] using nearly 95× more time steps than the volumetric
criterion with Ncg = 100, with this level of spatial accuracy, there is no appreciable
visual difference between the two solutions when considering the problem as a whole,
suggesting that the volumetric adaptive criteria is more efficient than the modified
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Volumetric- Ncg = 100
Modified Point-wise- Toffset = 1 [eV ]
Figure 7.84: Comparison of temperature for different adaptive criteria at t = 0.1 [sh].
point-wise criteria when applied to higher order DFEM TRT simulations. Even when
focusing in on the Marshak wavefront, as in Fig. 7.85 and Fig. 7.86, the difference
between the cubic physical Marshak wave simulations with different adaptive time
criteria is small when compared against the difference between a cubic physical Mar-
shak wave problem cubic result and a linear SLXS Lobatto result that uses the same
number of mesh cells, and the point-wise adaptive criteria.
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P3 Volumetric- Ncg = 100
P3 Modified Point-wise- Toffset = 1 [eV ]
P1 Modified Point-wise- Toffset = 0 [eV ]
Figure 7.85: Comparison of angle integrated intensity for different adaptive criteria
at t = 0.1 [sh] with cubic SLXS Lobatto using 100 cells vs. linear SLXS Lobatto
using 100 cells and the point-wise adaptive criteria.


















P3 Volumetric- Ncg = 100
P3 Modified Point-wise- Toffset = 1 [eV ]
P1 Modified Point-wise- Toffset = 0 [eV ]
Figure 7.86: Comparison of temperature for different adaptive criteria at t = 0.1 [sh]
with cubic SLXS Lobatto using 100 cells vs. linear SLXS Lobatto using 100 cells
and the point-wise adaptive criteria.
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7.3 Effectiveness of MIP DSA for TRT Iterative Acceleration
As of yet, we have failed to discuss the iterative performance of the modified
interior penalty diffusion synthetic operator (MIP DSA) applied to the grey thermal
radiative transfer equations. Though the problems we have considered are not nec-
essarily optically thick or diffusive, we have used MIP DSA to iteratively solve all
problems. A large number of the problems we have considered are not optically thick,
in part because we were interested in spatial error convergence. In Table 7.3, we give
a sampling of the average number of iterations required to update the intensity for
a given thermal iteration for different MMS and unity Marshak wave simulations.
Iteration counts for a designed optically thick and diffusive problem are given in
Table 7.4.
Several observations can be made regarding the data in Table 7.3. Most impor-
tantly, MIP DSA applied to the grey TRT is a stable iterative scheme and at worst
requires as many iterations as source iteration alone. Also, the number of iterations
for MIP DSA and SI are nearly equal only for most of the problems we have con-
sidered. Finally, MIP DSA is compatible with the self-lumping DFEM schemes we
have developed that explicitly account for the within cell variation of opacity and
heat capacity.
To demonstrate the iterative effectiveness of MIP DSA we now present a problem
designed solely to be optically thick and diffusive. We again define a dimensionless
problem, a = c = 1. We assume a constant Cv = 0.05, define x ∈ [0, 100], t ∈ [0, 5],
σs = 0, and σa =
5000
T 2
. We are motivated to choose σa ∝ 1T 2 to ensure that as the
problem heats up, ν → 1. In the cases where σa ∝ 1T 3 , the σaD∗ components of ν
cancel one another out, in terms of functional temperature dependence. Initially, the
slab is in thermodynamic equilibrium at a temperature of T = 0.5, and is heated
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Table 7.3: Iteration count for different TRT model problems.
Problem Description Scheme Average DSA+SI Average SI
Iterations Iterations
MMS Constant Time Linear 1.4 2.4
4 cells SLXS Lobatto
MMS Constant Time Cubic 1.6 2.3
8 cells SLXS Lobatto
MMS Constant Time Cubic 1.8 1.8
128 cells SLXS Lobatto
MMS1 Quadratic 2.0 13.5
2 cells SLXS Gauss
MMS1 Quadratic 3.0 13.6
32 cells SLXS Gauss
MMS1 Quadratic 4.0 13.5
128 cells SLXS Gauss
MMS1 Quadratic 4.2 13.5
256 cells SLXS Gauss
MMS2 Linear 1.0 2.7
2 cells SLXS Gauss
MMS Constant Space Quartic 17.0 39.0
Alexander 3-3, ∆t = 1 SLXS Lobatto
MMS Constant Space Quartic 6.6 11.7
Alexander 3-3, ∆t = 1
8
SLXS Lobatto
MMS Constant Space Quartic 2.3 4.9
Alexander 3-3, ∆t = 1
128
SLXS Lobatto
Unity Marshak Wave Linear 2.1 2.9
20 cells, largest ∆t SLXS Lobatto
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with an incident current of 100 on the left hand side of the slab. We discretize
the problem with linear SLXS Lobatto using 50 spatial cells, implicit Euler in time
differencing, and a maximum time step size of ∆tmax = 0.1. The average number of
transport iterations per thermal iteration is given in Table 7.4. Clearly, MIP DSA
Table 7.4: Iteration count for a very optically thick TRT problem.
Intensity Average Intensity
Iterative Strategy Iterations Per Thermal Iteration
DSA 10
SI 18378
can significantly reduce the iterative work required to solve the grey TRT equations,
but the majority of problems we have considered are not very optically thick.
In optically thick and diffusive problems such as this, the traditional convergence
condition of ∥∥φ(`+1) − φ(`)∥∥
‖φ(`+1)‖ < φ , (7.34)
can lead to false convergence [60]. Noting that our chosen point-wise convergence


















is not a true mathematical norm, we would still like to investigate the issue of false




< φ . (7.36)
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As shown in [60], we may eliminate false convergence by normalizing our convergence
condition with 1− ρ, ∥∥φ(`+1) − φ(`)∥∥
L1
(1− ρ) ‖φ(`+1)‖L1
< φ , (7.37)






In Table 7.5, we plot the average number of iterations required to converge φ for each
time step for our optically thick and diffusive test problem. For all methods, we used
φ = 10
−10. Table 7.5 clearly indicates that for optically thick, diffusive problems,
Table 7.5: Average number of inner iterations per thermal iteration using different
convergence criteria.











SI 18378 6382 22563
DSA 10 7 7
the near unity spectral radius can lead to false iterative convergence, and as such




as a physical scaling constant could possibly be improved upon, as∥∥φ(`+1)∥∥
L1
is dominated by the already heated region, whereas the greatest changes
in φ are occurring near the thermal wavefront.
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
8.1 Summary
In this dissertation we have developed a new family of interpolatory DFEM spatial
discretizations for discrete ordinates radiation transport. This set of DFEM schemes
is unique in that it is not limited to equally-spaced DFEM interpolation points,
automatically generates diagonal mass matrices, can be used with DFEM trial spaces
of arbitrary degree, and can explicitly account for the within cell variation of material
properties such as interaction cross section. We have tested this new family of DFEM
techniques in a variety of slab geometry radiation transport applications including
steady-state neutron transport, criticality, and time dependent thermal radiative
transfer simulations.
Additionally, we have demonstrated that some canonical methods of discrete or-
dinates radiation transport do not always behave as expected. First, we showed
that the traditional method of mass matrix lumping limits solution accuracy for
higher degree polynomial trial spaces and is robust with a linear DFEM trial space.
Later, we demonstrated that the usual assumption of a cell-wise constant interaction
cross section has several negative effects in problems with spatially varying inter-
action cross sections. Across all application areas considered, the assumption of a
cell-wise constant cross section for problems that had cross section variation within
individual mesh cells resulted in a fundamental limit on spatial order of convergence,
and generated non-smooth interaction rates. The non-smooth neutron transport in-
teraction rates manifested themselves in our thermal radiative transfer results as a
material temperature solution that contained large, non-monotonic discontinuities.
Mesh refinement can reduce the severity of the thermal radiative transfer tempera-
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ture solution discontinuities, but cannot eliminate the discontinuities. Not only are
the discontinuities non-physical and a sign of limited spatial order of convergence,
they also complicate and can inhibit the non-linear temperature iteration required
to solve the thermal radiative transfer equations.
8.2 Conclusions
There are two main conclusions to be made from this dissertation.
1. Self-lumping DFEM schemes using Gauss-Legendre (SL Gauss) or Gauss-Lobatto-
Legendre (SL Lobatto) quadrature as the DFEM interpolation points are well
suited to discrete ordinates radiation transport calculations.
2. Self-lumping schemes are easily modified to explicitly account for the within
cell variation of material properties, resulting in methods that are significantly
more accurate for problems with spatially varying material properties than
those that assume cell-wise constant material properties.
In neutron transport, criticality, and thermal radiative transfer simulations, both
SL Gauss and SL Lobatto converge the L2 norm of the angular flux error ∝ P + 1
for problems with cell-wise constant cross section. SL Lobatto is robust for all odd
degree DFEM trial spaces, and SL Gauss is robust for all even degree trial spaces,
assuming cell-wise constant cross section. Further, SL Lobatto is equivalent to tradi-
tional lumping for linear DFEM, but unlike traditional lumping DFEM schemes, SL
Lobatto increases in spatial order of convergence with increased trial space degree.
Self-lumping DFEM schemes easily account for the variation of interaction cross
or other material properties. A P degree self-lumping scheme using Gauss or Lobatto
quadrature only requires P + 1 material property evaluations to obtain schemes that
converge the L2 norm of the angular flux or radiation intensity ∝ P + 1. This is
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in contrast to DFEM schemes that assume a cell-wise constant cross yielding only
second order spatial convergence, regardless of trial space degree, for problems with
spatially varying interaction cross sections. In our neutron transport test problems,
SLXS Lobatto and SLXS Gauss (the variants of SL Lobatto and SL Gauss that ex-
plicitly account for within cell variation of material properties), converged interaction
rate and interaction rate dependent quantities ∝ P + 1. However, in our thermal
radiative transfer MMS testing SLXS Lobatto converged the L2 error of tempera-
ture, a quantity driven by an interaction rate, ∝ P . Though not P + 1 as we had
hoped, given the non-linear nature of the thermal radiative transfer equations, and
necessity to integrate much higher order polynomials, e.g. the Planckian term that
is a P 4 degree polynomial, order P convergence is still promising, as it still allows
for increased accuracy with increasing DFEM trial space degree. More surprising
is that SLXS Gauss applied to the grey TRT appears to converge the L2 error of
temperature ∝ P + 2. It should be noted though that the orders of convergence we
have given here are effectively only experimental observations, and there was some
disagreement between the apparent orders of convergence for certain error quantities
between test problems.
8.2.1 Future Work
There are several exciting avenues for continued study and advancement if the
topics and methods covered in this dissertation. Clearly the extension of this slab
geometry work to multiple spatial dimensions is required for problems of greater
scientific and engineering interest and complexity. Additionally, MIP DSA appeared
to be an effective iterative acceleration technique for the grey TRT equations, and as
such we would like to see how it performs as the diffusion operator for linear multi-
frequency grey acceleration of the multi-group/multi-frequency thermal radiative
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transfer equations.
Topics of research beyond simply extending our methodology are abundant as
well. A non-exhaustive list includes:
1. developing a theory to explain and apriori predict whether a given matrix
lumping technique will yield a robust solution,
2. explaining the apparent super convergence of SLXS Gauss for the TRT tem-
perature solution,
3. conducting a diffusion limit analysis of higher order trial space DFEM, and
4. developing additional TRT manufactured solutions that challenge spatial dis-
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